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LEGAL NOTIGE 
Neither the Commission of the European Commu-
nities nor any perso.n  acting on behalf of the Com-
mission is responsible for the use which might be 
made of the following information. ABSTRACT 
The  final report  consists  of two  parts: 
the  input  model  (part l) 
the  output  model  (part 2). 
These  predictive  cost models  are  able  to  operate in three dimensions: 
system confi6uration (i.e.  flexibility) 
~ opcr~ting regime  (i.e.  predicting the  cost for  any volUTie  of throughput) 
- time. 
Theycomprise  the  mechanical  component,  the  input data and the user interface.  The  -tero 
wrnechanical  component"'  refers  to  the  set  of mathematical relationships  thai;  ~iill de-
termine  the  cost  of  eac~ element  of an information system,  plus  the  8eans  of  perfor~in[ 
the  necessary calculations.  (the  financial.  plan.YJ.ing  and  c:..nalysis  system PnOPHIT II, 
opera  tine on-line,  ~·;as  used in this  studj~.) 
The  input  model  calculates for  each  operatiorl the staff,  r1aterials  equipment  and 
services  costs as required,  prompting the user to  consider various  systems  options 
where  appropriate. 
The  output  model  is more  complex  than the input model  since it has  to provide  for  a 
wider range  of system corJigurations for a  variety of different services. 
Further research and  improvement  is needed before  system operators  could be  offered 
a  model  i~to which  could be  fed details of current  operational volumes  and  costs for 
a  specific system and  which  the  operator  could use  to determine  the effect of  cha..YJ.ges 
in methods:  staffing,  th.rot:.:;hput  volurues  etc. I'IIIAL PEPORT Oi'r PROJECT  3 ,  Phase 1 ,  Pt I  ( rt'lrUr MODEL )CONTENTS 
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THE  INPUT  MODEL  DEVELOPED  IN  EFAG 
PROJECT  3 MANAGEMENT  SUMN\ARY 
In  accordance with the specification for  EFAG  Project 3,  two separate 
reports have been prepared on the development and testing of cost 
prediction models for (a) input activities, and (b)  output activities of 
mechanized information systems.  The two models are, however,  closely 
related and both reports are summarized here. 
Definition of requirements 
In  designing these models,  the first requirements to be considered were 
the dimensions within which they had to operate.  The models should 
be applicable to most  if not all foreseeable system configurations in 
terms of resources and techniques used,  and services provided;  they 
should be able to predict costs for any volume  of throughput;  and 
they should be able to predict costs for-any reasonable period of future 
time. 
The second requirement was that the  models should be easy to use. 
Thirdly,  the design of the models should not be incompatible with 
other studies in the present series of EFAG  costing proiects. 
Last  but not least,  the models should be capable of predicting costs 
to a  satisfactory level of accuracy (which would depend partly on 
the purpose for which they were used).  A  factor to be noted here is  that, 
providing reasonable data values are input to the models,  the systems 
they represent could be controlled in such a  way as to ensure that the 
predicted costs were achieved. ii 
General  descriptio~ 
The models have three main  components: 
the mechanical component 
the input data 
the user interface. 
The mechani co I component  comprises a  series of equations that 
determine the cost of each element of the system.  These equations 
are presented in such a  way that the necessary calculations could be 
performed by hand,  but on-line computing facilities were used in 
developing and testing the models,  as described below. 
Some of the input data  is determined by the model  user - such as the 
configuration of the system and the volume of throughput.  The 
remainder has to be  drawn  from  observation of the behaviour of 
existing systems,  and the accuracy of the models is highly dependent 
on these va I  ues . 
When the models are used manually,  the user interface  can only be 
rudimentary;  little can be done to relieve the drudgery of the 
repetitive calculations required.  With the aid of computer facilities, 
however the models can be made  truly interactive. 
The input model 
The main sections of the model  cover acquisition, selection, 
cataloguing, indexing, abstracting,  translation,  and mechanical 
processing. 
The model  calculates for each operation the staff,  materials, equipment 
and services costs as required,  prompting the user to consider various 
system options where appropriate.  A I  ternati ve methods of mechani co I 
processing,  such as on- or off-line data preparation, are represented 
by separate equations.  A I  temati ve methods for inte llectua  I operations, 
such as indexing and abstracting, are dealt with by using unit times 
appropriate to the quality of work required. iii 
Direct staff costs are calculated on  the basis of unit times for  each 
staff activity.  These unit times are multiplied by the number of items 
processed to give the hours required per year.  This figure is  then 
divided by  the effective number of working hours in a  year,  taking 
into account allowances for relaxation,  unoccupied time,  holidays, 
etc., to give the number of man-years of effort required for  the 
activity. 
Man-years of effort for each activity are multiplied by a  salary cost at 
a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the model, provision is  made 
for five salary grades.  Some types of staff within these grades are 
regarded as interchangeable (e.g. indexing and abstracting might be 
done by the same people), and this factor is  taken into account in 
calculating the total numbers of staff required.  The  numbers thus 
calculated are rounded up  to integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for each activity in  the system, 
the model  user is  invited to determine the number of supervisory and 
clerical support staff required.  It was felt that this decision could not 
be made in a  realistic way by the model. 
Computer processing cost calculations are based on unit costs for each 
operation,  or on  the estimated percentage occupancy of a  computer 
installation multiplied by a  rental charge. 
Accommodation costs are cal culoted  for each member of staff. 
Overheads are added as a  percentage of salary costs. 
The output model 
The output model  is  inherently more complex than the input model,  in 
that it has to provide for a  wider range of system  configurations for a 
variety of different services.  It can be linked to the input model,  in 
that the predicted cost of creating a  data base can be fed  into the output 
model.  Alternatively,  the cost of a  commercially available data base 
or data bases can be used. 
The output model  covers the following services, separately or in 
combination: 
retrospective search (batch processing) 
retrospective search (on-line) 
SDI 
group SDI iv 
secondary publication (alerting service) 
secondary pub I  i cation (abstracts bulletin) 
machine-readable services 
The model  calculates for  each operation the staff, equipment, materials 
and services charges as required for each of the seven output services 
selected by the model  user as part of the design configuration. 
Direct staff costs,  where applicable, are calculated on  the basis of unit 
times or data values for each activity.  The unit times are multiplied by 
the frequency of the particular activity to give the hours  required per 
year.  This  figure is  then divided by  the effective number of working 
hours in a  year,  taking into account allowances for relaxation, 
unoccupied time,  holidays etc., to give the number of man-years of 
effort required for the activity. 
Man-years of effort for each activity are multiplied by a  salary cost at 
a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the model provision is made for 
five salary grades.  Some  types of staff within these grades are regarded 
as interchangeable (e.g. profile formulation for  SDI  and for group SDi 
might be done by the same people), and this factor is  taken into account 
in  calculating the total numbers of staff required.  The  number3  thus 
calculated are rounded up  to integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for each activity in  the system! 
the model  user is  invited to determine the number of supervisory and 
c I  eri co I support required. 
Accommodation costs are calculated for each member of staff.  Overheads 
are added as a  percentage of salary costs. 
Costs of materials and printing are calculated as appropriate to each 
activity.  Royalty charges based on  volume of usage made of a  purchased 
data-base may be calculated on  the basis of charges against numbers of 
users,  frequency of use and/or volume of output produced, according to 
the conditions obtaining under sales contracts negotiated with individual 
data-base producers. 
Computer processing costs are ca I  culated on  the basis of data avai I  able 
for costs of each run  (or issue,  in the case of secondary publications). 
After the model  has  calculated the direct costs of each service, an 
apportionment of input and indirect costs is added to give the total cost. v 
The computerized mode Is 
Both  models were developed with the aid of the PROPHIT  II  system, 
available through the CDC  CALL/370 Time  Sharing Service.* 
PROPHIT  II  is an on-line financial  planning and analysis system. 
When using this foci lity,  the model  is expressed as a  series of state-
ments (called a  definition file) written in a  simple user-oriented 
programming language. 
Input can be in the form  of a  history file (employing data gathered 
from  past experience) or a  projection file.  With a  projection file, 
data values that will  change with time (such as the number of items 
input,  or salary levels) can be generated from  an initial value or 
values by specifying one of a  range of projection types (e.g. linear, 
stepped,  compound). 
The projection and/or history files are run against the definition file 
to produce a  report covering as many years as required.  The effect 
of changes in data values,  methods of projection, or system design 
options can be explored by means of a WHAT-IF facility. 
Data values 
For each model, all the variables employed in the equations are defined, 
and preferred values or ranges of values are presented where appropriate. 
The reports stress,  however,  that the model  user should be able to apply 
judgement,  based on  experience,  in selecting values to be used as 
input to the mode Is. 
A significant difference between the input and output models is  that while 
staff costs predominate in the former,  computer processing costs are more 
important in the latter. 
The equations for  the input model  involve 48 variables, although some 
of these apply only to certain system configurations.  The output model, 
with its range of alternative services,  employs 97 variables. 
*Similar facilities are available from  other major timesharing computer 
services. vi 
Testing the models 
Test runs were carried out with both models to ensure that they would 
operate correctly under a  variety of conditions.  In  the case of the 
input model,  further tests were conducted by simulating known systems. 
As required by the proiect specification,  both  reports include written 
specifications for designed experiments to implement the models.  The 
method proposed is  to use the models in a  retrospective mode, i.e. 
to make cost predictions for existing systems as of some  time in  the past, 
and to compare the resu Its with the a ctua I costs experienced in  rea I  i ty • 
Applications of the models 
The main application envisaged for these models,  in their present form, 
is at the broad planning level.  They can be used to determine the 
pattern of costs in future years for a  proposed new system,  and in so 
doing enable the planner to explore the effect of different system 
configurations and operating regimes. 
They can also be used more generally as a  management tool  for fore-
casting manpower requirements,  budgets, and unit costs. 
The models as presented are highly generalized, and are applicable 
to most typical system configurations.  The  methodology that they 
incorporate could, however, easily be adapted or extended to cover 
other specialized configurations,  or specific applications.  For 
example, they could be developed for application to cooperative 
networks,  or to investigate the effect of changes on  existing systems. 1 
CHAPTER  1:  INTRODUCTION AND TERMS  OF REFERENCE 
This report is  the first  of two final  reports resulting from  the study 
'Project 3:  Development and use  of models for the predictioo of costs fa-
alternative infcrmation systems •.  This report is about the cost prediction 
model for input activities of mechanized information systems.  A compmioo 
report deals with the  output model. 
The  project specification is  reproduced in Appendix I, but it may be 
useful  to restate here the objectives of the  project : 
11To  develop models for  predicting the costs of various 
methods of data base creation and provision of information 
services." 
The  project as a whole comprises two phases, the first being to 
develop and test the models,  and the second to implement them in an experi-
mental environment.  This  report is  concerned with  Phase  I, but includes in 
Appendix 9 a specification for a  designed experiment to implement the model. 
The  nature of the proiect is  such that there CCI'l  be  no detailed state-
ment of the methodology employed.  Having studied previous work  in this 
area (see Chapter 2)  and determined the requirements of the model  (see 
Chapter 3) 1  we were able to formulate  the basic equations and then develop 
them by  an iterative process (see  Chapter 4).  Some  tests were carried out 
to prove  the viability of the mode I (see  Chapter 6).  Considerable effort 
was devoted to research on  the data available for input to the model  (see 
Chapter 5). 2 
CHAPTER 2:  REVIEW  OF  PREVIOUS WORK 
Litt fe  pub  I ished work has been found that relates to the design of 
predictive cost models for the  input operations of mechanized information 
systems.  Papers that relate to the modelling of output operations are 
reviewed in  the companion report to this one. 
1 
Bourne and Ford  have reported on the use of a  computer-based 
model designed to simulate the several-year operation of an information 
system.  The  model estimates expected operating costs as well as the amount 
of equipment and personnel required.  The  use of a  model of this kind made 
it possible to examine the variety of system configurations under various 
operating regimes.  Their paper unfortunate! y does not describe the model 
in detail. 
The work of Wilkin et al 
2 
can also be regarded as a  modelling 
exercise, although it was not specifically concerned with computer-based 
information systems.  The aim was to determine the comparative influence 
of various factors on the time taken to perform a whole range of information 
system operations.  Multiple regression techniques were applied to deter-
mine the relative effect of each variable.  A  model of the form 
is  postulated where y  is  the dependent variable, x the independent 
variable(s), and b 
0
,  b
1
,  b
2 
are constants estimated from  the data. 3 
CHAPTER 3:  DEFINITION  OF REQUIREMENTS 
3 .I  V/hat is a  model? 
The  meaning of the term. •model•  is  clea enough in  the 
case of an econometric model,  or a model of an electric circuit. 
In  the case of a  predictive cost model, however,  the identity of 
what we are model I  ing  is  less clear.  The  best definition of our 
purpose  is  probably to say that we  ae trying to model  a  future 
situation in which an information system would exist,  or  in  which 
the operations of an existing system are to be changed,  in  such a 
way that its  costs can be determined. 
3.  2  Requirements of the mode I 
3.  2 .I  Dimensions of operation 
The  first requirement is  that the model  should be able to 
operate in  three dimensions  : 
(I)  System configuration; 
(2)  Operating regime; 
(3)  Time. 
The  first of these  means simply that the model  must be 
applicable to any foreseeable type of information system  in  terms 
of resources used (staff, equipment, or materials) and the type and 
quality of services provided. 
The  second imp I ies that the mode I must be able to predict 4 
costs for any volume  of  throughput. 
The  third imp I ies that the model  must be  able to predict 
ce6ts for any reasonable period of future  time. 
In  practice, of course,  it is  probd:>le that in  using  the model, 
two of these sets of variables will  be held constant, while studying 
the effect of  changing the third ooe. 
3 . 2 . 2  Ease  of use 
The  use  of a  predictive cost model  of this kind is  inevitably 
canplex.  The model  provides the mechanism for calculating c~ts, 
but  the mode I user must make a series of choices concerning the 
system configuration,  and must select appropriate input data.  The 
model should be designed so that the user is  given as  much help as 
p~sible in  making these decisions, and it should also enc:ble the 
user to determine qui ck!y the effect of cha1ging any of the para-
meters.  We shall return to this aspect in  section 3 .5. 3. 
3  ~ 2 . 3  Com pat  ib i li  !Y 
It  is  obviously desirable that the design of the model should 
take into account,  and where necessary be compatib I  e with,  the 
results of other studies in  the present series of EFAG  costing projects. 
We have attempted to ensure that the classification and 
definitioo of cost elements used  in  the present project are compatible 
with th~e propoc-.,ed  in  the EFAG  Proiect 2 report.  It  has to be 
recognized,  however,  that the problems of collecting and analysing 
data from  existing operational systems (which were the subject of the 5 
EFAG  Proiect 2*) are fundamentally different from  those of fore-
casting the costs of hypothetical systems.  If the EFAG  2 cost-
accounting scheme were widely used as a mems of collecting data, 
it would eventually be possible to design a different  1  and more 
accurate ca;t mode I.  But the mode I we present in  this report has to 
make use  of the best data avai I  able now. 
3. 2.4  AcctKacy 
The  accuracy required of the model  will to some extent 
depend on  the purpose  for which it is  applied.  In  some  cases, ab-
solute accuracy will be less  impa-tant than relative accuracy.  For 
example,  if the model  is  used for comparing the costs of alternative 
system  configurations,  it must accurately show the relative effect of 
these alternatives. 
Accuracy of the  answers given by the model  will depend 
mainly on  the accuracy of the data that is  fed into it - a  point we 
shall return to in  Section 3.5.2.  It also has to be  realized that the 
model  can only aim to predict costs dependent on  more  mechanistic 
factors, at the sane time  indicating the extent to which predictions 
may be distorted by other influences such as quality of management. 
On a more encouraging note,  it is  worth mentioning that 
the model  can to a  certain extent provide a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
*  P .H .Vickers .Final report on  Project 2: Extension and revision of the cost/ 
accounting scheme to interactive systems of the network.' Aslib Consultancy 
Service  1  July 1976. 6 
Providing that the unit times input to the  model  are sufficient to ensure 
an acceptable quality of data base, the system it represents could be 
controlled by its manager in such  a way as to ensure that these unit 
times were  realized. 
3.3  Applications 
The  main application envisaged fa these models is  at the 
broad planning level.  They can be used to determine the pattern of 
c~ts in  future years for a  proposed new system,  and in so doing 
enable the planner to explore the effect of different system  config-
urations and operating regimes. 
The  models presented in  this and the companion report deal 
with the  c~ts of an individual system.  They could only be  used for 
a co-operative network by treating it as  a  collection of single 
systems, and combining the results of a series of separate predictions. 
3 .4  Other design factors 
3 .4.1  Viewpoint 
It is  important to recognize that the cost of a system  is 
highly dependent on  viewpoint - in  other words, we  have to decide 
whose c~ts we are  trying to predict.  Should the model  be designed 
to operate at the I  eve I of the system,  of the organisation which runs 
it,  or of the government of the country concerned?  The  simplest 
illustration of this problem is  provided by document acquisition 
costs.  A system  based on  a  university, for example,  may derive its 
document input from  the university  library,  and its operating costs 
would show no outlay for  this.  Yet the university's budget would 
show not only the operating cost of the information system,  but also 3.4.2 
7 
the cost of running the library.  We have assumed that the cost 
models should take into account all  local costs relevant to the 
operation of the information system,  and that the costing view-
point should be that of the parent organisation. 
Performance and quality 
Ideally,  cost predictions should be related.to system perfor-
mance characteristics, listed by Lancaster and Climenson (3) as: 
Coverage 
Response  time 
Usability 
Presentation 
Recall 
User effort 
Precision 
King and Caldwell (4)  have demonstrated the feasibility of 
designing cost models that relate to levels of performance in terms 
of recall,  precision and some factors affecting user effort.  In 
most situations, however,  the practicality of specifying desired 
levels of recall and precision for a  planned system is  limited, 
and we have not attempted to build into our models any direct 
capability for relating cost to these parameters. 
It was considered essentia I,  however,  that our models should 
take into account the system characteristics that can  be pre-
determined and which govern the quality of the services provided. 
Thus  the model  parameters include depth of indexing,  length of 
abstract, and print density of output,  for example,  which affect 
recall,  precision,  presentation and user effort. 
Response  time is a  special factor in this context.  Our 
models estimate the staff effort required for each operation,  but if 
response time were a  critical design factor,  it might be necessary 
to allow for sub-optimal staff utilization and the values obtained 
from  the model  would have to be factored accordingly. 8 
3 .4.3  Cost vs economics 
It needs to be  clearly stated that the mode Is  are designed to 
predict only  costs and not overa  II  e con om ics.  In  other words,  they 
will not take  into account the revenue earned by a system to offset 
its  operating costs. 
3.5  Components of a  predictive c~t model 
The  three main components of a  predictive cost model  are 
(I)  the mechanical component; 
(2)  the  input data; 
(3)  the user interface. 
These components are discussed below. 
3 .5.1  The  mechanical  component 
The  mechanical  component comprises a set of mathematical 
relationships that will determine the  c~t of each element of an 
information system.  It  also imp I  ies some  means of performing the 
necessary calculations, such  as  a slide rule, an electronic calculator, 
or a  computer.  In  Chapter 4 we shall first present a series of 
equations which  could be  used with any calculating device.  We 
shall then show  how  the same calculations can be performed with 
the aid of a  computer. 9 
3. 5. 2  The  input data 
This  is  the data that must be fed  into the model  in  order 
that it may cal cui ate the  cost of any system.  Some of this data is 
determined by the mode I user - such as the volume of throughput, 
and the configuration of the system to be mode lied.  Much of it, 
hONever1  has to be drawn from observation of the behaviour of 
existing systems.  The  accuracy of the model depends almost entirely 
on the  latter kind of data.  The  mode I cannot be better than the data 
which  is  available. 
The  input data for our model  ore defined,  and values are 
suggested,  in  Chapter 5. 
3.  5.  3  The  user interface 
As  mentioned in  Section 3.2 .2, the model should be des-
igned so that it  is responsive to the user,  and easy to operate.  To 
achieve this, a  suitable interface is  needed between the user and 
the mechanism of the model  itself. 
In the case of a  manually-operated model,  I ittle can be 
dooe to relieve the drudgery of repetitive calculations,  and we 
suspect that use  of the  model  in  this mode will be limited.  As  will 
be seen from  the  later parts of this report, however,  it is  possible to 
operate the model  with aid of a computer, making  it truly inter-
active .. 10 
CHAPTER 4:  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  MODEL 
In  this chapter we shall describe the mechanical  component of the model. 
First we shall explain the function of each part of the model, and present the 
equations used in sufficient detail for  cost predictions to be made manually. 
The model  is designed to represent what we believe to be the most typical 
system configurations within the scope of present technology.  It does not cover 
certain ancillary activities, such as microfiche production, but extension of the 
model  to cover such activities would be a  simple matter. 
Even  with the aid of an electronic calculator,  manual  use of the model 
can be fairly laborious, and at an early stage in the project it was decided to 
use computer foci lities to develop,  test and operate the model.  The particular 
facilities used are described in Section 4.2 
The manual and computer-based versions of the model are linked by the 
line numbers of the computer files.  These are shown  in parenthesis after each 
of the parameters used in the equations that follow,  and again in Chapter 5, which 
defines and suggests values for  the input data required for  the model. 
It must be stressed that the computer system merely provides the capability 
to perform the calculations required by the model,  and to prepare cost reports; 
it does not constitute the actual model. 
4. 1  The  input model 
The model  calculates for each operation the staff, materials 
equipment and services costs as required,  prompting the user to 
consider various system options where appropriate. 
Direct staff costs are calculated on  the basis of unit times 
for each staff activity.  These unit times are essentially 'basic' 11 
times,  as  defined in  BS.3138*,  which are multiplied by the number 
~f items processed to give the hours required per year.  This figure 
is then divided by the effective number of waking hours  in  a year, 
taking  into account aiiO\A/ances  for  relaxation,  unoccupied time, 
hoi idays, etc., to give the number of man-years of effort required 
for the  activity • 
Man-years of effort for  e~ach activity are multi pi ied by a 
salary cost at a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the mode I pro-
vision  is  made for five salary grades.  Some  types of staff within 
these grades are regarded as  interchangeable (e.g. indexing and 
abstracting might be done by the :same  people), and this factor is 
:taken into account in  calculating the total  numbers of staff required. 
The  numbers thus calculated are rounded up  to integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for each activity in 
the system, the model  user is  invited to detennine the number of 
supervisory and clerical support staff required.  It  was fe It  that this 
decision could not be  made in a realistic way by the model. 
Accommodation costs are cal cui a ted for each member of the 
staff.  Overheads are added as  a  percentage of salary costs. 
Costs of materials, equipment and external services are 
calculated as appropriate to each activity.  Computer processing 
costs are calculated on the basis of observed unit costs for each 
activity; or alternatively on  the estimated percentage occupancy of a 
computer installation multiplied by a  rental charge. 
*  Glossary of terms used in  work study.  BS3138  : 1969,  London,  British 
Standards I  nsti tuti on, 1969. 12 
The  'manual' model  calculates costs  for one system  config-
uration in one year of operation.  To  predi ce  costs  for  a succession 
of years with different operating regimes and increasing salaries, 
equipment rentals,  etc,  the model  user would have to repeat the 
calculations as  many times as necessary. 
The  equations to be  used  for each element of the model are 
presented below. 
4. 1. 1  Acquisition 
The  model  recognizes that the system  will acquire a  certain 
number of documents,  some  or all of which wi II  hove to be purchased. 
Two  classes of documents,  monographs and journals (i.e. serials) ore 
treated separately.  It is also recognized that the number of items 
input to the computer system  may be different from  the numbers of 
documents acquired or purchased.  The  staff costs of ordering and 
handling monographs and journals will  tend to differ,  so  different 
unit times for  these operations are called for. 
The  term  'monographs•  is  intended to cover all non ... serial 
publications,  including books,  reports,  patents etc.  'Serials'  could 
also include secondary publications, which ore sometimes a source 
of input.  If necessary, and if data were available,  the equations 
which follow  could be  used  iteratively with different values for 
specific types of monograph or seria I pub I  i cations. 
The  acquisition of input in  machine-readable form  is  covered 
in  the output model,  which is appropriate for  situations where such 
input can be used with  little or no  modification.  For a  system  in  which 
machine-readable input is  re-indexed to form,  in effect, a new 
data-base, it would  be necessary to adapt the input model  equations 
for  this purpose. 13 
The following equations apply to acquisition: 
Acquisition effort required in  man-years, 
Cost of documents purchased, 
C  =  P  B  +  P.  J 
do  b  p  1  P 
Total direct cost of acquisition, 
C  =[  f-r  B  ]+[T  J] 1 
acq  L  b  a  H  j  a  j \  -1  P  b  B  p  +  Pi  J  p 
Unit cost per item input  = c 
acq 
where 
4 .I.  2  Selection 
-,n-
Tb  ==  unit time for  ordering monographs (1130) 
T.  unit time for ordering  journals (1132) 
I 
pb  average purchase cost of monographs (1160) 
P.  overage subscription cost of  journals (1162) 
I 
B  ·- number of monographs acquired (1020) 
0 
B  -·  number of monographs purchased (1030) 
p 
J  number of iournols acquired (1022) 
0 
J  =  number of journals purchased (1032) 
p 
sb  -- annual salary, Grade B staff (1070) 
H  number of hours  in  a  man-year (1040) 
In  =  number of document records (for monographs and 
journal articles) input per year (1010) 
The  effort required for selecting items for  input is  arrived 
at by multiplying the unit time by  the number of items input, and 
then dividing by the number of man-hours in  a  year.  Thus effort 
required for selection, 
f!  == 
sel 
T  I 
s  n 
H 14 
Cost of se fection, 
C  =  e  S 
sel  sel  c 
where T  =  unit time for selectioo (1260) 
s 
S  =  annual salary, Grade C staff (1080) 
c 
4.1.3  Cataloguing 
The  effort required for cataloguing is  calculated in  the 
same way as  that for selection.  Thus effort required, 
e 
cat 
=  T  I 
c  n 
-H-
Cost of cataloguing, 
4 .1.4  Indexing 
C  e  S 
cat  cat  c 
where T  =  unit time for  cataloguing (1310) 
c 
The  effort required for  indexing  is  calculated by multiplying 
the unit time by  the number of  items input,  and then dividing by 
the number of mm-hours in  a year.  Here as in  other parts of the 
model, the model  user has to select a  unit time appropriate to the 
quality of indexing,  type of document,  indexing language, etc. that 
are to be bui It into the system. 15 
Thus  effort required for indexing, 
e 
ind  = 
T.  I 
1  n 
7 
c~t of indexing, 
C  =  e  S 
ind  ind  c 
Where T.  = unit time for  indexing  (1360) 
I 
4 .I.  5  Abstracting 
Abstracts input to the system may be specially prepared,  to 
varying standards of quality and length; or they may be 'author' 
abstracts (i.e. copied from  another source);  or a mixture of these 
types may  be used.  The model  therefore calls for  Cl1  indication of 
the proportion of author abstracts to be used, and unit times for each 
type of abstracting.  Effort required for abstracting can then be cal-
culated as follows :-
e 
abs 
=  I  F  T 
n  a  a 
IOOH 
c~t of  abstracting, 16 
where F  =  percentage of author abstracts used  (1 040) 
a 
4.1.6  Translation 
T  =  unit time for preparing author abstracts (1440) 
a 
T  =  unit time for preparing written abstracts (1450) 
w 
All  or part of the input may be trCI'lslated from  one or more 
languages.  The  mode I user is  required to indicate the percentage of 
input that is  to be trans  I  ated, and the effort required can then be 
calculated as follows :-
Cost of translation, 
C  = e  S 
tra  tra  c 
Where Tt  =  unit time fa- translating an item (1600) 
F  =  percentage items trCI'lsl ated (1580) 
t 
4 .I.  7  Total cost of intellectual processing of input 
At this stage it is  possible to calculate the direct cost of all 
intellectual processing operations,  as  follows:-
c.  =  c  1  + c  + c.  d  +  cab  + c  1p  se  cat  m  s  tra 17 
4 .I.  8  Mechani cai  processing of input (data preparation) 
In  calculating data preparation casts,  it is necessary to 
consider a variety of technical options,  and  to aiiON  for  the use of 
these separately or  in  combination.  For the purposes of the mode I, 
data preparation may be carried out in-house or by a bureau.  It 
may  be done on-line or off-line.  Off-line methods include the use 
of punched ccrds, paper tape, magnetic tape,  key-to-disc,  or 
optical character recognition (OCR).  For the latter,  input is  typed 
on a special typewriter, and then read by  an OCR reader which 
writes the records to magnetic tape. 
Data preparation costs may  also include the rental of 
equipment (card punches, terminals, etc.), telecommunications 
casts (in the case of on-1 ine  input), and computer processing casts 
for  input validation, which may  be carried out in-house or by  a 
service bureau. 
Effort required for off-1 ine data preparation, 
=  [  Fa  La  +  [1  - Fa  ] J  [I  +  F  v  ] 
too  rna  roo 
Effort required for OCR data preparation, 
e 
ocr  K 
ocr 
I 
n 
K
0ff  Ax 1000 
H x  fooo 18 
Effort required for on-1 ine data prepcration, 
e 
on 
=  [Fa  La  + [I  - Fa ]  L J [I  +  F  v  ]  In 
IOO  fOO  w  TOO  K~--,H~x-10--00 
Bureau data prepc.ration costs can be calculated as 
follo.vs :-
Cb  =  [  Fa  La  +  [  I  - Fa  ]  L  J 
u  roo  ron  w 
on 
Cooversion costs for  writing OCR input to magnetic tape 
are calculated as follows :-
Effort required for proof-reading, 
e  =  T  I 
pr  _p_n 
H 
Equipment costs for off-line,  OCR and on-line operations 
can be  calculated as follows :-
Goff  =  E  off  Rk 
G  =  E  R 
ocr  ocr  o 
where E
0
ff represents e off rounded 
up to the nearest whole number 
where E  represents e  rounded 
ocr  ocr 
up to the nearest whole number 19 
G  =  E  R  +  P  where  E  represents e  rounded 
on  on  t  t c  on  on 
up to the nearest whole  number 
Computer processing costs for  in-house a1d bureau oper-
ations can be calculated as  follows :-
M.  = F  R 
1n  cp  c 
JOO 
= I  pb  n  u 
The  total in-house effort required for data preparation 
(excluding proof-reading) can be expressed as  follows:-
e  could be substituted for  e  ff in  the above equation, 
~r  o 
in which case the conversion cost Q  would need to be included in 
the final  total for the system. 
The  cost of data preparation ce11  be  calculated as follows :-
Cdp  =  edp  Sb  +  Cbu  +  [Goff ~ 
+  [ Min  !!..  ~u] +  Q  +  e  pr  S  c 
G  J +  ocr 
G 
on F  = 
c 
F  = 
cp 
20 
Notation used  in  the above equations is  I  is ted be low  :-
percent~e of records keyboarded by bureau (1860) 
occupancy of in-house computer expressed as decimal 
fraction (2630) 
F  =  percent~e of input keyboarded on-line (1950) 
on 
F  =  percentage of input records verified (181 0) 
v 
K  =  keyboarding rate for OCR  input  (1730) 
ocr 
Koff =  keyboarding rate for off-1 ine  input (1750) 
K  =  keyboarding rate for on-line input (171 0) 
on 
L  = 
a 
L  = 
w 
pbu  = 
p  = 
con 
pkb  = 
pte  = 
R  =  c 
Rk  = 
R  = 
0 
Rt  = 
T  = 
p 
average length of records with author abstracts,  in 
characters (1680) 
average length of records with written d>stracts,  in 
characters {1690) 
cost of computer processing,  per record {2600) 
cost of reading OCR  input,  per 1  000 characters (221 0) 
cost of bureau keyboarding, per 1  000 characters {1870) 
communications cost {2060) 
rental of in-house computer (2640) 
rental of keypunch or alternative (2340) 
rental of OCR typewriter (2190) 
rental of terminal (2040) 
unit time for  proof reading (251 0) 21 
4 .I.  9  Total effort required 
In  the model  so fer,  all staff effort has been at Grade B or 
Co  It  is  assumed that all kinds of keyboard operators would be  inter-
changecble, but that they would not be interche11geable with the 
staff responsible for acquisitions work.  Similarly,  it  is  assumed that 
staff employed on selection,  cataloguing,  indexing,  d:>stracting, 
translation and proof-reading would all be of similar capcbility and 
thus interchangeable. 
To estimate realistic staff costs,  the numbers of staff in each 
of these three groups need to be rounded up  to whole numbers,  as 
follows:-
Ebl  =  e  rounded up to nearest whole number 
acq 
Eb2  = edp  rounded up to nearest whole number 
Eel  = e  I +  e  +  ~  +  e  b  +  e  +  e 
se  cat  ind  a  s  tra  pr 
rounded up to necrest whole number 
At this point,  having determined the numbers of staff 
needed for e~ch activity, the mode I user has to decide on  the kind 
of organizational structure that wi II  be required to operate the 
system, and to estimate the number of supervisoty and clerical 
support staff needed.  Supervisoty staff might be employed at Grade 
C,  D orE depending on their level in  the hierarchy.  Clerical 
support staff are  at Grade A o  The  total  numbers and  costs of staff 
can now be cal cui a ted as follows :-22 
total nunber of staff Etot 
where  E  c2  =number of supervisory staff, Grade C (3450) 
Ed  = number of supervisory staff, Grade D (3460) 
E  = number of supervisory staff, Grade E (3470) 
e 
E  =number of clerical support staff 
a 
4 .1.10  Accommodation costs 
Accommodation  c~ts are calculated on the basis of a 
space allowance per member of staff,  multiplied by a  cost per unit 
of area  ..  Thus  accommodation costs, 
C  =  E  A  R 
ace  tot  p  ace 
where A  = space required per staff member (3490) 
p 
R  =  accommodation cost per unit area (3500) 
ace 
4 . I. II  T  ota  I costs 
Finally, the total costs can be obtained.  This entails 
multiplying the number of staff Eb 1,  E  cl' etc. by  the appropriate 
salaries to convert them to staff costs.  Overheads are added as a 
percentqJe of staff costs.  Materials and equipment costs as deter-
mined by  the equatioos above are added into this equation, 4.2 
23 
Ctot = p  + F  ov] [ Ebl  5b + Eb2  Sb  + E  c1  S  c + E  c2  S  c + Ed S  d 
+ E  S  + E  S  ]  + Cd  + C b  +  [Goff  or  G  ]  ee  aa  a  u  -ocr 
+ G  +  [M.  or  M  ]  +  Q  +  C  on  m - -· b u  ace 
where sd  =  mnual salary,  Grade D staff (1090) 
s  =  annual salary.  Grade E staff (1100) 
e 
s 
annual salary,  Grade A staff (1060)  a  = 
F  =  percentage overhead (3640) 
ov 
A comeuter-based version of the model 
The  crithmetical operations involved in  a  cost model of 
the  kind presented  in  this report are simple, but numerous.  A sub-
stantial amount of data has to be input, to produce some  fairly 
detailed t~ulatioos and analyses of a  future  cost situation.  At an 
early st~e in the proiect, it was decided to use  computer facilities 
to run  and test the modelr and these will now be described.  Exam-
ples of the output from  these trial runs are given in Appendices 6 to 
8. 
In  the course of the work on  EFAG  Proiect 2, Mr.  D.  Barlow 
of INSPEC  brought to our attention the PROPHIT  II  system available 
through the CDC CALI/370 Time  Sharing Service.  PROPHIT  II  is  a 
financial  planning md analysis system, which proved to offer the 
facilities required for  our model at a reasooable cost.  This  is  an 
on-line system,  which greatly facilitated rapid development and 
refinement of the model.  In  particular, the ease with which data 24 
values can be adiusted makes it easy to •tune• the model  to give 
•reasonchle' results. 
It  is  not our intention to convey that PRO PH IT  II  is  the 
only or even necessarily the best computer system fa- running the 
model.  We understCI'ld  that Time  Sharing ltd, CSS  International 
and  Honeywell  (in  the  U.K.  alone) all offer finCD'lcial  plaming 
systems that could probd:>ly be adapted to the same purpose, and 
there may  be many  more.  Furtherma-e,  it would not be difficult to 
write a program to perform the calculations required by the equat-
ions in  the previous section.  To write a  complete set of programs 
giving the same facilities as  PROPHIT  II  would, however, be very 
costly. 
A brief description of the  PROPH IT  II  system  is  given in 
Appendix 3, but it may be helpful  to outline its main features here. 
The  model  itse If  is expressed as  a series of statements,  using 
a simple user-oriented langucge, to form  a definition file.  This 
CCI'l  be automatically converted to a plain-language listing which 
explains the function of each line in  the program.  This  ILLUSTRATE 
report is shown for  the  input model  in  Appendix 4. 
The  system  can also generate an  input form  of the type 
shown  in Appendix 5.  Input can be in  the fa-m  of a proiection file 
and/or history file.  In  either case, the first  lines (0-12}  deter-
mine the output format (number of  columns,  time distribution, 
report title, etc.)  With a  proiection file, data values that will 
change with time (such as the number of  items  input,  a- salary 
levels) can be generated from  an initial value or values by  specify-25 
ing  ooe of a rmge of projection types (e.g.  linear, stepped, com-
pound).  If a history file  is  provided, containing data from  past 
operations, future values can be calculated to match trends. 
The  proiection ancV or  history files are  run  against the 
definition file to produce a report, an example of which  is shown 
in Appendix 6. 
The  effect of changes in data values, methods of proiec-
tion or system design options can be explored by means of a 
WHAT-IF facility, some examples of which ere shown  in Appendix 
7.  The effect of these chmges can be displayed more effectively 
by  the use  of a sensitivity analysis, which is  illustrated in Appen-
dix 8. 
An  additional feature, which could be useful  in  performing 
cost prediction for co-operative systems,  is  that two or more reports 
may  be combined to produce a single report or tci>ulation of costs. 
It should be noted that the definition file illustrated in 
Appendix 4 corresponds closely to the manual model  presented in 
the earlier part of this chapter.  If it were desired to use  this modelling 
technique to investigate the future costs of an existing, specific system 
or network,  it would be advisable {and cheaper) to prepare a  new 
definition file to suit the problem,  rather than use  the generalized 
model  we  have developed. 26 
CHAPTER 5:  INPUT  DATA  FOR  THE  MODEL 
5. 1  Effect of data on mode I design 
In  designing the model, the decision as to the kind of data 
that would be used was a  fundamenta I one.  The  criterion for this 
decision was  'from what sources can the most  reliable data be 
obtained •.  The possibilities considered were as follows :-
(I)  To  use global estimates of staff, equipment, materials and 
indirect costs. 
(2)  To  use  published values of overall production unit costs, 
e.g. cost per item added to a  data base. 
(3)  To  use published values of unit costs at the task level ,e.g. 
cost per item indexed. 
(4)  To  use published or estimated unit times (or amounts of 
effort) for component tasks, to which can be applied appro-
priate staff, materials and/or equipment cost rates. 
The first possibility is  often used  in  real-life situations 
where a  cost estimate based on  rule-of-thumb figures  is  acceptable. 
It  would be too crude for the purposes of our model. 
Possibility (2) would still be too crude, and like possibility 
(3)  would entail the use of data gathered in  cost surveys of the type 27 
reviewed in the EFAG  Project 1 report.*  As we know, such data 
shows excessive scatter and fails to show consistent relationships 
between cost and the technica I characteristics of systems. 
Possibility (4), although not offering an ideal solution, 
appeared to be the best for our purposes.  Difficulties are inevitable 
in dealing with computer processing costs (whatever method is  used) 
but for manual/intellectual tasks,  it was considered possible to 
obtain or estimate unit times of sufficient accuracy. 
An important principle that has been adopted concerning 
data for the model  is  that the user should be able to apply judgement, 
based on experience,  in  selecting values to be used as input to the 
model.  We have endeavoured to strike the right balance between 
making the model totally prescriptive and the opposite extreme, 
which would be to make the user provide all his own  input data. 
5 .2  Data definitions and values 
* 
In  the table which follows, the data elements required for 
the model  are presented in  the order in  which they are called for  in 
the computerized model  (see Appendices 4 and 5), and they are 
identified by their line numbers.  Each element is  defined, and pre-
ferred  values or ranges of values are presented where appropriate. 
These values have been derived from  a  variety of sources including 
'Analysis of various cost studies in  connection with EURONET
1
•  N.V. 
System  Dynamics  SA, February 1976. 28 
computer bureaux, data preparation bureaux and other specialist 
organizations.  ln some  cases it has been necessary to select, from 
a  mass  of published data,  values which in our personal experience 
seem to be the most reasonable.  Thus  it has not been possible 
always to quote one specific source for  the figures shown. 
We would stress that, in applying the model, a  user may often 
have access to data that is  more appropriate to a  particular situation 
than the values suggested here.  Unit times,  salary levels, 
accommodation costs,  computer costs,  and overheads are all 
especially subject to local conditions. 
Cost values input to the model  can of course be expressed in 
the currency of the country concerned. Line  No 
1010 
1020 
1022 
1030 
1032 
29 
DATA  DEFINITIONS AND VALUES 
Data element 
ITEMS  INPUT 
Definition 
Number of document 
records input to the 
system per year. 
To  be supplied by user.  The volume of throughput 
for new systems typically increases in  the early years 
of operation, and then levels off.  Other growth 
patterns may however apply in special cases. 
MONOGRAPHS ACQUIRED  Number of non-serial 
documents acquired per 
year, including those 
acquired free  .. 
To  be supplied by user.  Number will tend to increase 
with time, but will  have small  effect on total costs. 
MONOGRAPHS PURCHASED  Number of non-serial 
documents purchased per 
year. 
To  be supplied by user.  Increase in  time may need to 
be controlled to keep within operating budget. 
JOURNALS ACQUIRED  Number of serials ti ties 
acquired per year, 
including those acquired 
free. 
To  be supplied by user.  Number may  increase with 
time, but will  have small effect on total costs. 
JOURNALS PURCHASED  Number of serials titles 
purchased (i.e. subsc rip-
t ions) per year. 1040 
1060 
30 
To  be supplied by user.  Increase in  time may need 
to be controlled to keep within operating budget. 
MAN-YEAR  HOURS  Productive hours worked 
m  a  year. 
The number of days worked in  a  year may be calcu-
lated as follows :-
days in  a  year  365 
less  weekends  104 
hoi idays  15-25 
sickness (average)  5 
pub I  ic hoi idays  7 
remainder  224 - 234 
At 7  hours per day this would give 1568- 1638 hours 
per year, but normal work study practice provides 
for  relaxation and other allowances which reduce 
these figures by 12 ~
0 /o - 15°/o.  The effective range 
thus becomes 1333  - 1392.  For general use with the 
mode I we suggest a  figure of 1350. 
GRADE A  STAFF  Annual salary plus statu-
tory and other related 
costs,  including welfare 
contributions, government 
levies, superannuation 
costs etc. 
The model  recognizes five staff grades, the salaries 
for which should represent the average of what may 
be a  wide range.  Grade A  is  intended for clerical 
support staff.  Salary I  eve  Is  for this and other grades 
wi II  vary considerably from  one location or country 
to another, and therefore should be specified by the 
user.  Increases in  salary costs with time will also 
be  dependenton economic conditions in  the country 
concerned. 1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1130 
31 
GRADE  B STAFF  De fin it ion as for Grade 
A staff. 
See genera  I notes under Grade A staff.  Grade B is 
intended for senior clerical or sub-professional staff, 
and in  the model  is  applied to staff responsible for 
document acqu  is it ion procedures and for keyboard 
operators. 
GRADE C  STAFF  Definition as for Grade 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade C  is 
intended for professional staff and junior supervisors, 
and in  the model  is  applied to all staff responsible 
for  intellectual processing of input (e.g. indexers, 
abstractors, translators). 
GRADE  D STAFF  Definition as for  Grade 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade D 
is  intended for supervisors and middle management 
staff. 
GRADE  E STAFF  Definition as for Grade 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade E is 
intended for senior management responsible for the 
srstem. 
ORDER  UNIT TIME 
(MONOGRAPHS) 
Average time spent in 
ordering and receipt of 
non-seria  I documents,  m 
hours. 
This  value will vary according to the nature of the 
system.  Published values for university and poly-
technic  libraries in  the  UK  and USA  range from 0.2 
to 0.63, but the higher values reflect the more 1132 
1160 
1162 
32 
complex procedures entailed in  large academic 
libraries.  Less  effort would normally be required for 
ordering publications as input to a  mechanized system. 
A  reasonable value for the purpose of the model  would 
be 0.25. 
ORDER  UNIT  TIME 
(SERIALS) 
Average time taken (in 
home) per serial for sub-
script ion  ordering and 
renewa r  I  COntrol  Of 
receipts, and circulation. 
Published data are lacking.  Value will depend on 
complexity of procedures used, and average number 
of issues per title.  On  the basis of experience, an 
approximate value would be 1 hour, to cover all 
handling effort relating to one journal subscription 
in  the course of a  year. 
UNIT  PURCHASE COST 
(MONOGRAPHS) 
Average cost per item 
purchased. 
An  excellent source for this data is  the annual survey 
of book and periodical prices published in  the 
Library Association Record, the most  recent appearing 
in the June 1976  issue.  This gives average prices by 
subject class, typical figures for  January- April 
1976 being :-
Dewey class 500  £8.37 
II  II  600  £5.93 
Price trends are also indicated, non-fiction works in 
general showing an increase of about 40°/o  since the 
period July 1974  - June 1975. 
UNIT  PURCHASE COST 
(SERIALS) 
Average annual subscrip-
tion cost. 
The source mentioned above for monographs is  equally 
applicable for periodicals.  Average price for all 1260 
1310 
1360 
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periodicals in  the field of science and technology, 
in  1976,  is  £43.41.  This figure represents an increase 
of 26.7% in  comparison with 1975 prices. 
SELECT  UNIT  TIME  Average time taken per 
document input for 
scanning and selection, 
in  hours. 
Some fairly consistent times for this activity are 
shown  in the OEC D cost survey 5,  ranging from 0.12 
to 0.14 hr.  The surveys by Drees 6 and Dubois and 
Peeters 7 show wider ranges, with values from 0.0003 
to 0.40.  Obviously this unit time is largely depen-
dant on the number of items selected in  relation to 
the total volume scanned.  As a  reasonable figure for 
use with the model, 0.10 is suggested. 
CATALOGUE  UNIT TIME  Average time taken per 
document input for 
descriptive cataloguing, 
in  hrs. 
Times of 10 - 16  mins  have been reported for poly-
technic library systems, and 22 - 29 mins or more for 
university libraries.  It  is suspected that the higher 
values relate to cataloguing of library input rather 
than to IR  systems.  The unit time should typically 
cover scanning the item, writing bibliographic 
detai  Is  on an input form, and checking authority 
files.  A value of 0.25 is  suggested for use with 
the model, as a  general guide. 
INDEX UNIT TIME  Average time taken to 
index each input docu-
ment,  in  hours. 
Times  reported in  surveys of mechanized systems 
include :-
Vickers  0.12 -0.98 1410 
1440 
1450 
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Drees  0. 13  - 3 • 33 
Dubois & Peeters  0.017 - 0.60 
A  highly significant source for  indexing times is 
however the Asl ib Cranfield project 8, in  which 
10,000 documents were indexed by four different 
methods (UDC, facet, uniterm, alphabetical).  The 
project team worked to standard times of 12  mins and 
8  mins; some documents were also indexed by external 
collaborators without time control.  The  retrieval 
performance achieved by different indexing methods 
with different measures of input effort was compared. 
On the basis of this research,  it would seem reason-
able to use values of 0.13 hr for  indexing of adequate 
depth, and 0.2 hr  for a  higher quality of indexing.* 
AUTHOR ABSTRACTS 
PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of author 
abstracts used for  input. 
To  be supplied by user.  The  extent to which author 
abstracts can be used wi II  depend on several factors 
such as the type of journals from  which input  is 
selected; and the proportion of report  literature 
(which wi II  tend to contain author abstracts} as 
against the proportion of books (which do not). 
AUTHOR ABSTRACTS  UNIT 
TIME 
Average time (in  hours) 
taken to prepare an 
author abstract, inc lu-
ding copying and editing. 
No reliable published figures have been found, but 
experience indicates that a  time of 0.08 hours would 
be sat  is factory. 
WRITTEN  ABSTRACTS  UNIT 
TIME 
Average time (in  hrs) 
taken to prepare origina I 
abstracts. 
As  in the case of indexing, the unit time to be used 
*  These values relate to conventional subject indexing.  Higher values would 
apply in  the case of special indexing techniques,  such as the indexing of 
chemical compounds,  using Wiswesser line notation. 1580 
1600 
1680 
1690 
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here will depend on the quality of the proposed data 
base.  Of the many published values (see for exam-
ple refs. 5, 6, 7, 9), the lower values in  the range 
0.22 - 0.32 seem the most  credible.  For discussion 
of the factors affecting abstracting times see Wilkin 
et al 2 and Wolfe 10.  Suggested values for use with 
the model are :-
indicative abstract  - 0.25 
short informative abstract  - 0.3 
long informative abstract  - 0.5 
PERCENTAGE  ITEMS 
TRANSLATED 
Percentage of input 
records translated from 
one language to another  .. 
To  be supplied by user.  Ouantity will depend on 
proportion of foreign literature covered, and/or 
volume of input records supplied by collaborating 
centres in  different countries.  Note that this 
proportion may change as system develops. 
TRANSLATION  UNIT  TIME  Average time (in  hrs} 
taken to translate an 
input record. 
No published data found.  Time  required will relate 
to the length of the records (mainly the title and 
abstract}, and experience indicates that unit times 
wi II  be similar to those for abstracting (see 1450 
above). 
AUTHOR ABSTRACT  LENGTH 
WRITTEN  ABSTRACT  LENGTH 
Average length, in 
characters, of complete 
input records (bibliographic 
reference,  index terms, 
abstracts, etc.) 
Typical  record lengths,  including abstracts, are :-1710 
1730 
1750 
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Engineering Index  1200 
I NSPEC  1700 
Food Sci • 8 Tech • Abs •  12 00 
TITUS  (ITF)  2000 
IRRD  1300 
The above are average figures for  existing systems, 
using varying proportions of author abstracts.  As  a 
general rule, written abstracts will tend to be rather 
longer than author abstracts.  Where the model  user 
does not wish to lay down different length standards, 
the same figure could be used for  lines 1680 and 
1690.  Note also that in  a  system which did not  use 
abstracts, the value  to be used could be in  the range 
1  00  - 4 00 chars • 
0  N-LI NE  KEYBOARDING  RATE  Keyboarding rate for data 
preparation,  in  key-
strokes per hour. 
OCR KEYBOARDING  RATE 
OFF-LINE KEYBOARDING  RATE 
Opinions differ as to the extent to which keyboarding 
rates vary from  one technique to another.  The 
options provided for  in the model are on-line input, 
where the keyboard (terminal) is  connected directly 
to the computer; optical character recognition, where 
input  is  typed on a  special typewriter, and then read 
by an OCR reader; and off-I ine input, which includes 
the use of punched cards, paper tape, magnetic tape, 
key-to-disc, etc. 
The authors 
1  experience indicates th..Jt  keyboarding 
rate is  more affected by the nature of the work than 
by the technique used, except that higher rates can 
be achieved with high-volume work using key-to-
disc or other 'pooled processor • methods. 1810 
1860 
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Suggested values are :-
for bib I iographic records using 
upper and lower case charac-
ters  6000 - 8000 
for work using upper case 
alpha numeries only  9000 - 12000 
Where verification  is  not used, and records have to 
be corrected after proof-reading, these values should 
be factored accordingly.  The suggested allowance is 
a  reduct ion of 10 per cent  .. 
VERIFICATION FACTOR  Percentage of input 
verified by second key-
boarding. 
100 per cent verification would entail re-keyboarding 
all  input to check its accuracy- an expensive process. 
A fairly common practice is  to verify only part of 
each record, such as the author, title, reference, 
and indexing fields.  If  verification  is  to be used 
(as distinct from  proof-reading +correction), the 
model  user has to dec ide what percentage of the 
input record is  to be so  treated.  This process  is  not 
to be confused with validation, which refers to 
automatic checking of the content of each part of 
the record (see computer processing cost elements 
2600, 2630, 2640). 
CONTRACT  KEYBOARDING 
PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of data pre-
paration work carried out 
by external service 
bureaux. 
In  some existing systems, a II  or part of the data pre-
paration is  carried out by commercial service 
bureaux.  The  model  invites the user to choose what 
proportion of the work will be so  treated.  This 
factor could change with  time,  if the volume of 
input were expected to increase, but some I  imitation 1870 
1950 
2040 
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were imposed on the number of staff to be employed. 
CONTRACT  KEYBOARDING 
COST 
Price changed for data 
preparation by externa  I 
service bureaux, per 
1  000 characters. 
Bib I  iographic records tend to be more complex than 
much of the routine work handled by service bureaux, 
so will tend to be charged for at a  higher rate.  Rates 
also vary greatly from  one location to another.  Typi-
ca  I charges in  the UK  are £1  to £2  per 1000 charac-
ters. 
Line  1730 above refers to OCR keyboarding done in-
house, but it  is  also possible to get data preparation 
done in  this way through a  bureau.  Competitive rates 
are sometimes quoted for  keyboarding plus conversion 
to magnetic tape. 
ON-LINE DATA  PREPARATION 
PERCENTAGE 
Percentage of data prep-
aration carried out on-
line. 
If all  input  is  to be k~yboarded on-line, the value 
here will be 100, but in  some existing systems, part 
of the data preparation is  done on-line, and the 
remainder off-line.  The  model allows for such a 
practice, and the user would have to indicate what 
percentage of the work  is  to be so  treated. 
TERMINAL  RENTAL  Cost of computer terminal, 
(for input) per year. 
If the terminal (s)  is  to be purchased outright, the cost 
should be spread over 5 years. Otherwise a  rental 
charge should be  shown here.  Prices and rental 
charges vary widely, but typical values in the UK 
would be :-
teletype  £800 - 1200 purchase cost 2060 
2190 
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teletype 
simple VDU 
simple VDU 
£300 - 360 annua I rent  a I 
£1000 - 2000 purchase 
cost 
£360 - 600 annual rental 
The  rental figures shown would be inclusive of main-
tenance, but up to 20 per cent should be added to 
figures based on purchase cost, to allow for this. 
Rental charges will  increase with time, unless cov-
ered by a  long-term contract. 
COMMUNICATIONS COST  Cost per year of commu-
nications I  inks between 
input terminal(s) and 
computer. 
The value to be used here is  dependent on system 
configuration, and many possibilities exist.  The 
terminal(s) may be quite close to the computer,  in 
which case the cost will be negligible; or it  might be 
remotely located.  Note that we are concerned here 
only with costs borne by the system, which will 
mainly be telephone line costs, plus the cost of 
equipment. The  latter will generally include at least 
a  modem, for which the rental would be £100-
£350 per annum, but in  the case of a  widely dispersed 
system might also include multiplexors, concentrators, 
etc.  Telephone charges will be dependent on dis-
tance, line occupancy, and line capacity. 
For the purpose of a  rough estimate, a  value could be 
derived from  published telephone line charges.  The 
future availability of EURONET will obviously have 
an effect on the cost value to be used in  this part of 
the model. 
OCR TYPEWRITER  RENTAL  Cost per year of renting 
special typewriter for 
OCR input. 2210 
2340 
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Suggested value : 
purchase cost  (to be 
amortized) 
rental 
£450 
£120- 132 per 
year 
As with other equipment, costs will  increase with 
time. 
OCR CONVERSION COST  Cost of reading and 
converting OCR typed 
input to magnetic tape, 
per 1000 characters. 
Few organizations operate their own OCR readers, 
so this cost will usually relate to a  bureau operation. 
Charges quoted in  the UK  are about £0.75 per 1000 
characters.  Cost  increase in  time should be allowed 
for in  using the model. 
KEYBOARD RENTAL  Annual rental  (per unit) 
for data preparation 
equipment, other than 
i terns covered by 2040 
and 2190 above. 
As  for  item 2040, on equivalent rental  (including 
maintenance charges) should be used here if equip-
ment  is  to be purchased rather than rented.  Typical 
values would be :-
card punch  £2000 - 4000 purchase 
cost 
card punch  £480 - 960 annual rental 
paper tape punch  £1000 - 5000 purchase 
cost 
paper tape punch  £360 - 1080 annual rental 2510 
2600 
2630 
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Rental charges will  increase with time, unless covered 
by a  long-term contract. 
PROOF-READ! NG UNIT 
TIME 
Average time (in  hours) 
taken to proof-read an 
input record. 
No reliable published data found.  On the basis of 
experience, a  value of between 0.03 and 0.08 is 
suggested. 
BUREAU  RATE  FOR COMPUTER 
PROCESS! NG 
Cost per record for a II 
computer processing 
associated with data-base 
creation. 
The  model  provides for two alternative ways of enter-
ing the cost of computer processing.  The user can 
enter a  value here  in  the form of a cost per record, 
or employ the total rental x occupancy approach of 
I ines 2630 and 2640.  Although called •bureau rate 
1 
line 2600 could equally well be used for an in-
house situation where charging on a  pro-rata basis 
was preferred.  Values wi II  be highly system-depend-
ent, according to the complexity of the computer 
processing required.  The  OECD survey 5 quotes 
several values based on  1972  data, ranging from 0.04 
to 2 .26 dollars.  It  is  suggested that a  rei iable value 
could best be obtained by consulting one or more 
computer bureaux that should be able to quote realis-
tic  figures. 
Computer costs wi II  increase with time but generally 
at a  modest rate. 
COMPUTER  OCCUPANCY  Percentage of computer 
operating capability used 
for input processing. 
Computer processing costs can be input to the model 
in  the form  of computer rental (2640) multiplied by 2640 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3472 
3490 
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the percentage of the computer 
1s capacity used for 
input processing.  This  metho~ of costing is advocated 
in  the EFAG 2  report  11  ,  but may prove diffi cu It  to 
apply for this part of the model until some values have 
been collected from  existing systems.  It  could be 
especially appropriate in  the case of systems using 
dedicated mini-computers. 
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER RENTAL  Total cost per year of 
computer i nsta  II at ion. 
See notes for 2630 above. 
SUPERVISORS- GRADE C 
SUPERVISORS- GRADED 
SUPERVISORS- GRADE  E 
CLERICAL SUPPORT  STAFF 
GRADE A 
Number of staff required 
in  each grade 
As  explained in  Section 4 .I.  9 the model  user is 
required to designate the numbers of supervisory and 
clerical support staff required,  in  the light of the 
numbers of direct staff calculated by the model.  The 
provision of staff in  these grades should allow for 
system maintenance (including  thesaurus maintenan~  .. 
ce) and development work.  The  intended levels of 
seniority of the three supervisory grades are indicated 
at lines 1080,  1090 and 1100.  For a  multi-year 
project  ion, these numbers may need to be adjusted 
from one year to another. 
SPACE  PER  STAFF  MEMBER  Average working area 
allowed per staff member. 
Standards of accommodation vary from one organi-3500 
3640 
43 
zation to another, but the following gives o rough 
indication of generally accepted space allowances:-
sq. ft.  sq. metres 
seniur admin.staff  200-400  18-36 
professional staff  100-150  9-14 
c lerica I staff  50-80  4.5-7.5 
typing staff  40-60  4  - 5.5 
The  model calls for only one value, which could be 
estimated c,n  the basis of the mix of stoff to be em-
ployed. 
SPACE  RENTAL  Annual cost per sq. foot/ 
sq.  metre {depending on 
unit used for 3490) of 
accommodation. 
Again, the value to be used here will be location-
dependent.  It  should represent an economic cost 
including rates, cleaning, etc.  Substantial  increases 
in time should be allowed for. 
OVERHEAD  RATE  Overhead cost expressed 
as a percentage of sa lory 
costs. 
To  be supplied by user.  This factor has to cover all 
indirect organizational costs other than accommo-
dation, including stationery and other consumable 
items not specified above. 44 
CHAPTER 6:  TESTING  THE  MODEL 
Testing of the computer-based model, during the course of its 
development,  has taken two forms  : 
(1)  test runs with different sets of data values, to ensure that 
the definition file would operate correctly under a  variety 
of conditions; 
(2)  simulation of known systems.  For these tests, details of a 
known system and its technical features were fed into the 
model, and the calculated costs compared with available 
cost data for  the system .. 
The  latter exercises proved invaluable in refining the model, and 
helped in  indicating acceptable limits for certain data values  .. 
The  project specification calls for a  written specification for a 
designed experiment to implement the model.  The  ideal way to check the 
validity of the model 
1s  predictions would, of course, be to design a  system; 
use the model to predict its costs; implement the system; and then compare 
its costs with the predictions.  Unfortunately, such an approach is  imprac-
tical. 
The only practical solution would seem to be to use the model  in  a 
retrospective mode, i.e. to make a  cost prediction for an existing system 
as of some time in  the past, and compare the results with the actual costs 
experienced by the system. 45 
In  designing any experiment to test the model, three  important 
factors have to be borne in  mind.  The  first  is  that the model will work best 
for a  user with some  knowledge and experience of the environment in 
which the system will operate.  Many of the data values called for will 
depend on  local conditions (e.g. salary rates, computer processing 
charges, accommodation costs, and overhead rates). 
The second factor is  one previously referred to in  section 3.2 .4 -
that the model  predictions can serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy.  In  a  real-
life situation,  it  should be possible to manage the system in  such a  way that 
it would operate within the cost I  imits predicted by the model.  This will 
not apply  if the model is  checked against an existing system. 
The third factor concerns the accuracy expected of the model.  The 
accuracy required will depend on the purpose for which the model  is  used. 
The accuracy achieved will depend on the quality of the data that is  fed 
into the mode I, coupled with the design of the model  itself, which embod-
ies a  certain level of approximation.  The  test we shall describe does not 
suggest that the model  would be deemed to fail,  if  it  did not achieve a 
specific  level of accuracy.  The  level of accuracy would be measured, 
and the model  judged subjectively. 
The specification for the test is given in  Appendix 9. 46 
CHAPTER 7:  RECOMMENDATIONS 
Over and above the test of the model discussed in  the previous 
chapter, we believe that the model  could usefully be developed for specific 
applications.  In  its present form,  it  is  suitable for  making cost predictions 
at the broad planning level.  In  the course of the proiect, interest has been 
expressed in  the use of cost modelling techniques by system operators.  Their 
requirement is  for a  model  into which could be fed details of current oper-
ational volumes and costs for a specific system, and  which the operator 
could use to determine the effect of changes in  methods, staffing  1  through-
put volumes  1  etc • 
The  model  would need to be modified to fulfil this role in  an effec-
tive manner.  Since the model would be working on actual c<.;st  data of an 
existing system,  it would be possible to dispense with certain features des-
igned  to deal with areas of uncertainty.  Also the user interface of the 
model would need to be  rede~ igned with this application in  mind. 
\Ve  therefore recommend that further research on these lines be 
initiated by the Commission, or by some other interested orgoniLation. 47 
APPENDIX 1  - SPECIFICATION OF PROJECT 3 
Project 3:  Development and use of models for the prediction of costs for 
alternative information systems 
A.  Objectives 
To  develop models for predicting the costs of various methods of data 
base creation and provision of information services. 
B.  Source Material 
The costs of Mechanised Information Systems.  - P. Vickers; a study 
carried out for the OEC D Directorate for Scientific Affairs, 1974. 
The costs of Scientific and Technical Information and Documentation 
Systems.  - G.  Drees; a  study carried out for the CIDST -Brussels 
Working Party on Pricing, 1974. 
Results of Project 1. 
C.  Details of project 
The study should be carried out in  two phases: 
Design and testing of the models; 
Implementation in  an experimental environment. 
Each of the phases will be broken down into two separate parts.  The 
first port will be concerned with the various methods of data bose 
creation and the second part with the provision of services. 48 
Phase 1, Part 1 
(a}  to develop and test a cost prediction model  for the input 
activities of mechanised information systems; 
(b)  a  written specification for a  designed experiment to implement 
the model  in  (a} above. 
(Phase 2 ,  Part 1  ) 
Phase 1  ,  Part 2 
(a)  to develop and test a cost prediction model for the output 
activities of mechanised information systems 1  i.e. provision 
of information services; 
(b)  a  written specification for a  designed experiment to implement 
the model  in  (a) above. 
(Phase 2 1  Part 2) • 
The  contractor should produce a separate report for  both parts of this 
study. 49 
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APPENDIX 3  - DESCRIPTION  OF  PROPHIT  II  SYSTEM 
Prophit  II  is  a  powerful and highly flexible reporting system, designed to 
assist managers and analysts in planning, analysing, projecting, tracking 
and controlling business plans and performance.  In  its simplest form, 
PROPHIT  II  can be visualized as a  ''computerized columnar spread sheet 
11 
but it can be adapted to a  variety of uses. 
In  ony application, however, two separate files have to be prepared 
when using the system.  One, the Data File, contains the numerical values 
to be used; the other is  the Definition File, which embodies the logic. 
A PROPHIT  II  "definition file 
11  is  a  line-by-line description of the 
thinking behind a  spread sheet.  Definition files are often called  "models". 
Each line of the model  will have one line in  the definition file, and that 
I  ine defines :-
1 •  The  number and title of the I  ine. 
2.  The operation that is to be done (e.g.  "Read a  line from  the data 
file " or  "Add two I  i  nes "). 
A data file contains not only the numbers (values) required by a 
definition file, but also a  'prologue 
1 containing the title and headings of 
the report.  Each data line is  typed with a  four-digit  line number to 
correspond to the line number of a 
11read data 
11  line in  the definition file. 
There are two types of data files - "history files" and  ''projection 
files". 52 
A data line in a  history file typically contains the fine  number and 
the appropriate number of values.  For  instance  1  if five years of data were 
called for  1  a  line of history file might  look  like this :-
5000  234,253,276,217,298 
A data line in  a  projection file includes a  ''projection type" so that 
users can enter data in the same way they think of it  - in  patterns.  For  in-
stance, a  projection type 3 allows a  starting number and a growth amount to 
be entered : 
5000  3, 250, 20 would be the equivalent of 
5000  250, 270, 290, 310, 330 
The  18  projection types cover a  range of patterns  1  from  "none 
11 
{entering specific data values for each period) to 
111east-squares projection 
from  historical periods
11
•  Projection types applicable to files where no 
history data is available are shown  in  Fig. 1. 
After a definition and a  data file have been typed and saved, 
PROPHIT  II  is  run.  It  will ask for a  command, and then will perform 
the  "commanded" function.  For example, the system will create a  report 
file in  a  specified format.  N\ost  commands ask one or more questions so the 
operator con specify which files to use.  Some,  like the PRINT command, 
ask specific questions that give the operator additional options. 
Of particular interest in  the application described in  this report is 
the WHAT -IF command, which allows the user to explore the effects of 
changes in  assumptions.  Coupled with this is the SENSITIVITY command, 53 
which enables the user to print out the differences arising from  a WHAT -IF 
command.  Sensitivity reports can be of the actual differences  or 
percentage differences. 
PROJECTION  TYPES 
(Projections Unrelated to History Data) 
1  DETAILED 
1.3  DETAILED 
&  LINEAR 
(Type 1 & 3) 
1.8  DETAILED & 
COMPOUND 
(Type 1 & 8) 
2  STEPPED 
3  LINEAR 
(Increment) 
3.1  LINEAR 
(Start-end) 
5  CONSTANT 
Value for each projection column. 
1000  1,  6o,64,68,73.79.8S 
Count of detail values followed by 
actual values, standard mcrement 
of change  for  rest  of projection 
columns. 
, ooo  , . 3 ,  3 . 4 o,  '-T 7  . 59 ,  , e 
Count of detail values followed by 
actual values, percentage value for 
compounding rest  of  projection 
columns. 
1ooo, .8,  2.6s,68,  4:75 
Value for initial column, to be  as· 
signed  all succeeding ones until a 
change occurs. To specify change, 
enter I  ocation (3rd projection col-
umn is  location 3)  and new value. 
This value  is  now assigned to col-
umns  up to next change.  Entry 
must always end with two zeros 
(0, 0). 
1000  2,  {~,3.90,6,110,0,0 
Value for first column, standard 
increment of change. 
1000,  3.  700,25 
Value for first and  last columns. 
Intervening columns projected to 
increase by a constant increment. 
1000  3.1'  100,600 
One value  assigned  all  projection 
columns.  1  ooo  5,  6oo 
Fig. 1 - Proiection types 
4 
6 
6.1 
6.2 
8 
9 
~ 
10 
' 
PROJECTION  TYPES 
(Projections Related to History Data) 
CONTINUE  All columns receive  value  of his-
HISTORY  tory  column  preceding  the  first 
projection column.  1000  4 
AVERAGE  Average of history assigned to all 
OF HISTORY  projection columns.  1000  6 
STRAIGHT  Best-fit  curve  (least  squares)  of 
LINE  first  degree  determined  for  pre-
ceding  history  and  continued 
through projections. 
1000  6.1 
QUADRATIC,  Same  as  type 6.1, except second 
PARABOLIC  degree curve. 
1000  6.2 
COMPOUND  Enter percent. First column com-
(Single rate)  pounded from last history; com-
pounding  at  this  rate  continues 
through rest of columns. 
'I  GOO  8,  5·25 
COMPOUND  Same  as  type  8  except separate 
(Separate  percents for each column. 
rates}  1ooo 9.3.s.4,4,4.25,4.s.5 
CHANGE  Can  change  line in report defini-
DEFINITION  tion  or  insert  new  line  (cannot 
I\  insert a Type 28 or 40). See  man-
Negate history  ual tor full details. 
ol 
line's data 
/  1000  l 0,  12,1 ,1  ,48.5,2010 
DELETE  Line  in  report is  treated as  null, 
LINE  nonprinting (Type 29). 
1000  0 
NOTE:  Enter  5.25  percent  as  5.25; values, 
percents,  increments can  be ± values. 54 
Finally, within this review of only a  few of the PROP HIT  II  features, 
it is  useful to mention the ILLUSTRATE  foci I ity.  This produces an explan-
ation in  plain language of the logic employed in the definition file. 
Examples of the use of the above features are shown  in  the Appendices 
which follow. 55 
APPENDIX  4 - STRUCTURE  OF 
COMPUTER-BASED  MODEL 
The  listing which  follows  was  prepared by using the  ILLUSTRATE 
feature of the  PROPHIT  II system  It presents in plain language  the 
operations required by  the definition  file  (DEFIN)  for our model. 
'READ  DATA'  lines relate to  data  required by  the model,  which are 
ordinarily supplied from  the equivalent line in the  projection file 
(or history file, if used).  These  data  values are defined in Chapter 
5  of this report. 
Certain  elements of the  computer-based model  may  need further 
explanation  : 
(1)  at £ine  2930,  the computer checks  the  total  direct 
costs by one method of summation  against another,  to 
ensure  that no anomalies are present. 
(2)  after line 2936,  there is a  section in which  numbers 
of staff for each activity are rounded  up  to whole 
numbers.  It will be noted that staff grades are 
identified Bl,  B2,  etc.  This is merely  a  device  to 
separate non-interchangeable staff of any  grade. 56 
DEFINITION  FILE  'DEFIN  AS  OF  7119176  PAGE  1 
LINE  ACTION 
---~------------------- ----------~-----~------------~--~--------------
1010  ITEMS  INPIIT 
1020  MONOGS  ACQO 
1022  JOURNALS  ACQO 
1030  MONUGS  PCHSD 
1032  JOURNALS  PCHSO 
1040  MAN  YEAR  HAS 
1050  GRAOE  RATES 
1060  GRADE  A 
1070  GRAOE  A 
1080  GRADE  c 
1090  GRADE  0 
1100  GRADE  E 
1110  ACQUISITinN  COSTS 
1130  MONOG  OROER  TM 
1132  JNL  OROER  TM 
1140  ORDER  EFFORT 
1150  SALARY  COST 
1160  MONOG  UNIT  COSTS 
1162  JOURNAL  UNIT  COST 
1170  PURCHASE  COST 
1180  LAAOUR  COST 
1200  TOTAl  ACQN  COST 
1220  UNIT  ACQN  COST 
1230  INTEL  OPS 
1240  ITE~~S  INPUT 
1260  SEL  UNIT  TM 
1270  SEI  EFFORT 
12RO  SALARY  COST 
1290  SELECTION 
1310  CAT  UNIT  TM 
1320  CAT  EFFORT 
REAO  OATA 
READ  OATA 
REAO  DATA 
READ  OATA 
READ  DATA 
P.EAD  DATA 
REAn  OATA 
RFAO  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  OATA 
READ  OATA 
READ  DATA 
MONOGS  ACQD(1020)  X 
~10~JOG  OROER  TM(1130)  I 
~1AN  YEAR  HRS(1040)  + 
JOURNALS  ACOO ( 1022)  X 
~J N  L  0 A DE R  T  M  ( 1 1 3 2 )  I 
MAN  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  8(1070) 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
r.10NOGS  PCHSD ( 1030)  X 
~10NOG  UNIT  COSTS(11n0)  + 
.. 1  [] lJ R  N  A L s  P C  H s D ( 1 0 3 2 )  X 
,JOtlRNAL  LHJIT  COST(1162) 
ORDER  EFFnRT(1140) 
X  SALARY  COST(1150) 
+  PURCHASE  COST ( 1170) 
+LABOUR  COST(1180) 
1  X 
TOTAL  ACRN  COST(1200) 
I 
ITEMS  INPUT(1010) 
COPY  ITFMS  I~JPUT ( 1010) 
REAO  DATA 
6 E  L  UNIT  T  ~.1 ( 1  2  tS 0 )  X 
ITEMS  INPUT(1240)  I 
HA~l  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRAOE  C(1080) 
SFL  EFFORT(1270) 
X  SALARY  COST(1280) 
REAO  DATA 
CAT  UNIT  TM(1310)  X 
I T  F. M  S  I  ~.J P ll T ( 1 ? tl 0 )  I 
~ 11\ ~I  Y  FAR  II R S ( 1 0 ll fl  ) 57 
LINE  ACTION 
* 
1330  SALARY  COST 
1340  CATALOGUING 
1360  INDEX  UNIT  TM 
1370  SALARY  COST 
1380  INDEX  EFFORT 
1390  INDEXIf\IG 
1410  AUTH  ABSTS  PC 
1420  NO  A  ABSTS 
1430  NO  W A86TS 
1440  A  ABSTS  UNIT 
1450  w 1\BSTS  UNIT 
T  ~.~ 
TM 
1460  A  ABSTS  EFFORT 
1470  w ABSTS  EFFORT 
14RO  SALARY  COSTS 
1490  ABSTRACTING 
1580  ITEMS  TRANRL  PC 
1590  NO  TRANSLATFD 
1600  TRANS  UNIT  TM 
1610  TRANSL  EFFORT 
1620  SALARY  COSTS 
16 30  TRA~~lSLAT  ION 
1660  INTEL  OPS  COSTS 
1680  A  ABSTS  LENGTH 
COPY  GRADE  C(10RO) 
l.AT  EFFORT(1320) 
X  SALARY  COST(1330) 
READ  DATA 
COPY  GRADE  C(1080) 
INDEX  UNIT  TM(1360)  X 
ITEMS  INPUT(1240)  I 
M  A  f\l  YEAR  H  R  S ( 1  04 0 ) 
SAlARY  CORT(1370) 
X  I~lDEX  EFFORT(1380) 
REAn  DATA 
1.00000E-02  X 
ITEMS  INPUT(1240) 
X 
ALJTH  ABRTS  PC(1410) 
ITEMS  INPLJT(1240) 
-NO  A  ABSTS(1420) 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
~10  A  ABSTS ( 1.120)  X 
A  ARSTS  UNIT  TM(1440)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HAS ( 1040) 
W ABSTS  UNIT  TM ( 1450)  X 
NOW  ABSTS(1430)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  C(10RO) 
A  A88TS  EFFORT(1460)  X 
SALARY  COSTS(14RO)  + 
W ABSTS  EFFORT(1~70)  X 
SALARY  CORTS(14AO) 
READ  DATA 
1.00000E-02  X 
ITEMS  INPIIT(124CJ) 
X 
ITEMS  TRANSL  PC(15AO) 
RFAn  DATA 
T  A  A~~  S  Ll NIT  T  M  ( 16 0 0 )  X 
~JO  TRANSLATED(1590)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HRR(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  C(10RO) 
TRANSL  EFFORT(1610) 
X  SALARY  COSTS(16?0) 
+  SELECTI0!\1(1290) 
+  CATALOGUTNG(1340) 
+  INDF.XIf\18(1390) 
+  AASTRAr.TING(1~90) 
+  T  R A  f\l S  LA  T J 0  ~I ( 1 A 3 (l ) 
READ  DATA 
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LINF  ACTION 
1690  W ARSTS  LENGTH 
1700  KEYBOARD  RATES 
1710  Qt.J-L TNE 
1730  OCR 
1750  OFF -Lir--JE 
1790  OCR  OR  OTHER 
1HOO  VERIFY  YES-NO 
1810  VERIFI~ATION  FACT 
1820  PRnOF  Ir--.J-HOUSE  WK 
1840  ITEMS  INPUT 
1860  CONTRACT  PC 
1870  CONTRACT  RATF 
1880  NO  CONTRACTED 
1  H90  AVGE  LEf\IGTH 
1900  CHARS 
1910  CONTRACT  COST 
1920  UNIT  CNTRT  COST 
1940  IN-HOUSE  PRFP 
1950  ON-LTNE  PC 
1960  NO  IN-HOIISF 
1970  NO  ON -Lif\JE 
1980  ON-LI~JE  RATE 
1990  ON-LINE  EFFORT 
2000  SALARY  COST 
2010  ON-LINE  LABOUR 
2020  ADDf\JL  MCS 
READ  OATA 
READ  DATA 
RFAD  DATA 
REAO  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
COPY  ITEMS  I ~!PUT ( 10 1 0) 
READ  DATA 
RtAD  DATA 
1.00000E-O?.  X 
CONTRACT  PC(1R60) 
X 
ITEMS  INPUT(1010) 
NO  A  ABSTR ( 1420)  X 
A ABSTS  LENGTH(1680)  I 
ITEMS  INPUT(1010)  + 
NO  W /\BSTS ( 1£'130)  X 
W  A8STS  LENGTH(1690)  I 
IT  E  r-.1 S  I  ~.J P U  T ( 1 0 1 0 ) 
NO  CONTRACTED(18RO) 
X  AVGE  LFNGTH(1R~O) 
CONTRACT  RATE(1870)  X 
CHARS ( 1900)  I 
1000 
1  X 
CONTRACT  COST(1910) 
I 
NO  CONTRACTED(1880) 
READ  OATA 
ITEMS  INPUT(1010) 
-NO  CONTRACTE0(18RO) 
1 • 0 CHl 0 0 E -0  2  X 
0 N  -L I  ~~ F  P C ( 1 9 :, 0 ) 
X 
NO  IN-HOLJ SE ( 19o 0) 
COPY  ON-LINE(1710) 
N  0  0 N -L  I  N  E ( 1 9 7 0 )  X 
AVGE  LENGTH(1R90)  I 
ON-LINE  RATE(19RO)  I 
r,1AN  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  8(1070) 
ON-LINE  EFFORT(1990) 
X  SALARY  COST(2000) 
RRF /\K  LEVEL.  OF 
0 N  -l_  I N  E  E  F F 0 R  T ( 1  9 9 0 ) 
II\JCREMEr--JTS  OF  1 
PAr,E  3 59 
L  I ~.J E  ACT I 0 ~~ 
2024  TERMINALS  1  + 
1  X 
1\ D  D  ~I L  M  C  S ( 2 0 2 0 ) 
2 0 3 0  TERM I  ~J A  L S  IF  0 ~.J-1  I~~ E  PC ( 19 50 )  G  T  0 
THEN  TERMINALS(2024) 
ELSE  0 
2040  RENTAL  RATE  READ  DATA 
2050  TERMINAL  COST  TERMINALS(2D30) 
X  RENTAL  RATF(2040) 
2060  COMS  COST  READ  DATA 
2 0 R 0  0 1\l-L IN E  C  0 S T S  +  0 N -L  I  1\J E  LA n  0 U  R ( 2 0 1 0 ) 
+TERMINAL  COST(205Q) 
+  COMS  COST(?06Q) 
2100  UNIT  ON-LINE  COST  1  X 
ON-LINE  ~OSTS(2080) 
I 
~  l 0  Cli\J -l  I  i'J E ( 1 9 7 0  ) 
2110  KEYROARD  RATE  COPY  OCR(1730) 
2120  NO  KE="YBOARDEO  1\10  IN-HOLISE(19AO) 
-NO  ON-LINE(1070) 
2130  NO  KEYBOARDED  IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  ?. 
THEI\J  0 
ELSE  NO  KEYBOARDED(2120) 
2 1  4 0  K  F  Y R  0 A  R  0  E  F  F  0 R  T  ~-JCJ  KEY B 0 A  R DEn ( 2 1  3 0 )  X 
AVGE  LENGTH(1890)  I 
KEYBOARD  RATE(2110)  I 
2150  SALARY  COST 
2160  OCR  LAROUR 
2170  AOQI\1 L  OCR  MCS 
2174  OCR  TYPEWRITERS 
2180  OCR  TYPEWRITERS 
2190  RENTAL 
2200  OCR  MC  COST 
2210  CONVERRTON  COST 
2220  CON\/ERSTON 
~1AN  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  B(1070) 
KEYBOARD  EFFORT(2140) 
X  SAlARY  COST(215Q) 
RREAK  LEVEL  OF 
KEYBOARD  EFFORT(214Q) 
I  ~J C  R  EM E  ~~ T  S  0 F  1 
1  + 
1  X 
ADONL  OCR  MCS(2170) 
IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  1 
THE ~I  0 C  R  T  Y  P E  W  R  IT E  R  S ( 2 1  7 4 ) 
ELSE  0 
READ  DATA 
OCR  TYPEWRITERR(2180) 
X  RENTAL(2190) 
READ  DATA 
NO  KEYBOAROED(2130)  X 
AVGE  LENGTH{1A90)  I 
1000  X 
CONVERSION  COST(2210) 
2230  OCR:  COSTS  +  OCR  LABOUR ( 2160) 
+OCR  MC  COST(2200) 
+  C  0  1\J V  F R  S J 0 N ( 2 2 2 0 ) 
2240  OCR  COSTS  IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  1 
THEI\J  OCR  COSTS (2230) 
ELSE  [) 
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LINE  ACTIOI\1 
2260  KEYROARD  RATE  COPY  OFF-LINE(1750) 
2270  NO  KEYBOARDED  NO  I~J-HOLJf-JE ( 1960) 
- N  0  0 N -L  I  ~J E ( 1 q 7 0 ) 
2280  NOKEYROARDEO  IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EQ  1 
THE~l  0 
ELSE  NO  KEYROARDE0(?270) 
2290  KEYBOARD  EFFORT  NOKEYROARDE0(2280)  X 
AVGE  LENGTH(1A90)  I 
KEYBnARD  RATE(2260)  I 
MAN  YEAn  HAS  ( 1040) 
2300  SALARY  COST  COPY  GRADE  8(1070) 
2310  KEYBOARD  LAAOIIR  KEYBOARD  EFFORT (2290) 
X  SALARY  COST(2300) 
2320  AODNL  KEYBOARD  RREAK  LEVEL  OF 
KEYAOARn  EFFORT(2290) 
I~JCREMEI\JTS  OF  1 
23?.4  KEYBOARDS  1  + 
1  X 
AnONL  KEYOOARD(2320) 
2330  KF.YROARDS  IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  2 
THEN  KEYROAROS(2324) 
ELSE  0 
2140  RENTAL  READ  DATA 
2350  KEYBnARDS  RF.l'ITAL  KFYROARDS  (233Cl) 
X  RENTAL(2340) 
2360  KEYAnARO  COSTS  +  KEYBOARD  LABnllR (2310) 
+  Kr:"YBOAROS  RE~JTAI  (2350) 
2370  KFYROARD  COSTS  IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  2 
THEN  KEYRnARD  COSTS(2360) 
F:LSE  0 
2 3 R  0  N  0  KEY 8 0 ARnE D  IF  VERIFY  YES -~  1  0 ( 1  8 0 0 )  E [)  1 
THr:"N  NO  KEYRnAROED(2270) 
El.SF.  0 
2390  VERIFY  FACTOR  COPY  VERIFICATION  FACT(181n) 
2400  NO  KFYAOAROEO  NO  KEYBOARDED(23RO) 
X  VERIFY  FAr.TOR(2390) 
2410  KEYBOARD  EFFORT  AVGE  LENGTH(1890)  X 
NO  KEYROARDED(2400)  / 
OFF-'  I ~1 E ( 1 7 50 )  I 
2420  SALARY  COST 
2430  VERIFY  LABOUR 
2tl40  AODI\Jl  KFYBDS 
2444  KEYBOARDS 
2450  KEY BOAR OS 
2460  RENTAL 
r·~A~J  YEAR  HRS(1040) 
COPY  GRADE  8(1070) 
KEYBOARn  EFFORT(2410) 
X  SALARY  CORT(2420) 
BREAK  LEVEL  OF 
KEYBOARD  EFFnRT(2410) 
I~JCREMEI\ITS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
ADDI\JL  KEYRnS(2~40) 
IF  VERIFY  YES-N0(1ROO)  FQ  1 
THEN  KEYBOARDS(244~) 
ELSF.  0 
COPY  RENTAL(?34Cl) 
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LINE  ACTION 
* 
2470  KEYBnARDS  RENTAL 
2480  VERIFY  COST 
2~90 VERIFY  COST 
2500  NO  IN-HOUSE 
2 5 1 0  P R  n 0 F  U  t\1 IT  T  M 
2 5 2 0  ~J 0  P R 0 0 FED 
2530  PROOF  EFFORT 
2540  SALARY  COST 
2550  PRnOF  LABOUR 
2560  PROOF  LAROUR 
2580  COMPUTER  OPS 
25 90  IN-HOUSE  811 REAli 
2~00  BUREAU  RATF 
2610  RllRFAU  COST 
2620  BUREAU  COST 
2630  OCCUPANCY 
2640  IN-HOUSE  RENTAL 
2650  IN-HOUSE  COST 
2660  IN-HOUSE  COSTS 
2680  DATA  PREP 
2690  COMPUTFR  OPS 
2710  MECHANICAL  OPS 
2724  DIRECT  INPUT  COSTS 
KEYBOAROfi(?Ll50) 
X  R  F 1\l TAl  ( ?. .16 0 ) 
+VERIFY  LABOUR(2430) 
+KEYBOARDS  RENTAL(2d70) 
IF  VERIFY  YES-N0(1ROO)  EQ  1 
THEN  VERTFY  COST(?480) 
ELSF  0 
GOPY  NO  IN-HOUSE(1960) 
REAO  DATA 
IF  P R n  0 F  IN  -H  0 II S E  ~~ K ( 1 8 2 0  )  E Q  0 
THEt\l  NO  I r--1-HOUSE ( 250 0) 
ELSE  0 
NO  PRODFED(2520)  X 
PRnOF  UNIT  TM{2510)  / 
r·~AN  YEAR  HRS(10Ll0) 
COPY  GRADE  C(1080) 
PROOF  EFFORT(2530} 
X  SALARY  COST(2540) 
IF  P R  0 0 F  If\! -H 0  II S  E  'vV K ( 1  8?. 0 )  E  Q  0 
T Ht="  ~.J  P R 0 0 F  LA 8 0 U  R ( 2 5 5 0 } 
ELSE  0 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
IT  E  ~.~ S  I  ~J P LJ T ( 1 R  4 0 ) 
X  BUREAU  RATE(2600) 
IF  IN-HnUSE  BUREALJ(?S90)  EQ  1 
THEN  BURFAU  COST(?610) 
ELSE  0 
REAn  DATA 
REAn  DATA 
I f\1-H Oll S E  R  E  1\1 TAL ( 2 b4 0 ) 
X  OC:CLIPANCY(2630} 
IF  IN-HOUSE  8UREAU(2590)  EQ  0 
THE 1\l  I I\ I -H 0 ll S E  C  0 S T ( 2 6 5 0 ) 
ELSE  0 
+CONTRACT  COST(1910) 
+  ON  -LI~JF  COSTS ( 2080) 
+OCR  COSTS(2240) 
+KEYBOARD  CORTS(2370) 
+VERIFY  COST(2490) 
+PROOF  LAROUR(?560) 
+BUREAU  CORT(2620) 
+  I  1\l -H  0 Ll S E  C  0 S  T S ( 2 6 6 0 } 
+DATA  PRFP(?6AO) 
+COMPUTER  0Pfi(?690) 
========= 
2730  LABOUR  +  LABnLJR  COST(11RO) 
+INTEL  OPS  COSTS(1660} 
+  ON-LINE  LARnllR (2010) 
+OCR  LABOUR(2160) 
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LINE  ACTinN 
2740  LABOUR  +KEYBOARD  LABnUR(2310) 
+VERIFY  LAROUR(2430) 
+PROOF  LABOUR(?550) 
2750  LAROUR  +  LABOUR(2730) 
+  LABOUR(27Ll0) 
2770  MATERIALS  COPY  PURCHASF  COST(1170) 
2790  TERMINALS  IF  ON-LINE  PC(1950)  GT  0 
T HE~  J  T E  R M  I  1\J A L  C  0 S T ( 2 0 5 0 ) 
ELSE  0 
2800  LINECOST  IF  ON-LINE  PC(1950)  GT  0 
THEN  C  0 r,1S  COST ( 20 A 0 ) 
F:LSF  D 
2810  OCR  MCS 
2t~20  KRO  RENT 
2830  VERIFY  KRO 
2840  COMPUTER 
2850  EQUIP ME~.JT 
2870  SERVICES 
IF  OCR  OR  OTH~R(1790)  EO  1 
T HE ~~  0 C  R  M  C  C  Cl S T ( 2 2 0 0 ) 
t:LSE  0 
IF  OCR  OR  OTHER(1790)  EO  2 
THEN  KEYROAROS  RENTAL(2350) 
FLSF  0 
IF  VERIFY  YES-N0(1800)  EO  1 
THEN  KEYROAROS  RENTAL(2~70) 
ELSE  0 
COPY  IN-HOUSE  COSTS(2660) 
SUM  TERMINALS(2790) 
THRU  COMPUTER(2840) 
+CONTRACT  COST(1910) 
+  CONVERSION(2220) 
+BUREAU  COST(2620) 
2900  DIRECT  INPUT  COSTS  +  LABOUR(2750) 
292 0  ALL  INPIIT  OPS 
2930  OUT  OF  BALANCE 
2936  STAFF  REQUIRED 
3060  GRADE  81  EFFORT 
3070  EXTRA  STAFF 
3080  ADD  ONE 
3090  GRADE  B1  STAFF 
+  MATERIALR(2770) 
+  E 0 II I PM F ~-J T ( 2 A  5 (J  ) 
+  SERVICES(?870) 
+TOTAL  ACQN  COST(1?00) 
+INTEL  GPS  COSTS{1A60) 
+  ~1 r:- r; H A  1\1 I CAL  0 P S ( 2 7 1 0 ) 
ALL  INPUT  OPS(2920) 
-DIRECT  INPUT  COSTS(2900) 
SUM  ITEMS  INPUT(1010) 
THRU  OUT  OF  RALANCE(2930) 
BREAK  LEVEL  OF 
GRADE  B1  EFFORT(3060) 
INCREMENTS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3070) 
IF  GRADE  R1  EFFORT(3060)  GT  0 
THEN  ADO  ONE(30RO) 
ELSF.  0 
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LINE  ACTION 
----~--------------~--~  ---------------------~----~---------~--------~-
3100  GRA[lE  82  EFFORT  SUr~  ITEMS  INPUT ( 1010) 
T H  R  Ll  0 Ll T  0 F  8 ALA~~  C  E ( ? 9 3 0 ) 
3110  EXTRA  STAFF  BREAK  LEVEL  OF 
3 1 2 0  AD 0  0  ~J E 
3130  GRADE  82  STAFF 
3140  GRADE  R3  EFFORT 
3150  EXTRA  STAFF 
3160  ADD  ONE 
3170  GRADE  R3  STAFF 
3180  GRADE  C1  EFFORT 
3190  EXTRA  STAFF 
3200  ADD  ONE 
3210  GRADE  C1  STAFF 
3220  GRAnE  C2  EFFORT 
3230  EXTRA  STAFF 
3240  ADO  O~JE 
32SO  GRADE  C2  STAFF 
3260  GRADE  C3  EFFORT 
3270  EXTRA  STAFF 
3280  ADO  ONE 
3290  GRADE  C3  STAFF 
GRADE  R2  EFFORT(3100) 
I N  C n  EM E  ~~ T S  0 F  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3110) 
IF  GRADE  82  EFFORT(3100)  GT  0 
THF~l  ADO  ONE (3120) 
ELSE  0 
SUM  ITEMS  INPLJT(1010) 
THRLJ  OUT  OF  BALAr'-ICF ( 2930) 
RREAK  LE\/EL  OF 
GRADE  83  EFFORT(3140) 
INCREMENTS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3150) 
IF  GHADE  83  FFFDRT(3140)  GT  0 
THEN  ADD  ONF(31~0) 
ELSE  0 
S  Ll  ~.~  ITEMS  INPUT ( 1  0 1  0 ) 
THRU  OUT  OF  BALANCE(2930) 
BREAK  LEVEL  OF 
GRADE  C1  EFFORT(3180) 
I~JCREMENTS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3190) 
IF  GRADE  C1  EFFORT(31AO)  GT  0 
THE~J  ADO  01\IE ( 3200) 
EL~jE  0 
S LJ H  ITEMS  I ~I P  Ll T ( 1 0 1 0 ) 
THALl  OUT  OF  8ALANCE(2930) 
BREAK  LEVEL  OF 
GRADE  C2  EFFORT{3220) 
I  ~,J C  R  F ME  ~  J T  S  0 F  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3230) 
IF  GRAnF  C2  EFFORT(3220)  GT  0 
THEN  GRADE  C2  STAFF(3250) 
ELSE  0 
SLH1  ITEMS  INPUT ( 1010} 
THRLJ  OUT  OF  BALANCE(2930} 
BREAK  LFVEL  OF 
GRADE  C3  EFFORT(3260} 
I~ICREMEf\ITR  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3?70) 
IF  GRADE  C3  EFFORT(3?~0)  GT  n 
Tl-lFN  ADD  01\Jf":  ( 3c>Gn) 
ELSE  0 64 
LINE  ACTION 
3 3 0 0  G  R  A  0 E  D  1  E  F  F 0 R  T  S  LH·1  I T  F  M  S  I N  P  LJ T ( 1  0 1 0 ) 
THRU  OUT  OF  8AI  ANCE (?q30) 
3310  EXTRA  STAFF  BREAK  LFVEL  OF 
3320  ADD  ONE 
3330  GRADE  01  STAFF 
3340  GRADE  0?  EFFORT 
3350  EXTRASTAFF 
3360  ADD  ONE 
3370  GRADE  D2  STAFF 
3380  GRADE  D3  EFFORT 
3390  EXTRA  STAFF 
3400  ADD  ONE 
3410  GRADE  03  STAFF 
3430  DIRFCT  STAFF 
3450  SUPERVTSnRS  GRAOEC 
3460  SUPERVISORS  GRADED 
3470  SUPERVISORS  GRADEE 
3472  CLERKS  GRADE  A 
3480  TOTAL  STAFF 
3484  OVERHEAnS 
3486  TOTAL  STAFF 
3490  SPACF  PER  PERSON 
3500  RENTAL 
3510  ACCOMODATION  r:osT 
3520  SUPERVISORS  c  COST 
3530  SUPERVISOES  [)  CORT 
GRADE  D1  EFFORT(3300) 
I ~JCRE~~ENTS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3310) 
IF  GRADE  01  EFFORT(3100)  GT  0 
THEN  ADD  ONE(3320) 
ELSE  0 
SUM  ITFMS  INPUT(1010) 
THALl  OUT  OF  BALANCE(2930) 
r1REAK  LEVEL  OF 
GRADE  02  EFFORT(3340) 
INCREMFNTS  OF  ~ 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRASTAFF(3350) 
IF  GRADE  02  EFFORT(3340)  GT  0 
THEN  ADD  ONE(3360) 
ELSE  0 
S  ll  ~ 1  IT  E  ~·1 S  INPUT ( 1  0 1  0 ) 
THRU  OIIT  OF  BALANr.E(2930) 
BREAK  LFVEI  OF 
GRAOE  03  EFFORT(3380) 
I~!CREMENTS  OF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(3390) 
IF  GRAOE  D3  EFFnRT(33Rn)  GT  0 
THEN  ADD  O~JE(3400) 
ELSE  0 
SUH  GRAOE  81  EFFORT(3060) 
THRLJ  GRADE  D3  STAFF(3410) 
READ  DATA 
REP.O  DATA 
REAO  DATA 
READ  DATA 
S  LH1  0 I R E C  T  S T A F F ( 3 4 3 0  ) 
THRU  CLERKS  GRADE  A(3472) 
COPY  TOTAL  STAFF(34RO) 
READ  DATA 
RFAO  DATA 
TOTAL  STAFF(JflRO) 
X  SPACE  PFR  PERRON(3490) 
X  RENTAL(3500) 
SLJPER\ITSORS  GRADE~(3fl50) 
X  GF1/\DE  C(10RO) 
SUPERVISORS  C1RAnFn ( 3460) 
X  G  R  1\ D F  0  ( 1 n  q  fl  ) 
PAGE  9 LINE 
~-----~----------------
3540  SUPERVISORS  E  COST 
3550  GRADE  A STAFF 
3560  GRADE  8  STAFF 
3570  GRADE  c  STAFF 
3580  GRADE  0  STAFF 
3590  GRADE  A SALARY 
3600  GRADE  8  SALARY 
3610  GRADE  c  SALARY 
3620  GRADE  D SAlARY 
3630  ALL  SALARIES 
3640  OVERHEAD  RATE 
3650  SALARY  OVERHEAD 
65 
ACT IO~.J 
SUPERVTRnRS  GRAnEE(3~70) 
X  GRADE  E(1100) 
COPY  CLERKS  GRADE  A(3472) 
S U  ~~~  G  R An E  8 1  E  F  F 0 R  T ( 3 0 6 0 ) 
THAll  GRADF  83  STAFF(3170) 
S  LU.1  G  RAn F  C  1  E  F  F  0 R  T ( 3 1  8 0 ) 
THAll  GRADE  C3  STAFF(3290) 
S U  ~.1  G  R A  0 E  D 1  E  F F 0 R  T ( 3 3 0 0 ) 
THRLJ  GRADE  D3  STAFF(3410) 
GRADE  A  STAFF(3550) 
X  GRADE  A(1060) 
GRADF  8  STAFF(3560) 
X  GRADE  8(1070) 
GRADE  C  STAFF(3570) 
X  BRADt:  C(1080) 
GRADE  D  STAFF(3580) 
X  GRADE  D(1090) 
Sll~1  SUPERVISORS  C  COST (3520) 
THRLJ  GRADE  D  SAl  ARY ( 3620) 
READ  DATA 
1.00000E-02  X 
ALL  SALARIES(3630) 
X 
OVERHEAD  RATE(3640) 
3660  ACCOMMODATION  COST  COPY  ACCOMnDATION  COST(3510) 
3680  OVERHFAn  COSTS 
3700  PROJ  INPUT  COSTS 
3720  MATERIALS 
373 0  EQUIPMEf\lT 
3740  SFRVICES 
3750  DIRECT  LABOUR 
3760  SUPERVIRnRY  LAElOUR 
3770  OVFRHEADS 
3790  PROJ  INPUT  COSTS 
3810  DIRECT  STAFF  USE 
3850  GRADE  81 
3860  GRADE  82 
3870  GRADE  83 
3880  GRAQf="  C1 
+SALARY  OVERHEAD(3650) 
+ACCOMMODATION  COST(3660) 
C  0 P  Y  ~.~AT F  RIAL R ( 2 7 7 0 ) 
COPY  EQUIPMF~lT (2850) 
COPY  SERVICES(2870) 
SUr1  GRADE  A  SALARY (3590) 
THALl  GRADE  D  SALARY(3620) 
SLIM  SUPERVTSORS  C  COST (3520) 
THRU  SUPERVISORS  E  COST(3540) 
COPY  OVERHEAn  COSTS(3680) 
======== 
+  t··1 ATE R  TAL S ( 3 7 2 0 ) 
+  E  Q ll I P  ~~ E  ~·IT ( 3 7 3 0 ) 
+  SER\IICES(3740) 
+DIRECT  LAROUR(3750) 
+SUPERVISORY  LAROUR(3760) 
+  OVERHEAOS(3770) 
========= 
COPY  GRAnE  B 1  EFFORT(3060) 
COPY  GRADE  82  EFFORT(3100) 
COPY  C~RAnE  83  EFFORT(3140) 
COPY  GRAnE  c 1  EFFORT(3180) 
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APPENDIX  5 - INPUT  FORM 
The  computer system automatically generates  an  input  form 
which  can  be easily adapted  for  entering data  into the projection 
or history files. 
In  the  form  reproduced on  the  following  pages  have been 
entered  the  data  values  (and  appropriate projection  codes)  from 
which  were  generated  the report shown  in Appendix 6. 
Certain  technical  options have  to be indicated as  follows 
line 1790  - if OCR  is to be  used,  enter 1; 
if any  other technique,  enter  2 
line 1800  - if verification is to be  used,  enter 1; 
if notr enter 0 
line 1820  - if in-house work is to be proof-read,  enter 0; 
if not,  enter 1 
line 2590  - if computer processing to be done  in-house,  enter 0; 
if by bureau enter 1 
In  the system suggested,  80%  of author abstracts are  used 
(line 1410),  and  10%  of input is translated  (line 1580).  Half of 
the data  preparation is contracted out,  and  the remainder is initially 
done  by OCR,  but changed after three  years  to  50%  on-line,  50%  OCR. 
The other values  shown  are self-explanatory. COLUMN  OIST. 
START  DATE 
REPORT  HEAO  1 
67 
PRn.JECTIClf\J  INPUT  OATA  FC1RM  (*OPTIONAL  ENTRIES) 
FROM  O~FINITION FILE  DEFIN 
0  PROJECT  I  5'  (  F I R  S T • LAST  C  0 L  LJ  ~~ N  S ) 
: *  3  ---- -
·*  ?.  -~L~I__1b 
11  ASLIB  INPuT MnOb&.., 
--~-~---------------.~---------------~---
.  .  , 
REPORT  HEAO  2  1?.  FIV£  Ye-~ PfGoTetl"'l  1 ONj  •' 
--~-----------------.--------------------
CDLU~~N  TOTALS  :*  31  .5 ••  5 ••  5 ••  5 ••  5,  .5.0 
COLLH~N  LAA ELS  1  : *  51 
------.------.------.------.  -
:*  52 
------.------.------.  -
COLLJ t'·1N  LABELS  2  : *  h 1  % 
------.------.------.------.  -
:*  h?. 
------.------.------.  -
ITEMS  INPliT 
-,------.------.------.------
1 0 1 1 
•  • 
MOI\JOGS  ACQO 
-.------.------.~-----.------
1021 
------ - --------------- ,  , 
JOURNALS  ,l\CQD  10?.2  31  ""~!""~  '·- •  I  _,.,""'""'1  ~  v  -,------.------.------.------
102.3 
------.-.---------------
MONOGS  PCHSO  1 o  3 o  .,  1  j,_...__._  ,_, 
.>·I  ~f "'"""" 
-.------.------.-~----.----~-. 
1031 
•  • 
JOIIRNALS  PCHSn  10.32  ,,  ~r~  , --. 
.;>..  I  ~v-J  ~...., 
-.------.------.----~-.------
10 33 
,  , 
MAN  YEAR  HAS  1040  5 
I  13So  -.------.------,------.------
1 n  a 1  . , 
GRAOE  A  1 n  h o  J.  t~  1  ,l  b (rO'  ~. o 
-,----L-.------.------,------.----
1061 
------ - --------------- •  • 
GRADE  R  1 0 7 0  /. 8",  t,  3 1/-ex:>,  s. 0 
-.------.------.------.--~-~-
1071 
------.-,---------~-----
GRADE  C  1 () 8 0  /·  t,~  I  J  4~  tX)  I  s. 0  -.------.------.------.------.----
10R1 
------ - --------------- ,  . GRADF  0 
GRADE  E 
MONOG  OROFR  TM 
JNL  ORDER  TM 
MONOG  UNIT  COSTS 
JOURNAL  UNIT  COST 
SEL  UNIT  TM 
CAT  UNIT  TM 
I~JDEX  UN IT  TM 
AUTH  ABSTS  PC 
A  ABSTS  UNIT  TM 
W ABSTS  UNIT  TM 
ITEMS  TRANSL  PC 
T  R  A  N  R  LJ  1\J IT  T  ~~ 
A  ABSTS  LEN(:;TH 
W ABRTS  LEN(:;TH 
68 
1ogo  /. 8'
1  1,  >ecro,  ~. o 
-.---~--.--~~-~.----~-.----~-.----
1091 
------.-.---------------
11 o o  I· 8, I'  -,  ,2..cOJ  ~, o 
-.-----~.------.------.----~-. 
11 0 1 
----~-.-.----~~---------
11.30  5,  o. 2S 
-.--~---.~---~-.------.------
. 1131 
----~-.-.-----~--------~ 
1132  S,  J.  o 
-.------.-----~.----~-.------
1133 
-----~.-.~------------~-
11 e; o  J.  g 
1  I,  S",  3 7,  .2 g., o 
-.------.------.------.------
1 1 tl1 
----~-.-.-------------~-
11AC'  / ..  i,  I,  43.41,  2.'·7 
-.------.------.------.~-----
11 f,J 
---~--.-.-----~---------
12AO  5,  o./o 
-.~-----.------.------.------.----
12A1 
------.-.-------------~-
131 o  5  J  o, 2S 
-.------.--~---.~-----.------
13 1 1 
-~----.-.~--------------
1 3  F. (l  S,  0. I 3 
-.------.-~----.~-----.-----~ 
13A1 
•  • 
141o  s  to 
I  -.------.------.------.------
1411 
1440  s  0.0~4- , 
-.------.------.----~-.~-----
1441 
•  • 
145o  5"
1  a. 3 
-.------.----~-.~-~---.------
1  t.151 
----~-.-.---------~-----
1580  5
1  (0 
-.-~----.------.--~---.------.----
1581 
--~---.-.-------------~-
1600  5  0.3 
J 
-.------.--~---.--~---.------
1601 
------.-.---------------
1  t-> 8 o  5.,  So-o 
-.-~----.-~----.---~--.------.----
1AR1 
------.-.------~~--~--~~ 
1tl90  5"  B'o-o 
.I 69 
·O!\J-LINE 
171 0  5'  /t2, 0"0  -- ------.  ---- - ~-----.------.---- .  • 
1711 
------.-.-~---~---------
OCR  1730  s  booo 
~ 
-.------.------.------.----~-.----
1731 
------.-.---------------
OFF -LI!\IE  1750  S,  6o-o-o 
-.------.~-----,------.-----~.-~--
1751 
------.-.----------~-~--
OCR  OR  OTHER  179n  S,  f 
-.----~-.----~-.~--~--.------.----
1791 
•  • 
VERIFY  YES-!\10  180(l  ~'  0 
-.------.------.------.-----~ 
1801 
•  • 
VERIFICATION  FACT  1810  s;  0 
-.-~----.-~-~--.------.------.----
1 A  11 
•  • 
PROOF  IN-HOUSE  WK  1820  ~ 0 
-.------.------.~---~-.------.----
18?1 
•  • 
CONTRACT  PC  1Rno  5, So 
-.------.------.------.-----~ 
1RA1 
•  • 
CONTRACT  RATE  1R7Cl  S,  f 
-.------.------.----~-.------.----
1871 
•  • 
ON-LINF  PC  19so  I  o  o  o  .f'o  ro  I  I  I  I  1  a) 
-.------.------.------.----~-.----
1951 
---~--.-.----~----------
RENTAL  RATE  ?.04(1  f.~  I  J,o, t.o  -,- ---L,------,------,------,----
?.041 
-,  -
--~---.-.-------~-------
COMS  COST  20h0  f.  e,  4, 0 1  0
1  0  2So)  8:  0 
-.------.------~------.------.----
?.On1 
------.~.-~-~----------~ 
RENTAL  ?.190  1.  ~  fJ  120,  ,.. 0  -.- ----.------.------.~-----. 
2191 
•  • 
CONVERSION  COST  ?.210  I. t,  f,  o~ 7 s  1  t. o 
-.------.------.------.------.~---
?. ? 11 
------.-.---------------
RENTAL  ?3Ll()  1.~,  f,  49'0,  t. 0 
-.------.------.------.-----~.----
2341 
------.-.---~-----------70 
P R 0 0 F  U N T T  T  ~~  ?510  r  0  03  ;;>I  • 
~.------.------.-~----.------.~---
? 511 
------ - ---------~----- •  • 
IN-HOUSE  BURF.:AU  ?590  'S',  0 
-.~-----.------.----~-.------.----
------.-.---------------
BUREAU  RATE  ?600 
-.------.--~---.-----~.-~----
2A01 
-----~.-.----~~---------
OCCUPANCY 
-.~-----.------.------.------
?611 
---~--.~.---------------
It'-J -HOUSE  RENTAl  2640  /. g.J  /J  bOOO.J  10.0 
-.--~---.------.------.------.----
2641 
------ - ------------~-~  •  • 
SUPERVISORS  GRADEC  3450  ~  / 
~, 
-.--~---.------.------.------
3451 
------ - -----~--------- •  • 
SUPERVISORS  GRADED  3460  S1  / 
-.--~---,------.------.----~-
34o1 
------ - --------------- •  • 
SUPERVISORS  GRAOEE  3470  s,  I 
-,------.------.~-----.------
3471 
------.-.---------------
CLERKS  GRADE  A  3117 2  I,  2-J  21  ..2  3 I  3  - ------ J_____  ------ ------ ---- •  •  •  •  • 
34 73 
-----~.-.-----~-----~-~-
SPACE  PER  PERSOI\J  34qo  S,  l~o 
-.------.-~----.------.------.----
34g1 
•  • 
RENTAL  3500  ,J  t>  (. 0'  t,  1o,~  7. o 
-.-~----.---~-~.------.------.----
350J 
~----- - ---~-----~-~--- •  • 
OVERHEAD  RATE  36LHJ  S,  7S 
-.------.------.------.------
3641 
---~-- - --------------- •  • 71 
APPENDIX  6 - SUMMARY  REPORT 
Available data  in the projection  file is run  against the 
model  contained in the definition  file and will  yield a  summary 
report of all operational costs associated with input activities. 
A  report  prepared  from  the input data  shown  in Appendix  5  is 
reproduced on  the  following pages. 
The  way  in which  each line of the report has been 
calculated can be  traced by reference  to the  ILLUSTRATE 
listing in Appendix 4.  For example,  line 1390,  showing 
indexing costs, is seen  to be obtained by multiplying line 
1370  (Salary  cost)  by line 1380  (Index effort).  Line 1370 
is copied  from  line 1080,  which calls  for an input value  for 
a  Grade  C staff salary.  The  value  used  for  this parameter 
in producing the report is shown  on  the input  form,  in 
Appendix 5. 72 
ASLIR  INPUT  MOOEL 
FIVE  YEAR  PRO.JECTTOI\J 
FOR  THF  PERIOD  REGINNING  JAN  1 •  197e1 
RFPORT  PREPARED  .. Ill  L  1 q.  1976 
1  ~  3  4  5 
197e1  1977  1978  1979  1980 
1 [J? 0  MONnr.~  Arr.:Jo  4000  4500  5000  5500  6000 
102~  JOURNALS  ACD[)  2500  2f>?.5  ~750  2875  3000 
1030  MONOGS  PCHSO  4000  4500  5000  5500  ()000 
1032  JOURNALS  PCHSO  2500  2625  2750  2875  3000 
1170  PURCHASE  COST  142005  192587  260202  350380  470403 
1180  LABOUR  COST  R815  9917  11107  12391  13776  _  .._. _____  __ ..., ____  ------- --------- --------
1200  TOTAL  ACQN  COST  150820  202504  271309  3t12771  484179 
---... --- -------- ------- ------- -------
1220  UNIT  ACQN  COST  5.80  7.3t1  9.3n  11 .89  15 • 13 
1240  ITEMS  INPIIT  2t1000  27500  29000  30500  32000 
1290  SELECT InN  8089  f-198 3  99£17  10985  12 10 1 
1340  CATALOGUING  2022?  ~2458  24867  27461  30?5? 
1390  INOF.XING  1051()  1167R  12931  14?80  15731 
1490  ARSTRACTING  10289  114?. 7  12653  13972  1539? 
1630  TRANSLATION  ~4?7  2695  ?984  3295  3630 
--------
____ .,.. ___  ------- ------- -------
1660  INTEL  OPS  COSTS  515.1?.  57242  633R2  69993  77107 
-------- --------- -----~--- ------- -------
1840  ITEMS  !NPIIT  ~6000  ?7500  ~9000  30500  3?.000 
1880  NO  CONTRACTED  13000.0  13750.0  14500.0  15250.0  1elOOO.O 
1910  CONTRACT  COST  72RO.O  7700.0  81?0.0  R540.0  R9f10.0 
1970  NO  ON-LINE  o.o  o.o  o.o  7C125.0  Rooo.o 
2080  ON-LINE  COSTS  o.o  0 .o  o.o  24 32.5  2664.6 
2130  NO  KEYBOARnEO  13000.0  13750.0  14500.0  7625.0  ROOO.d 
2240  OCR  COSTS  8635.8  9760.3  11141.0  6260.2  7020.2 
2560  PROOF  LABOUR  1213.3  1 34 7.  5  1492.0  1647.7  1R15.1 
2580  COMPUTER  OPS 
2660  IN-HOIISE  COSTS  600.0  A6n.o  72A.o  79R.e1  R7P,. 5  .... _  .... ____  ------- ------- -------- ----.... --
2680  DATA  PREP  17129  1RROR  ?0753  18880  ? () t) 6 [J 
2e190  COMPUTER  OPS  A  on  6AO  ??el  799  f17A 
---------- ------- ------- --------- __ ..__.,. __ 
2710  MECHANICAL  DPS  177?9  1946R  ?11179  19679  ?133R 
=======  ========  =======  ======:::  ======== 73  PAGE  2 
1  2  3  ll  5 
197€1  1977  197R  1979  1980 
2724  DTRE="CT  INPUT  COSTS 
2750  L.A.BOUR  646?.6  71900  79738  87836  96889 
2770  MATERIALS  142005  19?587  260202  350380  470403 
2850  EQUIPMENT  720  790  1006  1653  1801 
2870  SERVICES  12740  13937  15223  1257£1  13531 
____  ..., __  -------- ------- -------- ...... _____ 
2900  DIRECT  INPUT  COSTS  220091  279213  356170  452443  582625 
------- _____  ....,_  ------- ------- -------
2930  OUT  OF  8ALA~,ICE  -0.1  0. 1  0.2  0. 1  0.1 
2936  STAFF  REQLJIREO 
3090  GRAOE  81  STAFF  3.0  3.0  3.0  4.0  4.0 
3130  GRAnE  82  STAFF  1 • 0  1 • 0  2.0  1 • 0  2.0 
3210  GRAOE  C1  STAFF  13.0  14.0  15.0  15 • 0  16.0 
------- ------- -------- -... ------ ---------
3430  DIRECT  STAFF  17  18  20  20  22 
3450  SliPERVISORS  GRAnEr.  1  1  1  1  1 
3460  SUPERVISORS  GRAnEn  1  1  1  1  1 
3470  SUPERVISORS  GRAOEE  1  1  1  1  1 
3472  CLERKS  GRADE  A  2  2  2  3  3 
----.... -- ------- ------- __ ..,. _____  -------
3480  TOTAL  STAFF  22  2~  25  26  ?8 
------- ------- -------- __ ..., ____ 
-------
348£1  OVERHEADS 
3486  TOTAL  STAFF  22  23  25.  26  2A 
3630  ALL  SALARitR  90600  99S40  11?89€1  121550  136865 
3640  OVERHEAD  RATE  75  75  75  75  75 
3650  SALARY  OVERHEAO  67950  7£1655  84672  91163  102649 
3660  ACCOMMODATION  CORT  33000  36915  4?.934  47777  55053 
------- ___ ..............  ------- ------- ------.-. 
3680  OVERHEAD  COSTS  100950  111570  1276n5  138939  157702 
------- -------- ------- -------- -------
3700  PROJ  INPUT  COSTS 
3720  MATERIALS  142005  192587  260202  350380  470403 
3710  Er:JLJIPMENT  720  790  100€1  1653  1801 
3740  SER\/TCES  12740  13937  15223  12CJ74  13CJ31 
3750  DIREr.T  LABOUR  73400  81£180  93933  101639  1159~9 
3760  SLIPF.RVTSORY  LABOUR  17200  1P.060  1R9l13  19911  20907 
3770  OVERHEADS  100950  111570  127605  138939  157702 
=======  =======  =======  =======  ======= 
3790  PRO,J  INPUT  COSTS  347015  418423  51fl932  625097  780304 
=======  =======  =======  =======  ======= 
3810  OIRECT  STAFF  LISE 
3850  GRAOE  81  2.6  2.8  3.0  3. 1  3.3 
3860  GRAOE  82  0.9  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0 
3880  GRAOE  C1  12.e1  13.3  14.0  1ll.7  15.5 74 
APPENDIX  7 - USE  OF  THE  WHAT-IF  FEATURE 
The  WHAT-IF  command  makes it possible to examine  the effect of 
changes in input data  values,  or in the overall  cost structure. 
In  the examples which  follow,  the sequence of prompts  from  the 
computer system and  the replies given are reproduced.  The  use 
can call  for a  complete revised summary  report, or a  print-out 
of specified lines  (which is cheaper).  The  changes investigated 
all relate to the report shown  in Appendix 6. 
1.  WHAT-IF  the indexing unit time  (line 1360)  were inc-
reased  from  0.13 to 0.2  2  Here  we  have requested to 
see only the effect on  the total input costs  (line  3790). 
COMMANO?  WHAT-IF 
WHAT-IF  DEFINITION  FILE?  (T) 
R E  P 0 AT  I N  F I I  F , 0 l1 T F I L  F.  ?  P R I  ~·J TIN , WHAT /\ 
WHATA  OOFf-i  NOT  FXIST  HUT  IS  ~JClW  FlFI~,JG  r:REATEO 
LINE?  1360 
T Y  P E , F I R  S T ,  L A  Ei T  r, Cl L ll  M  1\1  ?  A 0 [) , 1 , S 
ADD  FACTOR?  0,07 
LINE?  0 
REPORT  .  F ILF  WHAT A  r, 0~.1P LET EO 
C  0 L U  ~~ N  S ?  ALL 
TOTAL  COLUMNS?  NO 
LINES?  SF.L 
LINES:  AFTER  LAST  0* 
?  %  37g0,(l 
SET  PAPER.RETURN ••• 
ASLIR  INPUT  MODEL 
F I \1 E  Y  E A  R  P R  Cl .. J  E C T I  Cl  ~l 
F 0 R  T H E  P E  R I 0 0  8 F G  IN  N  I  1\J G  ,J A N  1 ,  1 q 7 r, 
REPORT  PREPARE[)  .. JUL  ?0.  197t1 
1 
1?76 
? 
1077 
Ll 
1979 
5 
1 q P  Ll 
3790  PRO .. J  INPUT  L.OSTS  355R65  L1?77~6  5?6753  6~5789  R0?10~ 75 
2.  WHAT-IF  the system used  50%  of author abstracts instead 
of 80%  (line 1410).  Again,  only the total  input costs 
are requested. 
C  0 M  M  A  r'-J [) ?  W  H  /-\ T -I  F 
WHAT-IF  OEFI~!ITION  FILE"?  (T) 
REP DR T  j= f\l r:- T I  r  , C1 tJ T FILE ?  PRINT I l'l • \'I HAT 8 
WHATR  DOF.S  NOT  EXIST  RLJT  IS  NOW  REING  CREATED 
LINE?  1tl10 
TYPE. FIRST,  LAST  COLlJ~1f\l?  ADD, 1.  '-J 
ADO  FACTOR?  -30 
LINE?  0 
REP n  H  T  F I L E  WHAT R  C  0  r.,~ P LET E  [) 
COLU r.H",JS?  ALL 
TOTi\L  CL1LLJMNS?  r,J[) 
LINES?  SFL 
LINES;  AFTER  LAST  ()* 
?  %  37qr!,O 
SET  PAPER.RETLJRN ••• 
ASLit"~  INPUT  MODEL 
F I \1 F  Y  EAR  P R  0 .. J E C  T I 0 1\l 
F 0 R  T H F.  P F R I  0 n  REG IN  r'-J I  ~·I G  ,JAN  1 •  1 q 7 A 
R E  P 0 R T  P R E P 1\ R  F.[)  .. J  lJ L  ? 0 ,  1  9 7 t1 
1 
197t1 
? 
1977 
3 
197R 
ll 
1979 
~ 
19RO 
3 7 9 0  P R 0 .. J  I  ~.J P Ll T  C 0 S T S  3A5~R?  437?t18  5?9?00  A5A535  793379 76 
3.  WHAT-IF  all  data  preparation  were done  in-house by an 
off-line method with verification instead of using a 
mdx of OCR  and bureau services,  and on-line methods in 
years  4  and  5  (this affects lines 1790,1800,  1810,  1820, 
1860,  1950,  and  2060).  Because  the changes are more 
complex than in the previous examples,  several  lines of 
the amended  summary  report will be output. 
COMMAND?  WHAT-IF 
WHAT -IF  DE FIN IT  IO~J  F ILF?  W  1\AF A 
R E P 0 R T  I  1\J F I L F.  • 0 U T F-- I  l.  E '?  P n  I  ~1 T I ~  J ,  ~~ H  A T r, 
WH/\Tf:  DOES  NOT  FXIST  RUT  IS  NOW  r1EI~JG  f:RFATEO 
REPORT  FILF.  WHATr,  r.nr1PLF.TEO 
C  0 L U  r~~l N  R ?  ALL 
TOTAL.  COLUf·1NS?  f\JD 
LINES?  r1R/\".JGF 
FIRST .LAST  LINF.S:  AFTF.n  LAST  0, (1 
?  %  1 n  tr n  •  ? 7? n  ,  ~  7 q n •  1 7 q 1 • cJ • o 
SET  PAPER.RETURN ••• 
ASLIR  I~JPUT  ~10DEL 
F I \1 F.  Y E /\ R  P Fi 0 ~J F C  T I 0 ~1 
F 0 R  T H  F.  P F. R I  CJ [)  R  F  C1 INN  I~~ G  .J A  ~J  1 ,  1 9 7 6 
RE~PORT  PRF.PARFO  LJLJL  ?[1,  1976 
1R40  ITEHS  INPllT  ?fl[)[)()  29CHJ 0 
22RD  NOKFYROAROED  ~AOOCJ.CJ  27500.0  ?9000.0 
2370  KEYRDARD  COSTS  7071.(.  7F?t1.?  9195.1 
2490  VF:RIFY  COST  ?q?.4.A  1?  -~ 3 •  tJ  3~!hh. 1 
25RO  COMPUTER  ClPS 
?hAO  IN  -H(JlJRE  COSTS  {,(]().{)  A60.0  7?f!. n 
------- ------- -------
2ARO  OATA  PREP  q99A  11Cl!)H  1?761 
2A9Ci  r:o~.1Pt ITER  OPS  h (I [l  AAO  7?fl 
------- ------- -------
2710  MECH.l\Nir.AL  OPS  105gh  1171 R  13L1R7 
=======  =======  ========= 
37go  PROJ  INPUT  COST~  3504G5  L11 ??Q5  ~0?1?:1 
(\ 
1979 
30500.0 
1[J113.l1 
3~?l1.t1 
7'-~R.A 
-------
1t10.1R 
799 
-------
1tlR3A 
======% 
A31537 
3?000 
3?000.0 
1110?.1 
t! 11 [l  • ? 
P7F'  .• S 
-------
15tl1? 
P7P 
-------
1A?Q1 
=====:::::::= 
78hR~9 77 
APPENDIX  8 - SENSITIVITY  TESTS 
The  impact  upon  projected costs of alterations to model  parameters 
can  be clearly shown  by  WHAT-IF  reports.  But where  the recalcul-
ated data lines are large or where a  minimum  change must result 
before a  value is printed,  a  sensitivity analysis can be performed. 
In  the examples  which  follow,  the results of the WHAT-IF  tests in 
Appendix 7  have been  compared with the originally projected  figures 
shown  in Appendix 6.  Differences are shown  here as  percentages. 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  1 
C  0 M  M  A  1\J l) ?  ~-; F  r-1 S I  T J \1 J T Y 
CUMPARATJ.\IF.  REPORT  FJLFS (? )?  PRI~JTir-J .V!HAT/\ 
DIFFERENCE  OR  PF.RC:El\IT/\GE?  PERCFNT/\GF 
MIN I ~H  I~~  P F. R  C  F NT  P R IN T  L F  \1 F L ?  1 • [J 
C  Cl L U  r.~ N  S ?  A  L L 
TnTAl.  CCJLLJr~NS?  ~JO 
LINES?  SF.L 
LINFS:  AFTER  LAST  0* 
?  %  17C11J.[J 
SFT  PAPER,RF.TlJRN ••• 
A  S L I  E1  I  N  P U  T  M  Cl [) t. L 
S E~ISITI\/ITY  --PF.RL,Ff·JT Ar,F 
F 0 R  T HE  P F R In[)  R  E r, I  ~~ ~J I N  r,  .J A~~  1 , 1 9 7 6 
HF.PORT  PHFPARFO  lJLIL  ?0 ,1976 
37Yf1  PROJ  INPllT  COSTS  ?.55 
?.n 
1977 
?.23 
3.D 
197fi 
1 • 90 
4.0 
1979 
3.11 
5.(1 
19RO 
2.79 78 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  2 
COMMANf.1?  SF"JSITI\IITY 
C  0 ~~ P A  R AT IV  F.  R  F. P 0 R  T  F I I  E S ( ? ) ?  P R I n  T J "1  • V' H  A T rl 
0 IFF  [ R  F. N  C: E  Cl R  P E  R  C": F NT A G  F ?  P F R  r: F  f,1 T A  C  ~ 
M  I  N  I  ~·1 U  M  P E  R  C: F NT  P R T N  T  l.  ~  \1 F. L ?  1 • Cl 
CCJLU~1NS?  1\LL 
TOTAL  C:OLU~·1NS?  Nll 
LINES?  SF.:L 
LINES;  AFTER  LAST  (
1* 
?  r:;o  3 7 q 0 • r  j 
S~T  PAP[R,.RF.TllRN ••• 
A  S L I R  I r  ~ P ll T  \~ 0 n  F l_ 
f-i F  ~  J S I T  I \1 IT  Y  - -P F  R  r, F  ~~ T  A  G  F 
F 0 R  T  H  F  P F R T ll  n  R  F G  T N  ~  l I N G  ~J A N 
RF.PnRT  PR~:PARF.n  ~ILJL_  l[) .1976 
1.n  ?.n 
197t1  1q77 
379(1  PRnJ  INPlJT  C:USTS  C).l? 
1 • 1 q 7A 
~ • [1  4.0  5 • (I 
1q78  1q7q  1 GR  C! 
?.37  ~.03  1 • f)R 79 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  3 
C 0  ~~ M  A N  D ?  S F. N  S IT  I \1 r T Y 
C  C1 M  P A  R AT I \1 F.  n E  P 0 R T  F I L E S ( ~ ) ?  P R I  ~\] T I  ~  J • '1' H  ~, T C 
L-l IFF  t R E  ~,J C  F  n R  PERC F  ~! T 1\ G  F?  P F R C  F ~~TAG  t 
:n~JI~HJri~  PF.RCFI\JT  PRI~-lT  L~\I[L?  ? .() 
C  0 L U  :~~ N  S ?  .A L L 
TOT.LH.  COLU~-'if',JS?  t'IJ(l 
LINFq?  ~1R/'..,r.J 
FIRST.LAST  LINFS;  /\FTER  LAST  0.0 
?  %  1Rt1n.?7?0.37°G.?7q1.n.o 
SET  PAPF:R.RETLIRN ••• 
ASLJR  INPliT  ~~O[)EL 
~  F.  f\l f1 IT I \1 IT  Y - -P  F. R C  E  ~I T A G  E 
FOR  THE  PERTO[l  REGI~lf\1 II\! r::  LJ A  ~I  1 • 1976 
REPORT  PREPARF.n  .II II  ?n.197A 
1 • 0  ?.0  ~~ . r  tt.n 
1q7n  1q77  1q7H  197LJ 
1 RfH'  ~-Jn  C  l1 1\l T R  ACT E  [)  -10(1.00  -1nn.on  -1(!(1.00  -100.0() 
1g1o  C D  ~-.l T R  f\ C: T  cn~1  T  -1fl(l.(l0  -1(1(1.00  -1  Cl c • n  c'  -1flO.UO 
1970  !\j[]  ClN -LI  f\1~  **  **  **  -1QO.QO 
20Rfl  0~1-L.INE  COST~  **  **  **  -100.00 
?.13fl  NO  KEY ROAR OF[)  -100.00  -1UO.OO  -10(J.(l(1  -100.00 
? ?4 f1  OCR  COSTS  -1n(l .Del  -1(10.0(1  -1no.o0  -10(1.(1(\ 
22Rfl  i\1 0 K  F. Y  R  0 A  R  [) E [)  **  **  **  ** 
237n  KF~YnnAR[)  COSTS  "** 
*-~  **  ** 
?.t~ 9 n  \1 F  hI~- Y  C':ii:-1T  -)*'*  1<-*  **  '** 
?.Sbll  PROdF  LABOUR  -1 0 (l • (1  (1  -1r~n.co  - 1 (l 0 • (1 (l  -100.0(1 
?.5RO  C n ~~p liTER  nP  ~:; 
2fr?ll  RUFlEAlJ  L.OST  **  **  **  ** 
268 ()  nATA  PREP  -{! 1.6£1  -tl 1 • ? 1  -3P.51  -?~.65 
C!710  MECHA~JTr,AL  (l p f~  -tl ()  • ? 3  -~q.R1  -37.?1  -?4.h1 
=======  ==:-====  ========  ======== 
37q(l  PRCLJ  I  ~·JP LIT  c; Cl f1 T ~-i  -?.Pt. 
f,J[lTF:  **  INnir.ATF~1  DI\tiSIClN  ~~ y  ZERO 
If line  3790 were printed out to show differences rather  than 
percentages,  the result would be  : 
5.0 
19RO 
-1lHl. 0 0 
-10(].00 
-1ro.no 
-1flll.OO 
-10  Ci. G  0 
-100.00 
** 
** 
** 
-1 u  0 • (l (: 
** 
-?ll.  b 7 
-?3.AA 
=======-
1.C1  ?..o  3.n  ~.o  s.o 
1976  1977  197R  1q79  1980 
=======  =======  =======  =======  ======= 
3 7 9 0  P R 0 .. J  I N  P Ll T  C  (l S T S  34Fi ()  -61?R  -14R07 80 
APPENDIX 9  - SPECIFICATION  FOR EXPERIMENT  TO  TEST  THE 
INPUT MODEL DEVELOPED  IN EFAG  PROJECT 3 
A.  Obiectives 
To evaluate the predictive cost model  for the input activities of 
mechanized information systems, as developed in  Project 3, Phase I, 
Part I. 
B.  Source material 
Final Report on Project 3, Phase 1, Part 1:  Development and use of 
models for the prediction of costs for alternative information systems. 
Asli b Consu haney Service ,  July 197  6. 
C.  Detai Is of project 
The basic methodology of the test should be to predict the operating 
costs of a  number of existing systems, as from  some  time in the past, 
and to check these predictions against operating costs actually 
recorded.  The steps involved would be as follows :-
(1)  Select a  mini mum of three mechanized in format ion systems 
which create their own data bases.  The systems chosen 
should show as much variation as possible in  terms of materials 
acquired for  input {e.g. different mixes of monographs, and 
serials publications); input record characteristics {e.g. in-
dexing techniques, abstract lengths); data preparation methods; 
and computer processing techniques. 81 
An  essential criterion for selection of candidate systems is 
that they should have detailed records of their operational 
activities and costs for at least three years past. 
(2)  Obtain data on  the operating costs of each system for the past 
three years, as shown  in  its annual accounts.  Data will. also 
be required on the following parameters (for each year of 
operation), these being the data values that a model  user 
would normally be required to provide :-
no. of items input per year 
no. of monographs acquired 
no. of monographs purchased 
no. of journals acquired 
no. of journals purchased 
salary scales applicable to the organization respon-
sible for the system 
indexing  techniques used 
percentage of author abstracts used (if any) 
percentage of input  items translated (if any) 
average length of input  records 
data preparation technique(s) used 
percentage of input verified (if any) 
percentage of input keyboarded by external service; 
bureau (if any) 
percentage of input keyboarded on-1 ine (if any) 
communications cost (if on-line) 
local. computer processing costs, and facilities used 
nos. of non-direct staff employed (supervisors and 
clerical support) 
accommodation cost per unit area 82 
overheads expressed as a  percentage of salary costs 
(3)  Run  the model  for each system to generate a three-year cost 
prediction.  The  proiections for data values such as salaries 
and document purchase costs should be based on known 
trends for the countries in  which the systems are based. 
(4)  Compare cost predictions for each stage of the model 
(acquisition, intellectual processing, mechanical processing, 
etc) with costs recorded for each system in its accounts.  The 
percentage error for each figure should be recorded. 
(5)  Investigate causes of inaccuracy, modify input values, and 
re-run model as necessary. 
It  is  recommended that computer facilities be used for  running the 
model.  If the PROPHIT  II  facilities used for development of the 
model were employed, the necessary program (definition file) could 
be supplied by Aslib. FIr'rAL REPoRT on PROJECT J, PIIASE 1, pT 2 (OUrrm t{Ounl)CONTENTS 
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TO  TEST  THE  OUTPUT  MODEL 
DEVELOPED  IN  EFAG  PROJECT  3 ~NAGEMENT SUMtv1ARY 
In  accordance with the specification for  EFAG  Proiect 3,  two separate 
reports have been prepared on  the development and testing of cost 
prediction models for (a) input activities, and (b)  output activities of 
mechanized information systems.  The two models are,  however,  closely 
related and both reports are summarized here. 
Definition of requirements 
In  designing these models,  the first requirements to be considered were 
the dimensions within which they had to operate.  The models should 
be applicable to most if not all foreseeable system configurations in 
terms of resources and techniques used, and services provided;  they 
should be able to predict costs for any volume  of throughput;  and 
they should be able to predict costs for any reasonable period of future 
time. 
The second requirement was that the  models should be easy to use. 
Thirdly,  the design of the models should not be incompatible with 
other studies in the present series of EFAG  costing proiects. 
Last  but not least,  the models should be capable of predicting costs 
to a  satisfactory level of accuracy (which would depend partly on 
the purpose for which they were used).  A  factor to be noted here is that, 
providing reasonable data values are input to the models,  the systems 
they represent could be controlled in such a  way as to ensure that the 
predicted costs were achieved. i i 
General description 
The models have three main  components: 
the mechanical component 
the input data 
the user interface. 
The mechanical component  comprises a  series of equations that 
determine the cost of each element of the system.  These equations 
are presented in such a  way that the necessary calculations could be 
performed by hand,  but on-line computing foci lities were used in 
developing and testing the models,  as described below. 
Some of the input data  is  determined by the model  user - such as the 
configuration of the system and the volume of throughput.  The 
remainder has to be drawn  from  observation of the behaviour of 
existing systems,  and the accuracy of the models is highly dependent 
on these va I  ues . 
When the models are used manually,  the user interface  can only be 
rudimentary;  little can be done to relieve the drudgery of the 
repetitive calculations required.  With the aid of computer facilities, 
however the models can be made truly interactive. 
The input model 
The main sections of the model  cover acquisition, selection, 
cataloguing, indexing, abstracting,  translation, and mechanical 
processing. 
The model  calculates for each operation the staff, materials, equipment 
and services costs as required,  prompting the user to consider various 
system options where appropriate.  A I  temati ve methods of mechani co I 
processing,  such as on- or off-line data preparation, are represented 
by separate equations.  Alternative methods for  intellectual operations, 
such as indexing and abstracting, are dealt with by using unit times 
appropriate to the quality of work  required. iii 
Direct staff costs are calculated on  the basis of unit times for each 
staff activity.  These unit times are multiplied by the number of items 
processed to give the hours required per year.  This figure is  then 
divided by  the effective number of working hours in a  year,  taking 
into account allowances for relaxation,  unoccupied time,  holidays, 
etc., to give the number of man-years of effort required for  the 
activity. 
Man-years of effort for each activity are multiplied by a  salary cost at 
a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the model, provision is made 
for five salary grades.  Some types of staff within these grades are 
regarded as interchangeable (e.g. indexing and abstracting might be 
done by the same people), and this factor is taken into account in 
calculating the total numbers of staff required.  The numbers thus 
calculated are rounded up  to integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for  each activity in  the system, 
the model  user is  in  vi ted to determine the number of supervisory and 
clerical support staff required.  It was felt that this decision could not 
be made in a  realistic way by the model. 
Computer processing cost calculations are based on unit costs for each 
operation,  or on  the estimated percentage occupancy of a  computer 
installation multiplied by  a  rental charge. 
Accommodation costs are calculated  for each member of staff. 
Overheads are added as a  percentage of salary costs. 
Jhe output model 
The output model  is  inherently more  complex than the input model,  in 
that it has to provide for a  wider range of system configurations for a 
variety of different services.  It can be linked to the input model,  in 
that the predicted cost of creating a  data base can be fed into the output 
model.  Alternatively,  the cost of a  commercially available data base 
or data bases can be  used. 
The output model  covers the following services, separately or in 
combination: 
retrospective search (batch processing) 
retrospective search (on-line) 
SDI 
group SDI IV 
secondary publication (alerting service) 
secondary publication (abstracts bulletin) 
machine-readable services 
The model  calculates for  each operation the staff, equipment,  materials 
and services charges as required for each of the seven output services 
selected by the model  user as  part of the design configuration. 
Direct staff costs,  where applicable, are calculated on  the basis of unit 
times or data values for each activity.  The  unit times are multiplied by 
the frequency of the particular activity to give the hours  required per 
year.  This figure  is  then divided by  the effective number of working 
hours in a  year,  taking into account allowances for relaxation, 
unoccupied time,  hoi i  days etc., to give the number of man-years of 
effort required for the activity. 
Man-years of effort for each activity are multiplied by a  salary cost at 
a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the model provision is made for 
five salary grades.  Some  types of staff within these grades are regarded 
as interchangeable (e.g. profile formulation  for  SDI  and for  group SDI 
might be done by  the same people), and this factor is  taken into account 
in  calculating the total numbers of staff required.  The  numbers thus 
calculated are rounded up  to integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for each activity in  the system, 
the model  user is  invited to determine the number of supervisory and 
clerical support required. 
Accommodation costs are calculated for each member of staff.  Overheads 
are added as a  percentage of salary costs. 
Costs of materials and printing are calculated as appropriate to each 
activity.  Royalty charges based on  volume of usage made of a  purchased 
data-base may be calculated on  the basis of charges against numbers of 
users,  frequency of use and/or volume of output produced, according to 
the conditions obtaining under sales contracts negotiated with individual 
data-base producers. 
Computer processing costs are calculated on  the basis of data available 
for costs of each run  (or issue,  in the case of secondary publications). 
After the model  has  calculated the direct costs of each service, an 
apportionment of input and indirect costs is added to give the  total cost. v 
The computerized models 
Both  models were developed with the aid of the PROPHIT  II  system, 
available through the CDC  CALL/370 Time Sharing Service.* 
PROPHIT  II  is an on-line financial  planning and analysis system. 
When using this foci lity, the model  is expressed as a  series of state-
ments (called a  definition file) written in a  simple user-oriented 
programming language. 
Input can be in the form  of a  history file (employing data gathered 
from  past experience) or a  projection file.  With a  projection file, 
data values that will  change with time (such as the number of items 
input,  or salary levels) can be generated from  an initial value or 
values by specifying one of a  range of proiection types (e.g. linear, 
stepped,  compound). 
The projection and/or history files are run against the definition file 
to produce a  report covering as many years as required.  The effect 
of changes in data values,  methods of projection,  or system design 
options can be explored by means of a WHAT-IF facility. 
Data values 
For each model, all the variables employed in the equations are defined, 
and preferred values or ranges of values are presented where appropriate. 
The  reports stress,  however,  that the model  user should be able to apply 
iudgement,  based on  experience,  in selecting values to be used as 
input to the models. 
A significant difference between the input and output models is  that while 
staff costs predominate in the former,  computer processing costs are more 
important in the latter. 
The equations for  the input model  involve 48 variables, although some 
of these apply only to certain system  configurations.  The output model, 
with its range of alternative services, employs 97 variables. 
* Simi lor foci I  ities are avai I  able from  other major timesharing computer 
services. vi 
Testing the models 
Test runs were carried out with both models to ensure that they would 
operate correctly under a  variety of conditions.  In  the case of the 
input model,  further tests were conducted by simulating known systems. 
As required by the project specification,  both  reports include written 
specifications for  designed experiments to implement the models.  The 
method proposed is  to use the models in a  retrospective mode, i.e. 
to make cost predictions for existing systems as of some  time in the past, 
and to compare the results with the actual costs experienced in  reality. 
Applications of the models 
The main application envisaged for these models,  in their present form, 
is at the broad planning level.  They can be used to determine the 
pattern of costs in  future years for a  proposed new system,  and in so 
doing enable the planner to explore the effect of different system 
configurations and operating regimes. 
They can also be used more generally as a  management tool  for fore-
casting manpower requirements,  budgets, and unit costs. 
The models as presented are highly generalized, and are applicable 
to most  typical system configurations.  The  methodology that they 
incorporate could, however, easily be adapted or extended to cover 
other specialized configurations,  or specific applications.  For 
example, they could be developed for application to cooperative 
networks, or to investigate the effect of changes on  existing systems. 1 
CHAPTER  1:  INTRODUCTION AND TERMS  OF REFERENCE 
This report is the second of two final  reports resulting from the 
study 
1Project 3: Development and use of models for the prediction of costs 
for alternative information systems•.  The  overall objectives of the project, 
as given in  the Project Specification, were as follows: 
"To develop models for predicting the costs of various 
methods of data base creation and provision of information 
services 
11
• 
This report is  about the cost prediction model  for output activities 
(i.e. service provision) of mechanized information systems.  A companion 
report* deals with the input model, and also contains a chapter which dis-
cusses the definition and application of cost prediction models in  general 
terms  ..  Although this discussion  is  relevant to both models,  it  was not con-
sidered necessary to reproduce it in  this report also.  We have also omitted 
from this report two appendices which can be regarded as common to both 
reports.  One contains the Project Specification, the other a description of 
the PROPHIT  II  computer system that has been used to develop both models. 
The project as a whole comprises two phases, the first being to 
develop and test the models, and the second to implement them in  an experi-
mental environment.  This  report  is  concerned with Phase  I, but includes in 
Appendix 7 a specification for a  designed experiment to implement the 
model. 
*·  P. H. Vickers and Martin Rowat.  Final  report on Project 3,  Phase  I,  Part 
1:  Development and use  of models for the prediction of costs for altern-
ative information systems.  Aslib Consultancy Service,  October 1976. 2 
The  nature of the project is  such that no detailed statement on 
methodology is called for.  Having studied previous work  in  this area (see 
Chapter 2) and determined the requirements of the model  in  general terms, 
we  were able to formulate the basic equations and develop them by an 
iterative process  (see Chapter 3).  Some  tests were carried out with  notional 
data values to ensure the viability of the model  (Chapter 5).  Considerable 
effort was devoted to research on the data available for input to the model 
(see Chapter 4). 3 
CHAPTER 2:  REVIEW  OF PREVIOUS WORK 
Relatively I ittle work has been produced on predictive cost models 
of complete output systems (or  indeed of portions of them).  lv\any papers 
concerned with the description of operational or planned information systems 
include some elements of cost reporting.  These are usually in  very broad 
terms and lack any form  of comparability with other reported figures..  In 
particular there ore two areas of confusion: the extent to which overheads 
are incorporated and the pricing pol icy of the computer unit; and exactly 
what  is  included as, e.g.  "cost per profile 
11
• 
Chronologically one of the earliest papers was by King and Caldwell 1 
in the study carried out for the American Psychological Association.  The 
study was to explore factors of cost-effectiveness that affect the choice 
among alternative systems,  it  is  necessary therefore to predict costs for altern-
ative systems.  To  do this a  cost model was produced w.hich suggests that the 
total cost for any given retrospective search system  is  composed of: 
I.  fixed costs associated with each subsystem. 
2.  variable costs dependent upon the number of items  input to 
the system. 
3.  variable costs dependent upon the number of searches con-
ducted • 
. · .  c = c 
1 +  c 
2  x 
1  +  c 
3  x
2 
A  fuller description of the model appears in  the OEC D survey 
(Vickers
2
). 
Hisinger3  in  1971  analysed the operating costs of the National Tech-4 
nological  Library of Denmark which ran  SDI  services from  3 tape series.  A 
broad scale cost equation was developed: 
c  =  £  [1250/N  +  14.3  +  0.084  X  X  X  H] 
where C  =  costs/profile/year 
N  = total number of profiles 
H  =  total number of references printed out/profile 
X  =  number of I  i nes(reference 
Even with this simple model, one can see a  similar division into the 
three cosf elements above. 
In  the OEC D survey Vickers
2 
produced equations for (a) costs of 
SDI  services and (b) of retrospective retrieval services. 
(a)  c  =  D  +  T +  [  u  [~ +  M  +  E J  +A]  X 
where  c  =  total annual operating costs 
D  =  data base cost/year 
T  =  royalties to tape supplier 
u  =  no. of users 
p  =  computer processing costs per record per 100 users 
R  =  no. of records per year 
M  =  profile maintenance costs per year 
E  mailing & distribution costs per user per year 
A  =  ancillary costs 
X  =  overheads 5 
(b)  C  =  D  +  (  S  +  P. U  +  A)  X  +  N  + n • U  + t. y 
The  variables relate to an online network and the additional ones in 
this equation are: 
s  = file storage cost/year 
p  =  computer processing cost/search 
u  = no. of searches/year 
N  =  telecommunications network costs per year 
n  =  I  ine costs/search 
t  =  terminal cost/year 
y  =  no. of terminals 
Although deficient in  some respects this still remains one of the 
more generalised models for this type of system. 
Dammers 
4 
looked at SDI  services within the Shell  Laboratories at 
Sittingbourne and has devised a  computer based cost model which can be 
used for simulation purposes.  The  model  incorporates a  number of refine-
ments and, interestingly looks at user costs. 
The  complete equations are as follows: 
Current awareness activities model 
Summary of equations and parameter values 
Ct  =  C 
1 
+ c
2  + c
3  +  C 
4 
=  C  s  +  C  4  =  toto  I costs 
c,  =  c,,  +  c12  + c13  + c14  + c,s =  cost of iournal acqui-
sitions, etc. 
c
11 
=  5  =  U
1 
•  p F  = COSt  of journal subscriptions 
c12  =  u2  .  s =cost of binding 6 
cl3  =  u3  s = cost of storage 
cl4 
=  u4  HP 1  p  = professiona I staff costs  . 
c1s  =  us  H  . p  = clerical costs 
c 
c2  = c21  +  c22  + c23  + c24  + c2s  - c26 
=  cost of SDI 
service 
c21  = B = cost of data bases 
c22  =  u6  H  . T  =  cost of computer use 
M  A 
c23  =  u7  HP 1  . T  A = profess ion a I staff costs 
c24  = us  H  T  = clerical staff costs  e  A 
c2s  =  u9  TA  = costs of stationery 
c26  =  R . T  = recovery from  extra-mural users 
E 
R  u6  H  +  u7  HP 1  +  us  He  +  u9  +  u1o 
B  =  .  .  .  . f  M 
A 
c3  =  L  v  = cost of external loans 
E 
L  =  L  R  =  number of externa I loans 
E  s  L 
L  =  L  +  ull  . T  =  number of i nterna I loan requests 
s  0  s 
R  2400  -1.2 
externa I loan factor  =  p 
L 
V  =  V 
0  +  u12  .  He  =  unit cost of a  loan 
c4  =  c41  + c42  - c43  =  user cost 
c41  =  ul3  HP2  T  =  user cost associated with screening  s  SDl  output 
c42 
=  ul4  .  HP2  L  = user cost arising from  non-availability 
E 
of journals 
c43  =  G  . HP2  . T  =  s  S  Dl  cost benefit 
G  = u
15  +  u
16 
•  P  = cost benefit factor 7 
T  =  25.103  -0.25 
P  =  loco  II y  used search terms 
s 
T  =  T  +  T  ==  toto I number of search terms used 
A  S  E 
c  =  1  •  2  S +  B  +  0 •  06  T 
X  A  - R  •  T  E  +  L  E  •  V  0  -- out  -of-
pocket 
expen-
diture 
U  1  T  ,  H  1  V  1  L  1  B1  Fare supp1ied  paramete~ values 
N  E  X  0  0 
which can be varied to produce functions of one variable 
against others. 
Zois 
5 
in  her 1975 thesis provides an economic model of SDI services 
pricing which  is  of interest mainly for some of the data derived from  her 
questionnaires.  An analysis of the SDI  industry indicated an oligopolistic 
structure and on this basis certain pricing conduct patterns were suggested. 
These patterns were compared with actual pricing policies. 
11Evidence is 
not conclusive that the model applies
11
•  The  model was purely descriptive 
and  not one  that could be used in  the way that King 1  Vickers or Dammers 
could be. 
Cooper 
6 
is  a I  so  concerned with user costs and develops equations 
for the total costs of information retrieval systems.  His paper is  concerned 
more with resource allocation tron  predictive models and related performance 
to user and system costs.  The paper seems more akin to some sect  ions of 
Flowerdew and Whitehead
7 
who are concerned generally with cost-effective-
ness and cost-benefit in  informationsciencegenerally.  Their paper is 
concerned with problems more than solutions but provides useful conceptual 
support to the model builder. 8 
CHAPTER  3:  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE MODEL 
In  this chapter we shall describe the mechanical component of the model. 
First we shall explain the function of each part of the model, and present the 
equations used in sufficient detail for cost predictions to be made manually. 
The model is designed to represent what we believe to be the most 
typical system configurations and services within the scope of present technology. 
It does not cover certain possible ancillary services, such as microfiche produc-
tion,  but extension of the model  to cover such activities would be a  simple matter. 
Even with the aid of an electronic calculator, manual use of the model 
can be fairly laborious, and at an early stage in the project it was decided to 
use computer facilities to develop,  test and operate the model.  The particular 
facilities used are described in section 3.2. 
The manual and computer-based versions of the model are linked by 
the line numbers of the computer files.  These are shown in parentheses after each 
of the parameters used in the equations that follow,  and again in Chapter 4, 
which defines and suggests values for the data required for the model. 
It must be stressed that the computer system merely provides the 
capability to perform the calculations required by the model, and to prepare 
cost reports;  it does not constitute the actual model. 
3. 1  The output model 
The output model  is  inherently more complex than the input 
model described in the companion report,  in  that it has to provide 
for a  wider range of system configurations for a  variety of different 
services. * 
9 
The output model  can be linked to the input model,  in that 
the predicted cost of creating a  data base can be fed  into the output 
model.  Alternatively,  the cost of a  commercially available data 
base or data bases can be used,  e i th er as the so I  e  input cost or in 
combination with that of an in-house data base. 
The output model  covers the following services, separately 
or in combination: 
retrospective search (batch processing) 
retrospective search (on-line) 
SDI 
group SDI* 
secondary publication (alerting service)* 
secondary publication (abstracts bulletin) 
machine-readable services 
It was recognized that,  in some  cases,  model  users might wish  to 
predict the costs of systems providing,  for example, a  series of 
secondary publications in different subject fields rather than a  single 
publication.  To  accommodate fully such a  requirement,  the model 
would have had to be substantially more  complex and probably 
unmanageable.  Ways of adapting the model  to such a  situation will 
be suggested • 
The model  calculates for each operation the staff, equipment, 
materials and services charges as required for each of the seven output 
services selected by the model  user as part of the design  configuration. 
Explanatory notes on group SDI  and alerting publications will be found in 
sections 3.1.5. and 3.1.6. respectively. 10 
Direct staff costs, where applicable, are calculated on the 
basis of unit times or data values for each activity.  The unit times 
*  are essentially 'basic' times, as defined in  B.S. 3138  ,  and are 
multiplied by the frequency of the particular activity to give the 
hours required per year.  This figure  is  then divided by the effective 
number of working hours  in  a  year, taking into account allowances 
for relaxation, unoccupied time, holidays etc. to give the number of 
man years of effort required for the activity. 
Man-years of effort for each activity are multiplied by a 
salary cost at a  level appropriate to the activity.  In  the model 
provision  is  made for five salary grades.  Some types of staff within 
these grades are regarded as interchangeable (e.g. profile formu-
lation  for SDI  and for group  SDI  might be done by the same people), 
and this factor  is  taken into account in  calculating the total numbers 
of staff required.  The  numbers thus calculated are rounded up to 
integer numbers. 
Given the total number of staff required for each activity in 
the system, the model  user is  invited to determine the number of 
supervisory and clerical support staff required.  It  was 'felt that this 
dec is ion could not be  made in  a  rea I  istic way by the model. 
Accommodation costs are calculated for each member of the 
staff.  Overheads are added as a  percentage of sa lory costs. 
*  Glossary of terms used in  work study.  BS  3138 
Standards Institution, 1969. 
1969,  London ,  British 11 
Costs of materials and printing are calculated as appropriate 
to each activity.  Royalty charges based on volume of usage made  of 
a  purchased data-base may be calculated on the basis of charges 
against numbers of users, frequency of use and/  or volume of output 
produced, according to the conditions obtaining under sales con-
tracts negotiated with individual data-base producers. 
Computer processing costs are calculated on the basis of 
data available for costs of each run  (or  issue,  in  the case of secondary 
publications).  This approach is  relatively limited and is  discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
After the model  has  calculated the direct costs of each ser-
vice, an apportionment of input and indirect costs is  added to give 
the total cost. 
The  •manual' model  calculates costs for one system configur-
ation,  in  one year of operation:  To  predict costs for a  succession of 
years with different operating regimes and increasing salaries, equip-
ment rente Is  etc., the model  user would have to repeat the calcu-
lations as many times as necessary. 
The detailed working of the model  is  shown by the equations 
which follow. 
3 • 1 • 1  Data-base costs 
The model  recognizes that the data-base may be purchased from 
an external source,  or be created in-house,  or possibly a  combination 
of the two.  Provision is  therefore made for  the inclusion of 12 
projected input costs derived from  the predictive model 
of input costs described in  the companion report.  Data-bases in 
machine-readable form  may be purchased and may require to be 
converted into an acceptable format.  It  may be necessary to strip 
records from purchased tapes.  The following equations apply to 
data  -base costs. 
Cost of stripping and/or converting records 
Cost of data-base 
C  db  =  C i  +  C  t  +  Ndb  [ C  s  +  C  c J 
where  C.  =  input costs (1140) 
I 
ct  =  tape purchase costs (1260) 
Ndb =  number of items on purchased tapes (1210) 
C  =  cost of reading each record and stripping selected 
s  records (1300) 
C  =  cost of converting each record to system format  (1320) 
c 
3.1.2  Batch retrospective search 
The effort required in  formulating search questions is  calcu-
lated by multiplying the unit time by the number of searches, and 
then dividing by the number of man-hours in a  year.  Effort  required 
for search formulation, 
e  =  N  T 
rs  rs  rs 
A 13 
Direct cost of retrospective search services in  batch mode 
given by summing the labour costs e  •  S  together with the costs of 
rs  c 
mailing, computer processing and royalty payments, as follows: 
C  =  N  T  S  +N  C  +N  C  +N  .R 
rs  rs  rs  c  rs  mrs  rs  crs  rs  srs 
H 
+  N  •  I  •  R 
rs  rs  ars 
which may be simplified to: 
C  =N  [T  .S  +C  +C  +R  +I  rs  rs  rs  c  mrs  crs  srs  rs 
H 
where  N  =  number of searches made per year (1360) 
rs 
T  =  average time to formulate search questions (1370) * 
rs 
S  =  annual salary of personnel paid on grade C (1080) 
c 
C  average cost of mai I  ing one search result  (141 O) 
mrs 
C  =  average computer cost per search (1430) 
crs 
R  =  royalty payment per search (1450) 
srs 
R  =  royalty payment per item retrieved (1460) 
ars 
I  =  number of items found per search (1470) 
rs 
3. 1 .3  On-1 ine retrospective search 
Search formulation costs in on-1 ine retrieval  mode are 
normally borne by the user.  In  certain organizations, however, on-
1  ine searches might be r:erformed by in-house staff.  In  these circum-
Where necessary,  this value should also include time spent in screen-
ing the search output. * 
14 
stances the staff effort is the annual number of on-line searches made 
by in-house staff multiplied by the unit time, divided by the number 
of hours  in a  man-year, 
e  =  N  •  T 
r  r  r 
H 
where  N  =  number of search formulations by in-house staff (1515) 
r 
T  =  average time to carry out a  search (1520) * 
r 
Thus staff costs  =  [  N  r  ~ T  r J \ 
Costs of each search is  the sum  of the average computer cost 
per search, plusthe royalty payable per search, plus any royalty 
payable on the items retrieved. 
=  C  +  R  +  R 
cr  sr  r  or 
where  c  =  computer cost per search (1690) 
cr 
R  =  royalty payable per search (161 0) 
sr 
R  =  royalty payable per item retrieved (1620) 
or 
I  =  items retrieved,  p~r search (1630) 
r 
Off-line  prints incur a  mailing charge 
;;  N  C 
op  mr 
Where necessary,  this value should also include time spent in  screen-
ing the search output. 15 
where  N  =  number of off-1 ine prints (1570) 
op 
C  =  cost of mailing each off-line print-out (1560) 
mr 
Costs of terminals and communications, 
=  N 
t 
R  +  C 
t  corns 
where  Nt  =  number of terminals in  use  (1650) 
Rt  =  annual terminal cost, equivalent-rental (1660) 
C  telecommunications costs, per year (1680) 
corns 
Size of data-bas~ avai I  able for search influences storage 
costs directly. Storage costs require multiplication of the data-base 
size (megabytes), by the annual storage cost per megabyte and by 
the fraction  of each 24 hour period the data-base is available. Use 
of multiple data-bases simultaneously or sequentially requires 
repetition on this segment of the calculation. Storage costs are: 
where  cfs  = file storage costs, per megabyte, per year 
Afs  = fraction of each 24  hour period data-base is 
available (1710) 
Ndb  = size of data-base stored on  line  (megabytes) (1700) 
Thus  direct costs 
sr  +  I  •  R  J  r  ar  c  =  N  [c  r  os  cr 
+  R  +  N 
op  .  c 
mr  +  N 
t  •  R 
t where  N 
OS 
16 
number of on-1 ine searches per year (151 0) 
s 
c 
3.1.4  Selective disemmination of information (SDI) 
* 
Staff costs are associated with the numbers of profiles added 
each year, the operational number of profiles and the average times 
spent in  maintaining established or adding new profiles.  Staff effort 
IS: 
e  =N  T  +N  T 
s  ps  ms  pas  •  fs 
-----------T~~-------
where  N  =  number of operational profiles (1750) 
ps 
N 
pas 
T 
ms 
=  number of profiles added each year (1752) 
= average time spent in  maintaining each operational 
profile (1774)* 
average time to formulate each new profile (1770) * 
Staff costs are thus: 
e  •  S 
s  c 
Costs associated with each run  are due to computer time, mailing, 
paper cost and royalties levied on the volume of output.  On an 
annual basis these costs are given by: 
Where necessary,  these values should also include time spent in 
screening the SDI  output from  each profile. 17 
N  [C  .N  +C  s  cs  ps  ms 
.N  +N 
ps  ps  •  I 
s  . c 
ps 
I 
ps 
+  I  •  R  J  s  as 
where  C  =  computer costs, per profile/per run (1780) 
cs 
c  =  average cost of mailing output for each profile per 
ms 
run  (1790) 
c  =  paper cost, per page (1854) 
ps 
I  =  average number of items output, per page (1852) 
ps 
I  =  average number of items output per profile, per run 
s  (1850) 
N  =  runs per year (1760) 
s 
R  =  royalty cost per item retrieved (1870) 
as 
Additionally royalty charges which might be due on the 
num~er of operational profiles is  given by: 
N  •  R 
ps  ps 
where  R  =  royalty cost  per ope  rat iona I profile, per year (1860) 
ps 
Thus direct costs of SDI 
C  =  [  N  •  T  +  N  •  Tfs  ]  S  s  ps  ms  H  pas  c 
+  N  [c  .  N  + C  • N  + N  •  1  •  C  +  1 
s  cs  ps  ms  ps  ps  s  ps  s 
Material costs (paper) 
M  =  N 
s  s 
I 
s 
ps 
+  N  •  R 
c 
ps 
ps  ps 
N 
ps 
I 
ps 18 
3. 1.5  Group SDI 
* 
By  'group SDI
1  we mean an SDI  service supplied to a  group 
of users with common interests.  Typical examples would be the 
TOPICS standard profiles offered by INS PEC,  and the UKCI S 
fMCROPROFI LES. 
Costs here are calculat~d in  a  similar way to the previous 
case (for  SDI).  However,  materials costs (including reproduction) 
are likely to be higher since by definition  the output from 
each group profile would normally be sent to a  number of users.  Thus 
staff effort: 
where 
e  =  N  T  +  N 
g  pg  mg  pag 
H 
N 
pag 
- number of new group profiles created in  one year 
(2012) 
N  =  number of ope  rat iona I group profiles (201 O) 
pg 
T  fg  =  average time to formulate new group profiles (2030)* 
Trrlg  =  average time in  maintaining group profiles (2032)* 
Staff costs are: 
e  •  S 
g  c 
Costs associated with each run are those due to computer 
time, mailing, reproduction costs and royalties levied on volume of 
Where necessary,  these values should also include time spent in 
screening the SDI  output from  each profile. 19 
output.  On an annual basis these costs are given by: 
N 
g 
where 
cg  pg  mg  ug  g  pg  ag  ug 
[
C  • N  + C  • N  +I  • N  [  R  +  N 
c  =  computer costs ,per profile, per run  (2040) 
cg 
c  =  average cost of mailing output, per user, per run 
mg  (2050) 
c  ::::  paper cost, per page 
pg 
c  =  reproduction cost, per page {2190) 
rg 
I  =  average number of items output per group profile, 
g 
per run  {2070) 
I  =  average number of items output per page {2072) 
pg 
N  =  runs per year (2020) 
g 
N  =  overage number of users  (per profile) {2060) 
ug 
R  =  royalty cost per item retrieved, per profile, per run 
ag  (2140) 
Royalty charges may be levied on the number of group pro-
files maintained,  in  which case this cost would be: 
R  •  N 
pg  pg 
where  R  royalty per group profile (2130) 
pg 
It  follows that direct cost of group SOl  is: 
c  = 
g 
[ 
N  • 
pg 
T  +  N 
mg  pag 
H 20 
+  N  [c  .N  +C  .N 
9  cg  pg  mg  ug 
c  N  . c 
+I  .  N  [  R  + 
pg  + 
ug  rg 
9  pg  ag  r-
pg  pg 
+  R  •  N 
pg  pg 
Materials and reproduction costs are given by: 
M=N  IN  N  C 
9  ~9~--~g  ____  ~p~g~----u~g  _____  rg~ 
I 
pg 
3. 1.6  Alerting publications 
J] 
By  'alerting publications' are meant secondary publications,  usually 
containing only a  minimal record for  each item, and intended to provide a 
current-awareness service.  Typical examples would be Chemical Titles 
and _Current  Papers in Physics.  So far as the model  is  concerned,  the costs 
of producing such a  service are calculated in the same way as the cost-of 
an abstracts bulletin,  but it was considered useful  to make provision for 
alerting publications as a  separate output from  a  system. 
The equations are written for a  single publication,  but as mentioned 
in section 3.1, the model  user may wish  to predict the costs fora series of 
separate publications in different subject fields.  The overall costs  could, 
of course,  be estimated simply by using the cumulated numbers of items 
and pages in the appropriate equations,  but to predict the costs of each 
publication separately it would be necessary to use  the equations iteratively. 
The production costs will  comprise the costs of editorial effort, 
computer processing,  reproduction,  binding, distribution and royalty 
charges.  Calculations must also take into account the proportion of the 
publication devoted to indexes. 21 
Staff effort w iII be: 
e  = T  •  N 
a  eo  a 
A 
where  N  =  number of issues per year (2430) 
a 
T  =  time spent in editing each issue  (2410) 
eo 
and staff cost is: 
e  •  S 
a  c 
Binding and distribution costs per issue are given by: 
N  [  Cbo  +  Cmo J  co 
where  cba  =  average cost of binding each copy (2560) 
c  = average cost of mailing each copy (2600) 
ma 
N  =  number of copies printed of each issue  (2540) 
ca 
Reproduction costs per issue are: 
N  •  c  [ 
I  N.  I 
J 
co  ra  a  + 
Ia  +  a 
I  + 1'r  1-.- ~  -,- ga  a  p1a  a  a a 
=  N  c  I 
[  Nio  + 
:00  J l 
ca  ra 
['  + 
a 
ea  N  I  . 
a  p1a 22 
where  c  = reproduction cost, per page (2530) 
ra 
=  number of items per year (2490) 
a 
I  = number of (alerting) entries per page (2460) 
a a 
I  =  number of editorial pages per issue  (2502) 
ea 
I  .  = number of index entries per page (2480) 
pta 
N.  =  number of index entries per item (2470) 
ta 
Finally, annual computing and royalty charges must  be included. 
The equation may be simplified and written in the form: 
c  =  N  T  s  +  c  +  N  [cba  + c 
a  a  ea  c  ca  ca  rna 
H 
[ 
1
ea 
I  [  Nia  + 1 J]]  +C  +  a  +  R 
ra  N  1
pia 
1
aa 
a 
a 
where  c  = computer costs per run  (issue)  (2580) 
ca 
R  =  royalty charges per year (2618) 
a 
Materials costs,  including reproduction and binding are given by: 
M  =  N 
a  a 
I 
+~ 
N 
a 
N 
ca 23 
3.1.7  Abstracting publications 
Cost calculations proceed in the same way as for alerting 
publications (section 3.1 .6}  except that data elements would 
ordinarily assume different values. 
If the system were designed to produce a  series of pub  I  i cations 
in separate subject fields,  rather than a  single publication, it would be 
necessary to use  the equations iteratively, as mentioned under 3.1.6. 
Stoff effort, 
where 
e  =  T  N 
p  ep  p 
N 
p 
T 
ep 
A 
=  number of issues per year (3030) 
= time spent in  editing each issue of the publication 
(3010)  ' 
and staff cost is: 
e  •  S 
p  c 
Binding  and distribution costs per issue are: 
N  [ c  +  c  J  cp  ap  mp 
where  cbp 
=  overage cost of binding each copy (3160) 
c  =  overage cost of moiling each copy (3180) 
mp 
N  =  number of copies per issue  (3140} 
cp 24 
Reproduction costs per issue are: 
N  •  C 
cp  rp 
where  c  ==  reproduction cost, per page printed (3130) 
rp 
I  =  abstracts per page (3060) 
ap 
I  ==  editorial pages per issue  (3112) 
ep 
I  ==  number of items per year (3090) 
p 
I  .  number of index entries per page {3080) 
p•p 
N.  =  number of index iteli6 per item (3070) 
lp 
After adding annual computing and royalty charges the equation may 
be simplified and written  in  the form: 
c 
p 
+C 
rp 
N 
p 
T 
ep  • 
H 
I 
+.L 
N 
p 
s 
c 
+ c 
cp 
+  N 
cp 
+R 
p 
where  C  ==  computer costs per issue  (3200) 
cp 
R  ==  royalty charges per year (3218) 
p 
c 
mp 25 
Materials costs, including binding  and reproduction are given by: 
M  =  N 
p  p 
I 
p 
+N 
p 
N 
cp 
[
N. 
1p  -,-. 
plp  +  :ap J  l 
N 
cp 
3 .1.8  Machine readable ser~ices (Magnetic tapes) 
Costs of providing machine readable services can be calcu-
lated by multiplying the cost of tape purchase, reproduction and 
mailing by number of original tapes, frequency and number of copies 
required. 
c  =  N  N  N  [ c  + c  + c  J  mr  to  mr  tc  tr  mt  tp 
where  cmt 
=  tape mailing cost (3225) 
ctp  =  purchase cost, blank tape (3227) 
c  =  reproduction cost, per tape (3223) 
tr 
N  =  frequency (3224) 
mr 
N  =  number of copies (of each tape) (3226) 
tc 
N  =  number of original tapes (3222) 
to 
3.1.  9  Effort  required 
In  the output model  so  far all staff effort has been at grade C. 
It  is assumed that staff would be interchangeable so far as search or 26 
profile formulation  is  concerned but that they would not  be inter-
changeable with the staff responsible for editorial work. 
To  estimate realistic staff costs, the numbers of staff in  each 
of the two groups need to be rounded up  to whole numbers,  as 
follows: 
+  e 
r 
E  = e  +  e 
c2  a  p 
+  e 
s 
+  e 
9 
rounded up to nearest 
whole number 
rounded up  to nearest whole number 
where  E  c 
1 
-- number of  direct staff, Grade Cl 
E  c
2 
=  number of  direct staff, Grade C2 
At this point, having determined the numbers of staff needed for 
each activity, the mode I user may dec ide on the kind of organ i-
zational structure that will be required to operate the system, and 
to estimate the number of supervisory and clerical support staff 
needed.  Supervisory staff might be employed at Grade C3,  D or E 
depending upon their level  in  the hierarchy.  Clerical support staff 
are at Grode A.  The  toto I numbers and costs of staff can now be 
calculated as follows: where 
27 
total number of staff E 
tot 
E  =E  +E  +E  +E  +E  +E 
tot  c 1  c2  c3  d  e  a 
Ec3 
=  number of supervisory staff  1  Grade C  (431 O) 
Ed  =  number of supervisory staff  1  Grade D (4320) 
E  = 
e 
number of supervisory staff  1  Grode E  (4330) 
E  = number of clerical support staff (4332) 
a 
3 • 1  •  1  0 Accommodation costs 
Accommodation costs are calculated on the basis of a space 
allowance for each member of staff, multiplied by a  cost per unit of 
area.  The  accommodation costs: 
C  =  E 
ace  tot 
A 
p 
R 
ace 
where  A  =  space required per staff member (4390) 
p 
R  =  accommodation cost per unit area (4400) 
ace 
3 • 1 • 11  T  ota I sa I  ary costs 
·calculating total salary costs entails multiplying the numbers 
of staff Ec 
1
,  E  c
2 
etc. by the appropriate salaries to convert them to 
staff costs. 28 
Thus  direct staff costs: 
cd.  1rect  = s 
a 
E 
a  + s 
c  •  E  c 1  +  S  c  •  E  c2 
and  c  =  s  E 
grade A  a  a 
c  =  s  Eel  grade Cl  c 
c  =  s  . Ec2  grade C2  c 
Supervisory staff costs: 
c 
super  =  S  c  •  Ec3  +  S  d  •  Ed  +  S  e 
while total staff costs: 
c  =  cd.  + c 
staff  1rect  super 
where  s  =  annual salary  1  Grade C staff (1 080) 
c 
sd  =  annual salary  1  Grade D staff (1 090) 
s  =  annual salary  1  Grade E staff (11 00) 
e 
s  =  annual salary  1  Grade A staff (1 060) 
a 
E 
e 29 
Overheads are ca  leu fated as a  percentage of staff costs and accomm-
odation costs are added to the sa lory overhead. 
C  =F  .C  f+C  o  ov  staf  ace 
where  C  =  toto I overhead cost 
0 
F  = percentage overhead (4540) 
ov 
3 .1.12 Total  costs of each service 
The direct output cost elements calculated so far may now  be 
summed to find the total direct output costs.* 
C  =C  +C  +C  +C  +C  + c  + c 
op  rs  r  s  g  a  p  mr 
At this stage it  is  necessary to apportion all other costs. 
between the output services to be provided.  For overhead, super-
visory labour costs, clerical labour and data-base costs this  is  done 
in  proportion to the direct costs shown above.  It  will be recalled 
(from section 3. 1. 9) that staff utilisation is  summed for  interchange-
able grades and rounded up to whole numbers of people to be em-
ployed at that grade.  Equitable apportionment of direct labour costs 
results if this is  done in  proportion to the actual labour effort expen-
ded by each output service.  Thus  in. Table 1 equations are given for 
each service showing the proportion of these various costs assignable 
in  each case. 
*  including salary costs of labour effort actually utilised. P
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The  values eel and ec
2 
referred to in  Table 1 are composed 
as follows: 
=e  +e  +e  +e 
rs  r  s  g 
=  e  +  e 
a  p 
Where a service does not exist, the costs assignable will have a. 
zero value. 
T  ota I costs for each service can be shown to be 
for batch retrosearch: 
C  =  N 
rs.  tot  rs 
+  c  +  R 
crs  srs  +  I 
rs  •  R  J  ars 
+ CYc  rs  C 
op 
[c  + 
grade A 
e 
+  Cgrade Cl  •  rs 
eel 
for on-line retrosearch 
C  =  N 
r  •  tot  os 
+  R  + 
sr 
c 
super  + c 
OV 
•  R  ]  r  or 
[  c  A  + c  + cov  +  cdb J  grade  super 
e 
r 
+  Cgrade Cl  •  eel 32 
for SDI 
c  =  N  [  c cs  N  +C  • N  +N  I  c 
s. tot  s  ps  ms  ps  ps  s  ps 
I 
ps 
+I  •  R  ]  + ft. 
[c  + c  + c 
s  as  grade A  super  ov 
op 
+ c  ]+ c 
e  +  N  •  R  s 
db  grade Cl  • 
eel 
ps  ps 
for group SDI 
c 
g. tot 
=  N  [c  .  N  + C  •  N  + I  • N  g  cg  pg  mg  ug  g  pg 
+  ~:sg  +  Nug  l~g erg  J]  + XP [  Cgrade A 
+  (super  +  cav  +  cdb  ]  +  (grade cl 
e  .JI  +R  pg  .  N 
pg 33 
for alerting pub  I ication 
a  Cca  +  Nca  [  Cba  + c  + c 
rna  ra  c 
a. tot 
=  N 
I 
a 
+  N 
a 
[
N. 
~  + 
I  . 
paa 
c  + c  +  super  ov 
:aJ]] 
c 
grade A 
e 
+  C  •  a 
grade C2 
+  R 
for abstracting pub  I  ications 
c  =  N  c  +  N  [cb  + c  + c  ['ep  p.  tot  p  cp  cp  p  mp  rp 
I  [ Np  + 
:ap J  J] 
c  / 
[  Cgrade A  + 
p  +  FY( 
N  -~-.  /  op 
p  pap 
c  + c  cdbl 
+ c 
e  +  R  + 
grade C2  •  _e.  +  super  ov  p 
ec2 
~ 
a 34 
for machine readable services 
C  =  N 
mr.tot  to  •  Nmr  •  Ntc  [ Ctr  +  Cmt  +  Ctp J 
[ Cgrade A  +  Csuper  +  Cov  +  Cdb l 
Thus  total costs for all output operations are: 
C  =C  +C  +C  +C  +C  + 
tot  rs • tot  r.  tot  s .tot  g • tot  a.  tot 
c  + c 
p.tot  mr.tot 35 
3 .2  A computer-based version of the mode I 
The arithmetical operations involved in a  cost model of the 
kind presented in  this report are simple, but numerous.  A substantial 
amount of data has to be input, to produce some fairly detailed tabu-
lations and analyses of a  future cost situation.  At an early stage in 
the project,  it was decided to use computer foe il it ies to run and test 
the model, and these will now be described.  Examples of the output 
from  these trial runs are given in  Appendices 4  to 6. 
In  the course of the work on  EFAG  Project 2, Mr.  D.  Barlow 
of INSPEC  brought to our attention the PROPHIT  II  system available 
through the CDC CALL/370 Time  Sharing Service.  PROPHIT  II  is  a 
financial planning and analysis system, which proved to offer the 
facilities required for our model at a  reasonable cost.  This  is  an 
on-1 ine system, which greatly foe il  itated rapid development and 
refinement of the model.  In  particular, the ease with which data 
values can be adjusted makes it  easy to  'tune 
1 the model  to give 
•  reasonab  I  e 
1  resu Its. 
It  is  not our intention to convey that PROPHIT  II  is the 
only or even necessarily the best computer system for  running the 
model.  We understand that Time  Sharing ltd, CSS  International 
and Honeywell  (in  the U.K. alone) all offer financial planning 
systems that could probably be adapted to the same purpose, and 
there may be many more.  Furthermore,  it would not be difficult to 
write a  program to perform the calculations required by the equat-
ions in the previous section.  To  write a  complete set of programs 
giving the same facilities as PROPHIT  II  would, however, be very 
costly. 36 
With PROPHIT  II, the model  itself is  expressed as a  series of 
statements, using a  simple user-oriented language, to form a 
definition file.  This can be automatically converted to a  plain-fan-
guage listing which explains the function of each line in  the program. 
This  ILLUSTRATE  report is  shown for the output model  in  Appendix 2. 
The system can also generate an input form of the type shown 
in Appendix 3.  Input can be in the form of a  projection file and/or 
history file.  In  either case, the first  lines (0-12) determine the 
output format  {number of columns, time distribution,  report title, 
etc.)  With a  projection file, data values that will change with 
time (such as the number of items input, or salary levels) can be 
generated from an initial value or values by specifying one of a 
range of projection types {e.g. linear, stepped, compound).  If a 
history file  is  provided, containing data from  past operations,  future 
values can be calculated to match trends. 
The projection and/or history files are run against the 
definition file to produce a  report, an example of which is  shown 
in Appendix 4. 
The effect of changes in  data values,  methods of projection 
or system design options can be explored by means of a  WHAT -IF 
facility, some examples of which are shown in  Appendix 5.  The 
effect of these changes can be displayed more effectively by the use 
of a  sensitivity analysis, which is  illustrated in Appendix 6. 
It should be noted that the definition file illustrated in Appendix 
2  corresponds closely to the manual model presented in the earlier part 
of this chapter.  If it were necessary to use this modelling technique to 
investigate the future costs of an existing system or network,  it would 
be advisable (and cheaper) to prepare a  new definitiion file to suit the 
problem,  rather than use the generalized model  we have developed. 37 
CHAPTER 4:  DATA  FOR  THE  MODEL 
4.1  Effect of data on model  design 
We have explained in  the introduction to Chapter 5 of the 
companion report the relationship between the design of the models 
and the kinds of data available.  It  would seem unnecessary to 
repeat that introduction here, but it  is  worth emphasizing that the 
model's predictions cannot be better than the data allows. 
As  in  the case of the input mode I, we regard it as an  import-
ant principle that the model  user should be able to apply iudgment, 
based on experience,  in  selecting values to be used  in  the output 
model.  We have endeavoured to strike the right balance between 
making the model totally prescriptive and the opposite extreme, 
which would be to make the user provide all his own  data. 
4.2  Data  definitio~ andvalues 
In  the table which follows, the data elements required for the 
model are presented in  the order in  which they are called for  in  the 
computerized model  (see Appendices 2  and 3), and they are identi-
fied by their line numbers.  Each element is  defined, and preferred 
values or ranges of values are presented where appropriate.  These 
values have been derived from a  variety of sources,  including compu-
ter bureaux and other specialist organizations.  In  some cases it  has 
been necessary to select, from a  mass of published data, values 
which in  our personal experience seem to be the most  reasonable. 
Thus  it  has not been possible always to quote one specific source for 
the figures shown. 38 
Cost values input to the model can, of course, be expressed 
in the currency of the country concerned. Line  No 
1040 
1060 
39 
DATA  DEFINITIONS AND VALUES 
Data element  Definition 
MAN-YEAR HOURS  Productive hours worked 
1n  a  year. 
The  number of days worked in  a  year may be co leu-
fated as follows :-
days in  a  year 
less  weekends 
holidays 
365 
104 
15-25 
sickness (average}  5 
pub I  ic  hoi idays  7 
remainder  224  - 234 
At 7  hours per day this would give 1568- 1638 hours 
per year, but normal work study practice provides 
for relaxation and other allowances which reduce 
these figures by  12~%- 15°/o.  The effective range 
thus becomes 1333  - 1392.  For general use with the 
model we suggest a  figure of 1350. 
GRADE A  STAFF  Annual salary plus statu-
tory and other related 
costs,  including welfare 
contributions, government 
levies, superannuation 
costs etc. 
The  model  recognizes five staff grades, the salaries 
for which should represent the average of what may 
be a  wide range.  Grade A is  intended for clerical 
support staff.  Salary levels for this and other grades 
will vary considerably from one location or country 
to another, and therefore should be specified by the 
user.  Increases in  salary costs with time will also 
be dependent on economic conditions in  the country 
concerned. 1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1140 
40 
GRADE  B STAFF  Definition as for  Grade 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade B is 
intended for senior clerical or sub-professional staff, 
and in the model  is  oppl ied to staff responsible for 
document acquisition procedures and for keyboard 
operators. 
GRADE C  STAFF  Definition as for  Grode 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grode C  is 
intended for professional staff and junior supervisors, 
and in  the model  is  applied to all staff responsible 
for intellectual processing of input (e.g. indexers, 
abstractors, translators). 
GRADE  D STAFF  Definition as for  Grade 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade D 
is  intended for supervisors and middle management 
staff. 
GRADE  E STAFF  Definition as for  Grode 
A staff. 
See general notes under Grade A staff.  Grade E is 
intended for senior management responsible for the 
system. 
INPUT PREPARATION COST  Total annual cost of input 
prepared in-house. 
This  value wi II  be the known cost for on existing 
system, or a  predicted cost which might be calcu-
lated by the input model  (line 3790).  It  should 
include all appropriate direct and indirect costs. 1200 
1210 
1220 
1260 
41 
RECORDS  INPUT  Number of items input 
per year to the system, 
using an in-house data 
base. 
This  value will be known for an existing data base, 
or may be an estimate provided by the user.  It 
corresponds to line 1010 in  the input model.  If all 
input is  in  the form  of purchased data bases, this 
value will be zero. 
RECORDS  PURCHASED  Number of records con-
tained in  purchased* 
data base(s) per year. 
To  be supplied by user.  If all  input  is  prepared in-
house, this value will be zero. 
RECORDS  STRIPPED  Number of records ex-
tracted from  purchased 
data base(s} per year. 
This caters for a  situation where selected records are 
extracted from  a  purchased data base, on the basis 
of subject content, source journals, etc.  This value 
can only be supplied by the user from  knowledge of 
the data base concerned.  If  the entire contents of 
the purchased data base are input, the value should 
be set at zero. 
PURCHASE  COST OF  DATA 
BASE(S} 
Total annual expenditure 
on machine-readable 
data-bases (exclusive of 
royalty charges}. 
These costs vary widely from one data-base to 
another, and can be found in a  number of published 
sources (see refs 8 - 12). 
*  'Purchased' here  implies acquired from  an external source, and may be 
taken to include  'acquired by exchange' or even  •acquired at zero cost'. 1300 
1320 
1360 
1370 
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STRIPPING COST  Cost of computer pro-
cessing associated with 
selecting records from  a 
purchased data base, 
expressed as cost per 
item read. 
No published data found,  The cost of the stripping 
operation would be similar to the cost of performing 
a  search on the same data base, and this could be 
divided by the number of records on the tape (line 
121 0) to give the value required.  Alternatively, an 
estimate could be obtained from the computer dep-
artment which is  to carry out the work. 
CONVERSION COST  Cost of computer pro-
cessing ossoc iated with 
format conversion of a 
pure hosed data base, 
expressed as a  unit cost 
per record. 
Little published data available.  Suggested range of 
values would be £10 - £20 per megabyte.  Altern-
atively, an estimate could be obtained from  the 
computer department which is to carry out the work. 
NUMBER  OF SEARCHES 
(BATCH) 
To  be supplied by user. 
SEARCH  FORMULATION  UNIT 
TIME  (BATCH) 
Number of retrospective 
searches carried out per 
year, in batch mode. 
Average time  (in  hours) 
spent in  formulating each 
search statement for batch 
processing, and checking output. 
Published values vary widely.  Unit time will depend 
on system characteristics, and especially whether 
c;ontrolled or uncontrolled vocabulary is  used.  An 
approximate value, based on experience, would be 
3 hours. 1410 
1430 
1450 
1460 
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MAILING COST  Cost of sending search 
output to enquirer  1  per 
search. 
This cost will  include postage and packing.  The 
staff effort entailed should be taken into account 
when estimating requirements for clerical support 
staff (see I  ine 4332). 
COMPUTER PROCESSING 
COST (BATCH) 
Computer processing 
cost per search (batch 
processing). 
This can only be an approximate value, unless 
typical search processing costs are known for the 
part icu lor system  und~~r consideration.  The scatter 
of observed values is  evident from  a  number of 
pub  I  ished surveys (refs 13 to 16).  For most  purposes, 
a  value could be selected from  the range £2-5 par 
search. 
ROYALTY COST (BATCH 
SEARCHES) 
Royalty charges payable 
per search, when using 
purchased data base(s). 
The structure of royalty charges varies according to 
the data base used, and details of these charges can 
be obtained from several published sources (refs 8-
12).  The  model  provides for royalty charges based 
on the number of searches and/or on the number of 
references retrieved (see I  ine  1460).  If charges are 
not levied on a  per search basis, this value should 
be set at zero. 
ROYALTY COST (ABSTRACTS) 
See notes for  line 1450. 
Royalty charges payable 
per reference retrieved  1 
whe!1  using purchased 
data base(s). 1470 
1510 
1515 
1520 
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ITEMS  RETRIEVED  Average number of items 
retrieved per search. 
To  be supplied by user.  This value is  only required 
where a  positive value is  input for  item 1460. 
Guidance on typical values could be obtained from 
other systems using the same data bases. 
NUMBER  OF SEARCHES 
(ON LINE) 
To  be supplied by  us~r. 
SEARCH  FORMULATIONS 
Number of on-line 
retrospective searches 
carried out per year. 
Number of on-line 
search formulations 
carried ·:>ut  in -house, 
per year. 
This  value is  only required where all or some of the 
on-line searches are carried out by staff employed 
by the organization responsible for the system, on 
behalf of the end 
1Jsers.  A typical example is  the 
present version of the TITUS  system, of the lnstitut 
Textile de France.  The  value would have to be 
supplied by the user, and may be the same as I  i ne 
1510. 
SEARCH  FORMULATION  UNIT 
TIME  (ON-LINE) 
Average time (in  hours) 
sp~r~t in  formulating 
search statement,  checking 
output  1  and operating terminal  1 
per search. 
Published values vary wid·~ly.  There is  no evidence 
that this value will differ significantly from  the 
formulation unit time for batch searches (line 1370) 
to achieve an equivalent result.  Thus the same 
approximate value of  3  hours could be used here. 
This  vafue is  only required where all or some of the 
searches are performed in-house, as  explained for 
fine 1515. 1560 
1570 
1590 
1610 
1620 
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MAILING COST  Cost of sending search 
output to enquirer  1  per 
search. 
This value may be required for the cases explained 
under line 1515, i.e. where an on-line search is 
performed in-house on behalf of an external.user; 
but as well as this case, external users requesting off-
line prints (line 1570) will result in a  cost being 
i ncurred in de  I  i veri ng  the resu It. The va  I  ue wi II 
comprise postage and packing. 
SEARCHES  REQUIRING OFF-
LINE  PRINT -OUTS 
Number of on-1 ine 
searches for which off-
1  ine print-out of results 
are required. 
To  be supplied by user.  This  value relates to 
externa  I users who call for hard-copy print-out of 
the results of searches they have performed on-line. 
COMPUTER PROCESSING 
COST (ON-LINE) 
Computer processing 
cost per search {on-line). 
Few reliable published figures available.  Some· 
values may be found  in  published surveys {see refs 
13 to 16) 1  otherwise it  is  suggested that a  value be 
used  in the range £5 - 10. 
ROYALTY COST 
(ON-LINE SEARCHES) 
See notes for  line 1450. 
ROYALTY COST 
(ABSTRACTS) 
Royalty charge payable 
per search  1  when using 
purchased data base(s) 
Royalty charge payable 
per reference retrieved, 
when using purchased 
data base (s). 1630 
1650 
1660 
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See notes for  line 1460.  This value is  however 
I  ess  I  ikely to be applicable to on-1 ine searches. 
ITEMS  RETRIEVED  Average number of 
items retrieved per 
search. 
See notes for  line 1470.  This value is  only required 
if line 1620 applies. 
NUMBER  OF TERMINALS  Number of terminals 
supported by the 
system for on-1 ine 
searching. 
This  value will normally be required only for a 
system of the type referred to at line 1515.  The 
model user may, however,  include provision here 
for terminals required within the system for testing 
or monitoring. 
TERM! NAL  RENTAL  Cost of computer 
terminal per year. 
If the terminal{s} is  to be purchased outright, the 
cost should be spread over 5  years.  Otherwise, a 
rental charge .should be shown here.  Prices and 
rental charges vary widely, but typical values in  the 
U.K. would be: 
teletype 
teletype 
simple VDU 
simple VDU 
£800 - 1200 purchase cost 
£300 - 360 annual rental 
£1000 - 2000 purchase cost 
£360  - 600 annual rental 
The rental figures shown would be inclusive of 
maintenance, but up to 20 per cent should be added 
to figures based on purchase cost, to allow for this. 1680 
1690 
1700 
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Rental  charges will  increase with time, unless 
covered by a  long-term contract. 
Ll NE  RENTAL  Annual cost of tele-
communications I  ines 
between terminals and 
computer. 
These costs will generally be borne by the users 
rather than the system,  in  which case this value is 
not required.  But  where all or part of these costs 
ore borne by the system,  it w iII  be necessary to 
estimate them separately, according to the system 
configuration.  For  information, the rental charges 
for a  private line (2400  baud) in  the U.K., range 
from £19 (0-0 .2 km)  to £3890 (> 480 km). 
FILE  STORAGE COSTS  Annual on-1 ine file 
storage costs, per 
megabyte. 
Two  different charging methods for file storage costs 
have to be considered.  Some  large systems have 
disc drives or other equipment dedicated to their 
own use, and pay a  rental for the equipment.  Smal-
ler systems may  use  bureau foci I ities, where they 
may be charged according to the amount of storage 
occupied, and the time for which the files are made 
access  i b I  e.  Present costs for the first case seem to 
be of the order of £125 per megabyte per year.  With 
improvements in  technology, file storage costs are 
decreasing steadily. 
SIZE  OF DATA-BASE  STORED  Size of on-1 ine file 
storage, in  megabytes. 
This  value may not be the same as the input file 
size (i.e. no. of records x average no. of charac-
ters per record), as a  result of file inversion or 
compress ion • 1710 
1750 
1752 
1760 
1770 
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FILE ACCESSIBILITY  Fraction of total time for 
which files ore available 
for searching. 
In  the case of dedicated file storage equipment 
(see line 1690) this value will normally be unity. 
But  in  the case of foe i I  it ies po id  for according to 
the access time required, a  fractional value 
should be used  1  e.g. if the data base is  made 
accessible on-line for 8  hours out of every 24 1  the 
value would be 0.33. 
NUMBER  OF OPERATIONAL 
SDI  PROFILES 
To be supplied by user. 
NUMBER  OF PROFILES ADDED 
To  be supplied by user. 
SDI  COMPUTER RUNS 
Number of SDI  profiles 
serviced per year. 
Number of S  D  I profiles 
added per year. 
N•Jmber of SDI  computer 
runs per year. 
To  be supplied by user, according to frequency of 
service.  Frequencies of commercially available 
topes con be found  in  the directories referred to 
earlier (refs 8  - 12). 
SDI  PROFILE  FORMULATION 
UNIT TIME 
Average time (in  hours) 
spent in  formulating a  new SDI 
profi ie and checking output. 
Values will vary according to system characteristics 
(see line 1370), and are un I  ike  I  y to be very differ-
ent from  those for  line 1370.  Thus an approximate 
value of 3 hours could be used. 1774 
1780 
1790 
1850 
1852 
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SDI  PROFILE  MAINTENANCE 
UNIT TIME 
Average time (in  hours} 
spent in  maintaining and 
updating an existing SDI 
profil~, including output 
screemng. 
No reliable published data available.  Suggest use 
of similar value to line 1370. 
COMPUTER PROCESS! NG COST  Average computer pro-
cessing cost per profile 
per run/issue • 
Wide variations in  published data.  Values calcu-
lated from  OEC D survey (ref 2  ) range from  $0.42 
to $11.75.  An  average of the middle-range figures 
would be $4 1  equivalent to £2 1  which is  in  line 
with experience. 
MAILING COST (SDI) 
See notes for line 1410. 
SDI  ITEMS  OUTPUT 
Cost of sending SDI  out-
put to users 1  per despatch • 
Average number of items 
output per S  Dl  profile 
per run. 
To  be supplied by user.  Value will normally be in 
range 10 - 50, but highly dependent on  frequency 
and size of files searched. 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE  Average number of items 
per print-out page. 
Dependent on form  of record output.  Typical values 
would be: 
abstracts  6 per page 
citations and 
descriptors  1  0 per page 1854 
1860 
1870 
2010 
2012 
2020 
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citations only 
PAGE COST 
12  per page. 
Cost per page of output 
stationery. 
This value is only applicable to systems using special 
output stationery for SDI,  such as preprinted card 
stock, where the cost can be substantial.  Cost of 
normal computer output paper would be absorbed in 
computer processing costs.  No published data avail-
able. 
ROYALTY COST (SDI 
PROFILES) 
See notes for  line 1450. 
ROYALTY COST (OUTPUT) 
See notes for  line 1450. 
NUMBER  OF OPERATIONAL 
GROUP PROFILES 
To  be supplied by user. 
NUMBER  OF GROUP 
PROFILES ADDED 
To  be supplied by user. 
GROUP SDI  COMPUTER 
RUNS 
Royalty charges payable 
per SDI  profile, per year. 
Royalty charges payable 
per item output. 
Number of group SDI 
profiles provided. 
Number of new group 
profiles added per year. 
Number of group SDI 
computer runs per year. 
To  be supplied by user, according to frequency of 
issue of tapes.  Frequencies of commercially 
available tapes can be found in  published directories 
(refs 8 to 12). 2030 
2032 
2040 
2050 
2060 
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GROUP PROFILE  FORMULATION  Average time {in  hours) 
UNIT TIME  spent in  formulating a 
new group SDI  rrofile, and 
chec1<1 ng outpu  • 
Can be assumed to be equivalent to line 1770  .. 
GROUP PROFILE  MAINTENANCE Average time {in  hours) 
UNIT TIME  spent in  maintaining 
See notes for  line 1774. 
COMPUTER PROCESS! NG 
COST 
and updating existing 
group profiles, including 
output screening. 
Average computer pro-
cessing cost per group 
profile per run/issue. 
Likely that this cost will be of the order of that for 
operations for individual  SDI.  See notes for  line 
1780. 
MAILING COST (GROUP 
SDI) 
Cost of sending group 
SDI  output to recipients, 
per despatch. 
Suggest that due to more genera I nature of a  group 
SDI  profile the output produced each run  is  I  ikely to 
be more bulky.  Nevertheless likely that postage 
costs will be similar to those previously suggested 
{see notes for  I  ine 1790). 
RECIPIENTS  Average number of 
recipients per group pro-
file. 
To  be supplied by user.  There wi II  be a  wide varia-
tion in  numbers of recipients over all group profiles 
produced by any particular system, but for calculation 
purposes the average value is  suggested. 2070 
2072 
2130 
2140 
2190 
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GROUP SDI  ITEMS  OUTPUT  Average number of 
i terns output per group 
SDI  profile per run. 
To be supplied by user.  Suggest values will be a 
I  itt  I  e  higher than for  individua I SD I (see I  ine  1850} 
since profiles represent broader interests of a  group. 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
See notes for  I  ine 1852. 
ROYALTY COST (GROUP 
SDI  PROFILES) 
See notes for line 1450. 
ROYALTY COST (OUTPUT) 
See notes for  line 1450. 
PHOTOCOPY/REPRODUCTION 
COST 
Average number of items 
per print-out page. 
Royalty charges payable 
per group SDI  profile  1 
per year  1  when using 
purchased data base(s). 
Royalty charges per 
item output. 
Average cost per orig-
i no I page of reproducing 
output for subsequent 
distribution. 
Cost of reproduction may vary with volume  1  but 
essentially is  for  low-volume runs.  Sugge$ted 
values for A .4 page size are: 
Xerox  £0.02/page(copy 
Printing  £0.035 - 0.053/page(copy 
Lines 2410 - 2618 are data elements for calculating the costs of  "alerting" 
services.  An  explanation of how this service differs from other secondary 53 
publications is given in section 3.1.6. 
2410 
2430 
2460 
2470 
EDIT  TIME  (ALERTING)  Editorial time per issue 
(hours). 
Supplied by user.  Given input is  carefully done 
and software utilised inserts appropriate page and/or 
section headings then this value should be low. 
Typical values 1 - 3 hours/issue. 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR  Number of issues (runs) 
per year. 
To  be supplied by user.  Frequency may depend upon 
frequency of receipt of tapes or upon marketing 
dec  is ions based upon the I  iterature size and number 
of users. 
ALERTS  PER  PAGE  Number of entries out-
put per page of print 
out. 
To  be supplied by user.  Dependent upon the precise 
form of record format and record length. 
Typical values:  BioResearch Index  42.7 items/page 
INDEX PAGES RATIO 
(ALERTS) 
BEl  33 items/page 
Number of pages of 
indexes per page of 
'alert 
1  entries. 
To  be supplied by user.  This  ratio will depend pri-
marily upon  length of 'each input entry and the type 
of indexes prepared.  An  examination of several 
services produced these values: 
Bio  Research  Index  0.37 
Chemical Abstracts  0.21 
Computer Control Abstracts 0.  05 
Excerpta Medica  0.64 2490 
2502 
2530 
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ITEMS  PER  YEAR  Number of items 
announced per year. 
This value could be the same as either line 1200 or 
I  ine 1210 {or  their sum) dependir.g upon the system 
configuration being modelled.  This value could be 
greater {if this segment of the model  represents 
several overlapping bulletins)  1  or less  (if selective 
alerting servicesare proposed). 
EDITORIAL  PAGES (ALERTS)  Number of editorial 
pages inserted per issue. 
To be supplied by user.  There should be some 
correlation between the value for this line and that 
for  line 2410.  Standard introductory pages which 
appear in  each issue should be included here.  The 
number of pages will  be determined primarily by 
economic factors and it  is  suggested will be in  the 
range of 1 - 5. 
REPRODUCTION COST  Average cost of repro-
ducing (printing) each 
page of output  1  per 
copy  1  including paper 
costs. 
This value will  vary with volume and size of the 
bulletin.  It  is  likely that greater volume will be 
required than for group SDI  (line 2190), and the 
method used will  influence costs.  It  is  likely that 
fairly modest print runs will  be required so that 
lithographic methods and small  jobbing firms  may be 
economically used. 
Tucker 
16 
has suggested values on a  table which is 
partially reproduced below. 2540 
2560 
55 
Number of copies 
1 
2 
5 
10 
20 
50 
100 
1000 
Number of A4 pages 
5  50 
5p 
5p 
4p 
4p 
3p 
1 .8p 
1 .6p 
0.4p 
5p 
4p 
4p 
4p 
3p 
1 .Bp 
1.4p 
0.35p 
See atso line 2540. 
COPIES PER  ISSUE  Number of copies pre-
pared of ea·;h issue. 
To  be supplied by user  ..  The  value used here will 
partially determine the values applicable to line 
2530. 
BINDING  Cost of collating and 
binding each finished 
copy of Oferting bulle-
t in. 
collating 
stapling 
stapling 
trimming 
trimming 
comb. binding 
comb. binding 
perfect binding 
(including 
trimming) 
The  method of binding wi II  largely determine costs 
here.  Selection of method will  in  turn depend upon 
functio'1 of the bulletin (durability etc.), desired 
quality of production, physical size (thickness) and 
numbers.  Typical values from  a  small  printing 
house are : 
1000 sheets 
1  000 sets  top left 
1000  2 side or saddle 
1  000 sheets  1 side 
1  000 sheets  3 sides 
1  00 books to 5/1 6 •• 
1  00 books to 1 
11 
100 books 
1000 books 
£  Unit Cost£ 
2.50 
7.00 
8.00 
• 15 
.. 20 
12.00 
35.00 
12.00 
90.00 
0.007 
0.008 
0.12 
0.35 
0.12 
0.09 2580 
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COMPUTER  PROCESSING 
COST 
Average computer pro-
cessing cost per run 
(issue). 
No published data available.  The costs wl!f  vary 
according to sophistication of software and p<3riph-
erals used.  Should cover a II  computer processing 
to convert data base records to output fonr.at and to 
produce indexes.  User shoul"d  design the desired 
service and then get a  quotation from  a  bureau. 
Tucker16includes some useful data of limited appli-
cation, since it  is  based on limited experience with 
an IBM 360/50 installation and is  primarily for 
cata Iogue product ion. 
e.g. Fortnightly print-out procedures with weekfy 
update {vafues as £). 
Additions per week  Cumulated number of entries 
11000 
10 
100 
1000 
2000 
4000 
2600 
2618 
10,000  50,000 
1.2  8.5  41 
3.4  12  44 
37  44  76 
73  80  110 
140  150  180 
MAILING COST  (ALERTS) 
1  00  I 000  2 00  I 000  .500,000 
81  200  410 
85  210  410 
120  240  440 
160  280  480 
220  350  550 
Cost of sending alerting 
bulletins to recipients, 
per copy  .. 
To  be supplied by user.  Where alerting buf!etins 
ore produced and distributed in-house only, then 
this cost may not apply.  In  this case set this value 
to zero.  See also notes 011  I  ine 1410. 
ROYALTY CHARGES  (ALERTS)  Annua I cost of royalty 
charges when using pure-
hosed data base(s). 
Where pub I  icotions are produced from  purchased data 
bases for  in-house use additional royalty churges 3010 
3030 
3060 
3070 
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might not be payable.  If distribution  is  made out-
side the purchasers premises then royalty charges 
will become due and would probably be negotiated 
on an annual basis.  See also notes for  I  ine 1450. 
EDIT  TIME  (SECONDARY 
PUBLICATIONS) 
Editorial time spent per 
issue (hours). 
To  be supplied by user.  It  is  I ikely that these secon-
dary publications are intended for widespread dis-
tribution, and that more time will be necessary to 
ensure rna intenance of high standards  1  I  ia ison with 
printers  1  composing editorial comment etc.  See 
also notes at line 2410. 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR 
See notes on I  i ne 2430. 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
Number of issues (runs) 
per year. 
Number of entries output 
per page of print-out. 
To  be supplied by user.  Dependent upon the precise 
length and format of each record.  Typical values 
obtained from an examination of several published 
serv1ces are : 
Chemical Abstracts 
Excerpta Medica 
ERIC 
INIS 
12.3 
5 
6.8 
10.6 
items/page 
See also notes on line 1852. 
INDEX PAGES RATIO 
(SECONDARY PUBLICATIONS) 
Number of pages of 
indexes per page of 
abstracts. 
To  be supp I  ied by user.  See notes 0'1  I  i ne 2470. 3090 
3112 
3130 
3140 
3160 
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ITEMS  PER  YEAR  Number of items announ-
ced per year. 
To  be supplied by user..  See notes on I  ine 2490. 
EDITORIAL PAGES 
(SECONDARY PUBLICATIONS) 
Number of editorial 
pages inserted per issue. 
To  be supplied by user.  See also notes on  lines 
3010, 2502. 
REPRODUCTION/PRINTING 
COST 
Cost per page of orig-
inal, per copy made. 
Tucker16 supplies some  daf-a  from  which is  will be 
seen that with extended print runs  unit page costs 
do not have a  linear relationship.  It  may be nec-
essary to adjust this value therefore as the numbers 
of copies/issue changes (line 3140).  The  values 
suggested are for extended 
11instant print" charges. 
It  is  likely that costs will be substantially higher if 
a  traditional printing house  is  used. 
Number of  Number of pages 
5  50  500  cop~es  ------------
50  1  .8p  I.Bp 
100  1 .6p  1.4p 
1000  0.4p  0.35p 
NUMBER  OF  COPIES 
(SECONDARY PUBLICATIONS) 
1 .6p 
1.3p 
0.35p 
Number of copies 
printed of each issue, 
equivalent to the number 
of subscribers plus 
copies for  in-house use. 
To be supplied by user.  See also notes on line 3130. 
BINDING  Cost of collating and 
binding each finished 3180 
3200 
3218 
3222 
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See notes on  I  i ne 2 560. 
MAILING COST  (SECONDARY 
PUBLICATIONS) 
copy of the secondary 
pub  r icat ion. 
Cost of desp:Jtching 
secondary pub I  icat  ions 
to recipients, per copy. 
To  be supplied by user.  Likely to be fairly bulky 
and be despatched at printed paper rates..  Cost 
inc  I  udes postage and packing..  The  staff effort 
entailed should be taken into account when esti-
mating requirements for clerical support staff. 
(See line 4332). 
COMPUTER  PROCESSING 
COSTS 
Average computer pro-
cessing costs  p~r run 
(issue). 
Little published data available, see notes on  line 
2580.  The costs here are likely to be higher since 
a  quality output will probably  be required  necessi-
tating additional computer effort, for computer type-
setting ,  for  examp I  e • 
ROYALTY CHARGES  (SECON-
DARY  PUBLICATIONS) 
See notes on I  ine 2618. 
NUMBER  OF  ORIGINAL 
TAPES 
Annual costs of royalty 
charges when using pur-
e hosed data base (s) • 
Number of tapes occu-
pied by machine read-
able data-base, each 
issue. 
To  be supplied by user.  Number of tapes will 
depend upon  number of entries, packing density, 
tape format, and wi II  be related to frequency of 3223 
3224 
3225 
3226 
3227 
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issue and total (annual size of data-base(s) offered. 
REPRODUCTION COST 
(TAPES) 
Computer processing 
charges for duplicating 
one tape. 
Little published data available.  Seems to be of 
the order of £ 1/tape. 
FREQUENCY 
To  be supplied by user. 
MAILING COST (TAPES) 
To  be supplied by user. 
NUMBER  OF COPIES (TAPES) 
To  be supp I  ied by user. 
PURCHASE  CO~T  (TAPES) 
Number of occasions 
tapes are issued, each 
year. 
Cost of pocking and 
posting one magnetic 
tape, inland, or of 
best alternative method 
overseas. 
Number of copies 
required of each (orig-
inal) tape.  Likely to 
equal number of sub-
scribers. 
Purchase price of a 
blank tape. 
Cost of each blank tape.  Current prices appear 
to be of the order of £5. 4310 
4320 
4330 
4332 
4390 
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SUPERVISORS  GRADE C 
SUPERVISORS  GRADED 
SUPERVISORS  GRADE  E 
Number  of staff 
required in each 
grade 
CLERICAL  SUPPORT  STAFF  GRADE A 
As explained in  Section 3.1 the model user is required 
to designate the numbers of supervisory and clerical 
support staff required,  in  the light of the numbers of 
direct staff calculated by the model.  The provision 
of staff in  these grades should allow for system main-
tenance (including thesaurus maintenance) and 
development work.  The  intended levels of seniority 
of the three supervisory grades are indicated at 
I  ines 1080, 1090 and 1100.  For a  multi-year pro-
jection, these numbers may need to b~ adiusted 
from one year to another. 
SPACE  PER  STAFF  MEMBER  Average working area 
allowed per staff mem-
ber. 
Standards of accommodation vary from one organ-
isation to another, but the following  gives a  rough 
indication of generally accepted space allowances : 
senior admin. staff 
professional staff 
c ler ica I staff 
typing staff 
sq. ft 
200-400 
100- 150 
50-80 
40-60 
sq. metres 
18-36 
9 - 14 
4.5-7.5 
4- 5.5 
The model  calls for only one value, which could be 
estimated on the basis of the mix of staff to be em-
ployed. 4400 
4540 
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SPACE  RENTAL  Annual  cost per sq. foot/ 
sq. metre (depending on 
unit used for 4390} of 
accommodation. 
Again, the value to be used here will be location-
dependent.  It  should represent an economic cost 
inc I  udi ng  rates, cleaning, etc.  Substantia I In-
creases in  time should be allowed for. 
OVERHEAD  RATE  Overhead cost expressed 
as a  percentage of sal-
ary costs. 
To be supplied by user.  This factor has to cover all 
indirect organizational costs other than accommo-
dation. 63 
CHAPTER 5:  TESTING  THE  MODEL 
Testing of the computer-based model, during the course of its 
development,  has rna in ly taken the form  of test runs with different sets of 
data values, to ensure that the definition file would operate correctly under 
a  variety of conditions. 
The project specification calls for a  written spec  ific~tion for a 
designed experiment to implement the model.  The  ideal way to check the 
validity of the model
1s predictions would, of course, be to design a system; 
use the model  to predict its costs; implement the system; and then compare 
its costs with the predictions.  Unfortunately, such an approach is  imprac-
tical. 
The only practical solution would seem to be to use the model  in a 
retrospective mode, i.e. to make a  cost prediction for an existing system 
as of some time in  the past, and compare the results with the actual costs 
experienced by the system. 
In  designing any experiment to test the model, three important 
factors have to be borne in mind.  The  first  is  that the model will work best 
for a  user with some  knowledge and experience of the environment in which 
the system will operate.  tv\any  of the data values called for will depend on 
local conditions (e.g. salary rates, computer processing charges, accommo-
dation costs, and overhead rates). 
The second factor is  that the model  predictions con serve as a self-
fulfilling prophecy.  In  a  real-life situation, it should be possible to manage 
the system  in  such a  way that it would operate within the cost  limits. 64 
predicted by the model.  This will not apply if the model  is  checked against 
an existing system. 
The third fa.ctor concerns the accuracy expected of the model.  The 
accuracy required will depend on the purpose for which the model  is  used. 
The accuracy achieved will depend on the quality of the data that is  fed 
into the model, coupled with the design of the model  itself, which embod-
ies a  certain level of apjlroximation.  The test we shoJI  describe does not 
suggest that the model would be deemed to fail,  if it did not achieve a 
specific level of accuracy.  The  level of accuracy would be measured, 
and the model  iudged subjectively. 
The specification for the test  is  given  in  Appendix 7. 65 
CHAPTER 6:  RECOMMENDATIONS 
Over and above the test of the model discussed in  the previous 
chapter, we believe that the model could usefully be developed for specific 
applications.  In  its present form,  it  is  suitable for  making cost predictions 
at the broad planning level.  In  the course of the project, interest has been 
expressed in  the use of cost modelling techniques by system operators.  Their 
requirement is for a  model  into which could be fed details of current oper-
ational volumes and costs for a  specific system, and which the operator could 
use to determine the effect of changes in  methods, staffing, throughput vol-
umes, etc. 
The  model  wo~Jid need to be modified to fulfil  this role in  an effec-
tive manner.  Since the model would be working on actual cost data of an 
existing system,  it would be possible to dispense with certain features des-
igned to deal with areas of uncertainty.  Also the user interface of the 
model would need to be redesgned with this application in  mind. 
We therefore recommend that further research 0'1 these  fines be 
initiated by the Commission, or by some other interested organization. 66 
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APPENDIX  2 - STRUCTURE  OF 
COMPUTER-BASED  MODEL 
The listing which follows was prepared by using the ILLUSTRATE 
feature of  the PROPHIT II system.  It presents in plain language the operations 
required by the definition file (  DEFOPAA) for our model.  'READ  DATA' lines 
relate to data required by the model, which are ordinarily supplied from the 
equivalent line in the projection file (or history file, if  used).  These data values are 
defined in  Chapter 4 of  this report. 
One element of  the computer-based model may need further explanation. 
After line 4000, there is a section in  which numbers of  staff  for each activity are 
rounded up to whole numbers.  It will be noted that staff  grades are identified 
Cl, C2.  This is merely a del'ice to separate noninterchangeable staff at any grade. 69 
DFFINITIDN  FILF  'OEFOPC':C  AS  OF  7/?R/7ft 
LINE  ACTION 
1U40 
1[)()0 
1070 
'I(\ R  (l 
1090 
:1/\N  YEAR  HOURS 
GRAOE  /\ 
GRAD F.  :l 
GRAOE  r. 
GRAClE  [) 
1100  GRIH)L"  E 
114U  If\JPLIT  PREP  r.ORT 
1200  RF.COROS  INPUT 
1210  REL.OROS  PCHSO 
1??0  RECORnS  STRPO 
1?30  RFCORDS  LISEO 
1240  RECOROS  IN  ll/B 
1~AO  PLIRCHASF.  t:OST 
1300  STRIPPING 
1310  STRIPPING 
1320  CONVERSION 
1330  CONVERSION 
1340  OATA  RASE  L.ST 
1350  RF.TFiO  flATCH 
13All  SFAHCHFS 
1370  FOR~1llLATE  rr~ 
13RO  STAFF  COST 
1390  FFFORT 
1 tl 0 0  LAROLJR 
1  t:"  1 0  ~1AILING 
14?0  M/\ILif\lr, 
1  t~3 0  COMPUTER  COST 
1440  C:ClMPUTEh 
1  tt 50  ROYALTY  SEARCHES 
1  tl 60  ROYALTY  AgSTRAr.T 
1470  I Tf  ~1S  F~F.TRIEVEO 
1  ttR D  RUYALTIF.S 
1a90  DIRECT  COSTS 
1500  ONLINE  RETRO 
RF.AO  llATA 
READ  0/\TA 
READ  DATI\ 
F-; EA 0  OATA 
RF.AO  ()AT/\ 
RFAD  OATA 
REAO  OAT/\ 
RF.l\0  ll/\T/\ 
READ  DATA 
n  F.~.D  DA T 1\ 
IF  RECORnS  HTRPn(1?2G)  GT  0 
THFN  RECOROS  STRPD(1?20) 
t:LSE  RF.COROS  PCHS0(1?10) 
+  R Fr. 0 R 0 S  I  ~~J P lJ T ( 1 2 0 0 ) 
+  RF.CORnS  llSE=-Tl  ( 1?.30) 
RE/\D  0/\T/\ 
nFAO  OAT,l\ 
RECORDS  PCHSn(1?10) 
X  STRIPPING(1300) 
READ  DATA 
RECORDS  PCHS0(1?10) 
X  CONVERSION(1320) 
+INPUT  PREP  CC1ST(1100) 
+PURCHASE  C:OST(12AO) 
+  STRIPPING(1310) 
+  C:ON\/FRSIO~! ('I 330) 
riEAD  DATA 
nF.AO  OAT/\ 
GOPY  GRADE  C(1[l00) 
HEARC:HER(13AO)  X 
F  C1 R  ~.1lf LATE  T  ~.~  ( 1 3 7 0 )  / 
H  /l,  ~!  YEAR  I~ n  lJ R S ( 1 [) 4 0 ) 
STAFF  GOST(13R(~) 
X  t:FFORT(1JOO) 
F~EAU  DATA 
~1 /\ T l  I  ~J G ( 1 tl 1 [l  ) 
X  SEARCHFS(13f0) 
RE/U1  DATI\ 
r::UMPUTfR  COST(1L130) 
X  SEARr.HES(13AO) 
READ  0/\TA 
RF.AO  01\T/\ 
RE~.n  OATA 
S  F.~. R  C: H  F. S ( 1 3 f1 (l )  X 
ROYALTY  SEARCHFS(1~50)  + 
ITEMS  RETRIEVED ( 1470)  X 
ROYALTY  /\RSTR/H~T(14AO)  X 
SEJ\RCHFS ( 13f~O) 
+  LA R  0  II R ( 1  t1  (I (  l  ) 
+  ;,L'\ILJN(~(1t:?r) 
+  COMPLIT t:R ( 1  Ll.Ll 0) 
+  ROYALTIES(14RO) 70 
LINE  ACTION 
1510  SEARCHEfi 
1515  FORMULATIONS 
1520  FORMULATE  TM 
1530  STAFF  COST 
1540  EFFORT 
1550  LAROLIR 
1560  MAILING  , 
1570  OFF-LINF  PRINTS 
1580  MAILING 
1590  COMPUTFR  COST 
1AOO  COMPUTER 
1610  ROYALTY  SEARCHES 
1620  ROYALTY  ARSTRACT 
1630  ITEMS  RETRIEVFO 
1640  ROYALTIES 
16'10  TERMINALS 
1A60  RENTAL 
1670  TERMTNAL  COST 
1  6 A  0  LINE  A E  ~IT A  L 
1690  FILE  STORAGE 
1700  STOREO  Din  SIZE 
1710  Ar.CF.SS 
1720  STORAGE 
1730  OIRECT  COATS 
1740  SOI 
1750  OPERNL  PROFILES 
175?  PROFILES  AOOF.D 
1760  RUNS  PF.R  YEAR 
1770  FORMIILATE  TM 
1774  ~~AI  NT AIN  T~~ 
17RO  COMPUTER 
1790  MAILING 
1ROO  MAILINr, 
1R1D  PRnFILF  FFFORT 
READ  OATA 
READ  DATA 
REAn  OATA 
COPY  GRAOE  l.(10RO) 
FORMULATE  TM(1~?0)  X 
FORMIILATIONS ( 1515)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HOllRS(1040) 
STAFF  COST(1530) 
X  EFFORT ( 15(1  (1  ) 
RF.An  OATA 
REAO  OATA 
r•tl\ J L I  ~J G ( 1 5 6 n ) 
X  OFF-LINE  PRI~JTR(1S70) 
READ  OATA 
C[H.,1PUTER  COST ( 159n) 
X SEARCHES(1510) 
READ  OATA 
READ  OATA 
READ  OATA 
ROYALTY  SEARCHFS(1n10)  X 
SEARr.HES(1510)  + 
ROYALTY  ARSTRACT(1r1?0)  X 
ITEMS  RETRIEVE0(1610)  X 
SEAR [;HE S  ( 1 5 1  0 ) 
READ  OAT/\ 
READ  OATA 
T E  R  ',~I N  A  L S ( 1  6 5 Q  ) 
X  RENTAt(16An) 
REAO  0/\TA 
REAO  OATA 
REAn  OATA 
RFAO  OATA 
STORF.n  OIR  SIZF(1700)  X 
F I l_ F.  S T n  R  1\ G  f  ( 1 6 q 0 )  X 
/\CCESS ( 1710) 
+  LA80liR(1550) 
+  MAILING(1SRO) 
+  ROYALTIES(1640) 
+  TERMJ~JAL  r.OST ( 1 n70) 
+LINE  RENTAL(1ARO) 
+  STORAGE(17?0) 
Rf="AO  DATA 
READ  nAT/\ 
RF./\0  OATA 
RFAD  OATA 
RFAO  OATA 
REAO  OAT.l\ 
REAO  OAT/\ 
M/\ILTNG(1790) 
X  OPFRNL  PROFII  F.S  ( 1750) 
X  RlJ~Jfi  PER  YF.AR  ( 1760) 
OPERNL  PRflFTLES ( 1750)  X 
~1AII\JTATN  TM(177tl)  I 
~.1/\ ~.!  Y F. A  R  H Clll R S ( 1 0 tl 0 )  + 
PROFILFS  AOnFn(17S?)  X 
FOR~HIIATF  TM(1770)  I 
~~AN  YEAR  HOURS ( 1  Otl 0) 71 
LINE  ACTION 
18?0  STAFF  [";llflT 
1H1U  LA~OLIR 
1R40  COMPIITFR 
1R50  ITEMS  OUTPUT 
1  R~  2  I TFJ~S  PFR  PAGE 
1R5tl  PAGE  r.OST 
1856  PAPER 
1R60  ROYALTY  PROFILE 
1870  ROYALTY  ARSTRAr.T 
1P.RO  ROYALTIES 
1R90  DIRECT  COSTS 
2000  GROUP  SUI 
2010  GROUP  PROFILES 
2012  NEW  PROFILES 
2020  RUNS  PER  YEAR 
2 (l 3 0  F  0 R  r.~ ll LA T  E  T  M 
2032  MAINTAIN  Ti·1 
2ll40  COMPUTER 
2 (l 5 0  ;,~ /\ I L I  ~~ G 
2060  USERS 
2070  ITEMS  OUTPUT 
2 07 2  IT E  ~~ S  P  F. R  P A  G  E 
:?ORO  MAILING 
2090  STAFF  COST 
2100  EFFORT 
2110  LABOUR 
?120  COMPIITER 
2130  ROYALTY  PROFILE 
2140  ROYALTY  AASTRACT 
2150  ROYALTIES 
r.OPY  GRAnF  C(10PO) 
PfiOFil  r- FFFClRT ( 1  R 1  (l) 
X  STAFF  COST(1R?O) 
R  lJ ~~ S  P E  R  Y  EAR ( 1  7  (-; 0 ) 
X  ClPFRI\Il_  PRnFILFS ( 1750) 
X  r.OMPUTER(17RO) 
READ  OATA 
RF:AD  OATA 
RFAO  OATA 
ITEMS  OUTPUT ( 1R50)  X 
R  LJ  f.,J S  P E  R  Y  EAR  ( 1  7 6 0 )  X 
OPFRNL  PROFILES ( 1750)  I 
I T  E  rM=l  P E  R  P  AGE ( 1  R  5? )  X 
PAGE  C:OST  ( 1R~Ll) 
RFAO  LiATA 
RF.AD  OATA 
OPERNL  PROFILES ( 1750)  X 
RClYALTY  PROFILF(1860)  + 
ROY/\LTY  ARSTRACT ( 1870)  X 
OPFRNL  PROFILES(1750)  X 
RLI~JS  PER  YFAR(1760)  X 
ITEMS  OUTPUT ( 1  R50) 
+  LAAOUR(1P30) 
+  COMPLITFR(1R40) 
+  ROYALTIFS(1RRO) 
+  MAILING(1800) 
REAO  OATA 
RF.AO  OATA 
RF.AO  OATA 
REAO  OATA 
F-\F.f\0  OATA 
RF.AO  OATA 
nE/\n  OATA 
REAO  OATA 
REAO  OAT.Ii 
F~F.An  OATA 
LISFHS(20AO) 
X  ~.~A I L I  ~J G ( ?. 0 r; 0 ) 
X  RUNS  PER  YEAR(?O?O) 
r,opy  GRAOE  C(1080) 
GROUP  PROFILER(2010)  X 
~1.1\If\JTAIN  T~  .. 1  (2032)  I 
~1AN  YEAR  HOURS ( 104 0)  + 
NE~  PROFILES(2012)  X 
FORMULATE  TH(2030)  I 
~.1AN  YEAR  HOURS ( 1040) 
F.FFORT(?100) 
X  STAFF  CORT(2090) 
l:OMPLITER(20Ll0) 
X  RUNS  PER  YEAR(?O?O) 
X  GROIIP  PROFILFS(?010) 
RE/\n  OATA 
F1F.An  DATA 
ROYALTY  PROFJLF.(2130)  X 
GROUP  PROFILES(2010)  + 
LJSERS(20AO)  X 72 
LINF  ACTTON 
2170  ITEMR  PER  PAGE  COPY  ITE~S  PER  PAGE(207?) 
21AO  PAGES  OUTPUT  ITEMS  OUTPLJT(2fl70)  I 
IT  E  ~.1 S  PEA  PAr. E (  ? 0  7? )  X 
GROliP  PROFILES(?010)  X 
RUNS  PER  YEAR (?020)  X 
LJSERS(?OnO) 
2190  REPRO  COST  REAn  DATA 
2200  REPROnlJCTIOf\1  PAGES  OLITPUT(?180) 
X  REPRO  CORT(?190) 
2300  DIRECT  COSTR  +  MATLTNG(?ORO) 
+  LA80UR(?110) 
2400  ALERT  PURS 
2410  EDIT  TM 
2420  SALARY  COST 
2430  ISSUES  PER  YEAR 
2440  EFFORT 
2450  LABOUR 
2460  ALERTS  PER  PAGE 
2470  INDEX  PAGE  RATIO 
2490  ITEMS  PER  YEAR 
?L!92  ITEMS  PER  ISSUE 
2500  PAGER  ALERTS 
2502  EDITORTAL  PAGES 
2510  PAGER  INDEX 
25?0  PAGESITSSUE 
2530  REPRODUCTION 
2540  COPIES  PER  ISSUE 
2550  REPRDDUr.TION 
2560  RINDTNG 
2570  RTI\IniNG 
2SAn  COMPllTFR  COST 
2590  COMPUTER 
2600  MATLTNG 
2610  MAILING 
+  COMPUTER(2120) 
+  RDYALTIES(215Q) 
+  REPRnDUCTIO~I  (.?.?Ofl) 
READ  DATA 
COPY  GRADE  C(1080) 
READ  DATA 
EDIT  TM(2Ll10)  X 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR(?~30)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HOURS(104C') 
SALARY  COST(2420) 
X  FFFORT(?440) 
REAn  DATA 
READ  DATA 
RF.An  Dl\TA 
1  X 
ITEMS  PER  YEAR(2490) 
I 
ISSUER  PER  YE.i\R ( ?C! 30) 
ITE~1S  PER  ISSUE ( ?L19?)  I 
ALERTS  PER  PAGE(?460) 
READ  DATA 
PAGES  ALERTS(?500) 
X  INDEX  PAGE  RATI0(2470) 
+PAGES  ALERTS(2500) 
+PAGER  INDFX(2510) 
+  EDITORIAL  PAGES(2502) 
RE/\D  DATA 
READ  DATA 
P/\GESIISSllE ( 252CJ)  X 
COPIES  PER  ISSll~~ (?540)  X 
REPRODUCTinf\1 (  ?~  30)  X 
ISSUES  PER  YF/\R(?430) 
READ  DATA 
r.OPIFS  PER  ISSLJE(2540) 
X  ISSUES  PER  YE/\R(2d30) 
X  RINniNG(256n' 
READ  DATA 
COMPUTER  COST(?5RO) 
X  ISSUES  PF.R  YFAR(?430) 
READ  DATA 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR(?t130) 
X  r.OPIES  PER  ISRtlE(?560) 
X  r.1Jl. I LING (? 6 0 0 ) 73 
LINE  ACTION 
2n18  ROYALTIES  READ  DATA 
?n?O  DIRF~T  COSTS  +  LABOUR(2d50) 
3000  ABSTRACT  PllRS 
3010  EDIT  TM 
3020  SALARY  COST 
3030  ISSUES  PER  YEAR 
3 04  'o  E  F  F  0 R  T 
3050  LARClUR 
3060  ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
3870  INDEX  PAGE  RATIO 
3090  ITEMS  PER  YEAR 
3092  ITEMS  PER  ISSUE 
3100  PAGES  ARSTRACTS 
3 1 1 0  P AGES  I 1\J 0 F. X 
3112  EDITORIAL  PAGES 
3120  PAr::ESIISSLJE 
3130  RF.PROnLJCTTON 
3140  COPIES  PER  ISSUE 
3150  REPRODUCTION 
3160  BINDING 
3170  BINDING 
31RO  MAILING 
3190  MAILING 
3200  COMPUTER 
3210  COMPUTER 
3218  ROYALTIES 
32?.0  DIREr.T  COSTS 
3221  MIA  SERVICF.R 
+  REPRODUCTION(2550) 
+  RINDING(2570) 
+  COMPIITER (2590) 
+  MAILING(2A10) 
+  ROYALTIFS(?618) 
READ  OATA 
COPY  GRADE  C(1DRO) 
REAO  OATA 
EOIT  TM(3010)  X 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR(3030)  I 
MAN  YEAR  HOLIRS(1040) 
SALARY  COST(38?.0) 
X  EFFORT(30L10) 
REAO  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
1  X 
ITEMS  PER  YEAR(3090) 
I 
ISSUES  PER  YFAR(3030) 
I T fJ,1 S  P F: R  I S S I I F ( 3 0 9 2 )  I 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE(30~0) 
PAGES  A8STRACTS(l100) 
X  INDEX  PAGE  RATI0(3070) 
READ  DATA 
+PAGES  ARSTRACTS(3100) 
+PAGES  INDEX(3110) 
+EDITORIAL  PAGF.S(3112) 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
PAGESIISSLJE(31?.0)  X 
~OPIES  PER  ISSLJE(31l2Q)  X 
ISSUES  PER  YE/\R ( 3ll30)  X 
REPRODUCTION(3110) 
READ  DAT.A 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR(3030) 
X  COPIES  PER  ISRUE(3140) 
X  ~INOING(31AO) 
REAO  OATA 
~.1 A  I L I N  G ( 3 1 8 n ) 
X  COPIFS  PER  ISRUE(3140) 
X  ISSUES  PfR  YEAR(3030) 
READ  OATA 
COMPliTER(3200) 
X  ISSUES  PER  YEAR(3030) 
REAO  DATA 
+  LA80LJR(305(l) 
+  REPROOLJCTID~l(3150) 
+  8INniNG(3170) 
+  .~  .. ~AILING (3190) 
+  L.OMPLITER(3?10) 
+  ROYALTTES(321R) 74 
LINF  ACTION 
3222  ORIGINAL  TAPES 
3?.23  REPRO  C:OST 
3224  FREQUENC:Y 
322S  MAILING 
3?26  NO  OF  COPIES 
3?27  TAPF  PLJRC:HASF 
322R  UNIT  C:OST 
3229  M  IR  COST 
3230  OATARASF:  COATS 
3240  OIRECT  DIP  r:nsTs 
32SO  RETRO  OIR 
3260  ONLINE  RETRO  D  IR 
3270  snr  n IR 
3280  GROUP  snr  D  IR 
3290  ALFRTfi  niR 
3300  ARSTRAr:TS  OIR 
3302  MIR  SERVICES  OIR 
3320  DATAE1ASE  r:osT 
3310  RF.C:OROS  INPllT 
3340  RECORDS  usrn 
3350  RF.C:ORrJR  IN  [) IR 
33nO  PURCHASF  COST 
:~~i 70  INPliT  PRFP  L:OST 
3390  8 T  R  I P  P I ~1 C1 
3400  CONVERSION 
3420  DATAnAf1F.  r:osrs 
3ll60  OUTPUT  SERVICES 
34RO  RETRO  RATCH 
3490  SEARCHES 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
READ  DATA 
RF.AO  DATA 
RF./\0  DATA 
READ  OATA 
+REPRO  COST(3223) 
+  MAILING(32?t:;) 
+TAPE  PLJRC:HASF.(3227) 
UNIT  COST(322R) 
X  ORTGINAL  TAPES(3?.22) 
X  FRF.QUENCY(322l!) 
X  NO  OF  COPTES(322A) 
COPY  DATA  RASE  C:ST(1340) 
S LJ  ~~  {J I R  F. C T  C 0 S T S ( 14 9 0 ) 
THRLI  MIR  COST(3.?29) 
OIRF.CT  COSTS(14~0)  I 
[)IRE C  T  0 IP  G 0 S T  8 ( 3 2  4 (l  )  X 
OATARASE  GORTR(3230) 
DIRt.C:T  COSTR(1710)  I 
OIRF.r:T  DIP  COSTS(3240)  X 
DATARASE  COSTR(3?30) 
OIRFCT  COSTS(1R9Q)  I 
DIRECT  0 IP  r 0 S T  S ( 3  2 4 0 )  X 
DATARASE  C:ORTS(3230) 
OIRECT  COSTS(2300)  / 
OIRECT  DIP  COSTS(3240)  X 
OATARARE  COSTS(3230) 
DIRECT  COSTS(?n?O)  I 
OTRFCT  0 IP  COSTS (3240)  X 
uATARASE  COSTS(l?30) 
OIRECT  ~ORTR(3220)  I 
DIRECT  DIP  COSTS(32~n)  X 
OATARASF.  COSTS(3230) 
~~IR  COST(3??0)  I 
OIRECT  DIP  COSTS(32~0)  X 
DATARASE  COSTS(3230) 
COPY  REr:ORDS  IrJPLJT ( 1200) 
COPY  RF.~OROS  USF0(123G) 
GOPY  RF.~nRns  Ill  OIR(1240) 
COPY  PLIR~H/\SF.  COST ( 12Al1 ) 
COPY  JNPLIT  PREP  COST(1140) 
COPY  STRIPPT~IG(1310) 
~OPY  CONVERSION(1330) 
COPY  DATA  RASE  CST(13~0) 
+DIRECT  C:OSTS(1~9Q) 
+  RETRO  018(3?50) 
I  F  R F T R 0  SA T C  H ( 3 4 R (I  )  G  T  0 
TI~FN  SEARCHES ( 1 :~n[l) 
t: L  E-1 F  0 75 
LINE  ACTION 
3~10  ONLINE  RETRO  +  OIRECT  COSTS(1730) 
+  ONLINE  RETRO  0/8(32~0) 
3520  SEARCHES  IF  ONLINF  RETR0(3510)  GT  0 
T  H  F.  ~l  S EAR C  H  E  S ( 1  5 1  0 ) 
ELSE  0 
3540  SOI  +  OIRECT  COSTS(1890) 
+  SllT  0/R(3?70) 
3550  PROFTLFS  IF  SOI(3540)  GT  0 
THEN  OPFRNL  PROFILES(1750) 
F.LRF.  0 
3560  RUNR /YEAR  IF  SOI ( 35£'1 0)  GT  0 
THE~!  RUNS  PF.R  YEAR  ( 17f.O) 
ELSE  0 
3580  GROUP  SOI  +  OIRFCT  COSTS(?.300) 
+GROUP  SOT  O/R(3280) 
3590  GROUP  PROFILES  IF  GROUP  SOI(3~RO)  GT  0 
THEN  GROUP  PROFIL.ER(?.010) 
F.LSE  0 
3~00  USERS/PROFTLE  IF  GROUP  SDI(3580)  GT  0 
THE  ~·l  Ll SF. R  S (?  Cl  ~  0 ) 
ELSE  0 
3A10  RLINS/YFAR  JF  GROUP  SOI(35HO)  GT  0 
THE~J  RUNS  PER  YEJ\R (?G?O) 
F.LSE  0 
3~30  ALERT  PLIRS  +DIRECT  COSTS(?b?O) 
+ALERTS  O/R(3?90) 
3640  ITEMS/YEAR  COPY  ITEMS  PER  YEAR(?L190) 
3650  COPIES/YEAR  ISSUES  PER  YEAR(2430) 
X  COPIES  PER  ISSUE(2540) 
3670  ABSTRACT  PUR  +  OIRECT  COSTS(3220) 
+ABSTRACTS  0/8(3300) 
36RO  ITEMR/YEAR  COPY  ITEMS  PER  YEAR(3090) 
3690  COPIFS/YEAR  COPIES  PER  ISSLJF(3140) 
X  ISSUES  PER  YEAR(3030) 
3710  M /RSER\/ICES  +  r·.1 /R  COST ( 3?29) 
+  M/R  SERVICES  0/8(3302) 
3720  SURSCRIRERS  COPY  NO  OF  COPIFR  322~) 
4000  STAFF  RF.PLIIRF[) 
40~0  GRAOE  C  1  EFFORT  SLIM  ~~l\N  YFI\R  HOURS ( 1040) 
THALl  LINF.SKIP(3700) 
4060  EXTRA  STAFF  RRFAK  LEVEL  OF 
4070  ADO  ONE 
40AO  GRADE  C1  STAFF 
GRAOE  C1  F.FFClRT(4050) 
INCREMENTS  UF  1 
1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF(dOAO) 
IF  GRADE  C1  EFFORT(4050)  GT  0 
THF.l\1  ADO  ONF.(4070) 
ELSE  0 76 
LINE  AGTION 
4 0 9 0  G  A  An f.  l.  ?.  E  F  F 0 AT  S  LD~  MAN  Y EAR  H  0 lJ R  S ( 1 0  t1 0 ) 
THALl  LINESKIP(3700) 
4100  EXTRA  STAFF  RREAK  LEVEL  OF 
GRADE  C2  EFFORT(4090) 
INr.RF.MENTS  UF  1 
4110  ADO  ONE  1  + 
1  X 
EXTRA  STAFF({1100) 
4120  GRADE  C2  STAFF  IF  GRAOE  C?  FFFORT(~090)  GT  0 
THEN  ADO  ONE(4110) 
4300  OIRF.CT  STAFF 
4310  SUPERVISORS  GRAOF.r: 
4320  SUPERVISORS  GRAOEO 
4330  SUPERVISORS  GRADF.E 
4332  CLERKS  GRADE  A 
4340  TOTAL  STAFF 
4370  OVERHEADS 
4380  TOTAL  STAFF 
4390  SPACE  PER  PERSON 
4400  RENTAL 
4410  ACCOMMOOATIOI\J 
4420  SLJPER\/If10RS  C  COST 
4430  SLJPER\/ISORS  0  COST 
4Ll40  SUPERVISORS  F.  COST 
44tSO  GRAOE  A SALARY 
4510  GRADE  C1  SALARY 
4520  GRADE  C2  SALARY 
4530  ALL  SALARIES 
4540  0\IERHEAO  RATE 
4550  SALARY  OVERHEAD 
tl5tSO  ACCOMMOOATIOI\J 
4580  0\IERHE/\OS 
ELSE  0 
SUM  GRAOE  C1  STAFF(t!ORO) 
THALl  GRAOE  C?  STAFF(t.l1?0) 
READ  OATA 
READ  DATA 
REAO  OATA 
REAO  DATA 
SLJ~~  OIREr:T  STAFF (4300) 
THRU  CLERKS  GRADE  A(L133?) 
COPY  TOTAL  STAFF(4340) 
REAO  OATA. 
REAO  DATA 
TOT /\l_  STAFF ( tl3 R  0 ) 
X  SPACE  PER  PERSON(4390) 
X  RENTAL ( 4tHHl ) 
SUPERVJSCJAS  GRAOEC(4310) 
X  GRADE  C(1ClRO) 
SUPFRVISORS  GRAOE0(~3?0) 
X  GRAnE  0(10q0) 
S  lJ PER VIS n  R  S  G  R  !\ 0 E  E ( t1  3 3 f-1  ) 
X  GRADE  F(110Cl) 
CLERKS  GRADE  A(~332) 
X  I~RAOE  A(10€JO) 
GRADE  C1  STAFF(~ORO) 
X  GRA.nE  C(10RO) 
GRADE  r:?  STAFF(4120) 
X  GRAOE  C(1DRO) 
SLJ~,1  SUPERVISORS  C  COST  (L'_Ll.?O) 
THRU  GRADE  [';?  SALARY(l'l5?Cl) 
REAO  DATA 
0.01  X 
ALL  SALARIES(4530) 
X 
OVERHEAD  RATF(4540) 
COPY  ACCOMMOOATION(441Q) 
+SALARY  OVFRHEA0(455n) 
+  /\CCOMMOOA TION ( 4 560) 77 
LINE  ACTION 
----------~-------~---- ------~-------------~-----------------
5000  DIRECT  SALARIES 
5010  DIRECT  0/P  COSTS 
5020  RETRO  LAROUR 
5030  ON-LINE  LARnUR 
5040  SDI  LAROLIR 
5050  GROUP  LAROLJR 
5060  ALERT  LJ\80LIR 
5070  ABSTS  LARnUR 
5080  MIR  LAROLIR 
5090  SLIPERVISnRY  LAA 
5100  RETRO  SllPFR 
5110  ONLINE  SUPER 
5120  SDI  SliPER 
5130  GROUP  SUPER 
SUM  GRADF  A  SALARY {tltt6Q) 
THRLI  GRADE  C2  SALARY(4520) 
COPY  DIRECT  OIP  CORTS(3240) 
GRADE  A  SAl  ARY(4460)  X 
DIRECT  COSTS(1490)  I 
DIRECT  OIP  CORTS(5010)  + 
GRADE  C1  SALARY(4510)  X 
EFFORT(1390)  I 
GRAOE  C1  EFFORT(4050) 
GRADE  A  SALARY(d460)  X 
DIRECT  COSTS(1730)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  + 
GRADE  C1  SALARY(4510)  X 
EFFORT ( 1540)  I 
GRADE  C1  EFFORT(40~n) 
GRADE  A  SALARY(4460)  X 
DIRECT  COSTS(1A90)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTR(5010)  + 
GRADE  C1  SALARY(4510)  X 
PROFILE  EFFORT(1R10)  I 
GRADE  C1  EFFORT(4050) 
GRADE  A  SALARY(44AO)  X 
DIRFCT  COSTS(?300)  I 
DIRECT  OIP  COSTS(5010)  + 
GRADE  C1  SALARY(4510)  X 
EFFURT(2100)  I 
GRADE  C1  EFFORT(4050) 
GRADE  A  SALARY(4460)  X 
DIRECT  COSTS(?620)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  + 
GRADE  C2  SALARY(4520)  X 
EFFORT(?Ll40)  I 
GRADE  C?  EFFORT(4090) 
GRAnE  A  SALARY(4660)  X 
DIRECT  cnsTR(3220)  I 
DIRECT  OIP  COSTS(5010)  + 
GRADE  C?  SALARY(4520)  X 
EFFORT(3040)  I 
GRADE  C?  EFFORT(d090) 
GRAnE  A  SALARY(44AO)  X 
~1IR  cnsT(322q)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010) 
SliM  SLIPFRVISnRS  C  COST (tl4?0) 
THRLJ  SLJPERVIf10RS  E  COST (t14£10) 
DIR~CT  CORTS(1Llg0)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  CORTS(5010)  X 
SLJPFRVISORY  LPdl (5090) 
[) !  ~~ t  ~ c  T  :; 0 ~  T s ( 1 7 3 0 )  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  X 
SUPERVISORY  LAB(5090) 
OIRECT  COSTS(~890)  I 
OIRECT  OIP  CORTS(5010)  X 
SUPERVISORY  LAP.(509n) 
niRECT  CORTS(2300)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  X 
SUPERVISORY  LAB(5090) 78 
LINE  ACTION 
51d0  ALERT  SUPER 
5150  ARSTRACTS  SUPER 
5160  M  IR  SUPER 
5170  OVERHEAnS 
51AO  RETRO 
5190  01\lLINE 
5200  SDI 
5210  GROUP 
5220  ALERTS 
5230  ABSTRACTS 
5240  MIR 
5 2 5 0  P R  n  .. J  0 lJ T  P ll T  C 0 S T 
5270  RETRO  SEARCH 
52RO  STAFF 
5290  Sl!PER\/RTON 
5292  ROYALTIES 
5302  MAILING 
5310  Er.:JUIPMENT 
5320  I~JPUT 
5330  OVERHEAOS 
5334  RFTRO  SEARCH 
5350  ONLINE  SEARCH 
5360  STAFF 
5370  SUPERVISION 
5372  ROYALTIFS 
5382  MAILING 
5390  EQUIPMENT 
DIRECT  COSTS(?A?O)  I 
DIRECT  OIP  COSTS(5010)  X 
SIIPERVISORY  LAR ( 5090) 
DIRECT  COSTS(3?20)  I 
DIRECT  niP  COSTS(5010)  Y. 
SllPERVISnRY  LAR(5090) 
MIR  r:osT(32?9)  I 
DIRECT  0/P  r:OSTS(5010)  X 
SlJPFRVISORY  LAB (5090) 
COPY  OVERHEADS(45RO) 
DIREr.T  CORTS(1490)  I 
DIRECT  OIP  r:OSTS(5010)  X 
OVERHFAnS(5170) 
DIRECT  COSTS(1730)  / 
DIRECT  OIP  COSTS(5010)  X 
OVERHEADS(5170) 
DIRFCT  COSTS(1R90)  / 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTR(5010)  X 
O\/ERHEADS(5170) 
DIRECT  COSTR(2300)  / 
DIRECT  OIP  COSTS(5010)  X 
OVERHFAOE-i  ( 5170) 
DIREGT  COSTS(2620)  / 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  X 
OVFRHFADS(5170) 
DIRECT  COSTS(3220)  / 
DIRFGT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  X 
OVERHFAOS(5170) 
~A /A  c  0 s  T ( 3 2 2 9 )  I 
DIRECT  0/P  COSTS(5010)  X 
OVERHFAnS(5170) 
COPY  RETRO  LABOUR(50?0) 
COPY  RETRO  SLJPER(5100) 
COPY  ROYALTIFS(1480) 
COPY  ~~1AILING(14?0) 
r:OPY  COMPIITFR(1440) 
COPY  RETRO  D/8(3250) 
COPY  RETR0(5180) 
SLH1  STAFF(5?RCJ) 
THRLI  OVFRHEAOS(5330) 
COPY  ON-LINE  LABDUR(5030) 
COPY  ONLINE  SUPER(5110) 
COPY  ROYALTIFS(1h40) 
COPY  MAILING(15AO) 
+  COMPUTER ( 1600) 
+TERMINAL  CORT(1670) 
+  LINF  RFNTAL(16RO) 
+  STORAGF(17?Cl) 79 
LINE  AGTION 
----------------------- -------------------~---~--~~---------· 
5400  INPUT  COPY  ONLTNF  RETRO  O/R(32€10) 
5410  OVERHFAOS  COPY  ONLINE(5190) 
5414  ON  LINE  SEARCH 
5440  SOJ 
5450  STAFF 
5460  SllPEF~VISION 
5462  ROYALTIES 
5470  MATERIALS 
5472  MAILING 
5  Ll R  0  E  Q U I P M  F  ~,1 T 
5490  INPUT 
5500  OVERHEAOS 
5504  SDI 
5530  GROUP  SOI 
S540  STAFF 
5550  SUPERVISION 
5552  ROYALTIES 
5560  MATERIALS 
5 56  2  ;  .. 1  A I L I~  .. !  G 
5 S 7 0  E Q lJ I P r  ..  ~ E  ;\] T 
5 5 R 0  I  ~J P  Ll T 
5590  0\/ERHFAOS 
5€104  GROUP  SOI 
5 6 2 o  A  L E  R  T I N  G  LJ n  u  R N  A  L 
5€130  STAFF 
5A/'r  SUPERVISION 
5642  ROYALTIES 
5 6 5 0  ~~AT  E  R  I A  L  S 
565?  MAILI~JG 
5660  EQUIPMENT 
5670  INPUT 
56RO  OVERHEAOS 
5694  ALERTING  '"JOURNAL 
5710  ABSTRACTS  JOURNAL 
5720  STAFF 
5730  SUPERVISION 
5732  ROYALTIES 
5740  MATERIALS 
SLJM  ONLINE  SFARCH(5350) 
THRU  OVFRHEAn8(5410) 
COPY  SDI  LA80UR(5040) 
COPY  SDI  SUPER(5120) 
COPY  ROYALTIES(1RRO) 
COPY  PAPFR ( 1 fl5tl) 
COPY  MAil  ING(1ROO) 
COPY  COMPUTER(1R40) 
COPY  SOT  O/R(3270) 
C  0 P Y  S D  I  ( 5 2 lH1  ) 
SUM  STAFF(5450) 
THRLI  OVFRHEAOS(5500) 
COPY  GROUP  LAROUR(5050) 
COPY  GROIIP  SLIPER(5130) 
COPY  ROYALTIES(215U) 
+  FiFPROnLJCTTON (2200) 
COPY  MAILING(2080) 
COPY  L.OMPUTER(?1?Cl) 
COPY  GROUP  SOI  D/R(3?80) 
COPY  GROUP(521Cl) 
SUM  STAFF(5540) 
THAll  OVERHEAOS(559Cl) 
COPY  ALERT  LALlOitR ( 5060) 
COPY  ALERT  SllPER(5140) 
L.OPY  ROYALTIES(?tl1R) 
+  REPRODUCTION(2550) 
+  RINDING(?570) 
COPY  MAILING(?610) 
COPY  COMPUTFR(?590) 
COPY  ALERTS  0/8(1290) 
COPY  ALERTR(5?2n) 
SUM  STAFF(5f:30) 
THR U  OVER HEADS ( 56EHl ) 
COPY  A8STS  LAROIIR (5C17Cl) 
L.OPY  ABSTRACTS  SUPER(5150) 
COPY  ROYALTIFS(3?1R) 
+  RFPRODUCTION(3150) 
+  RI~JDTNG (3170) 80 
LINE  ACTION 
5742  MAILING 
57  SO  EQUIPMENT 
5760  INPUT 
5770  OVERHEADS 
5774  ABSTRACTS  JOURNAL 
5800  M/R  SERVICES 
5801  STAFF 
5802  SUPERVISION 
5803  MATERIALS 
5804  MAILING 
5A05  El=lUIPMENT 
5806  INPUT 
5807  OVERHEADS 
5A09  M/R  SERVICES 
5811  PRO~.J  OUTPUT  COSTS 
5 A 1  2  P R  0  ~.J  0 lJ T  P  lJ T  C  0 S T S 
5820  PRO~.J  OUTPUT  COST 
5830  STAFF 
5A40  SUPERVISION 
5A42  ROYALTIES 
5A50  MATERIALS 
COPY  MAILI~JG(3190) 
COPY  COMPLITER(.3210) 
COPY  ABSTRACTS  0/8(3.300) 
COPY  ABSTRACTS(5230) 
SUM  STAFF(57?0) 
THRU  OVERHEAOS(5770) 
COPY  M/R  LABnUR(50AO) 
COPY  M/R  SLJPER(5160) 
ORIGINAL  TAPES(3222) 
X  ~REQUENCY(3224) 
X  NO  OF  COPIES(3226) 
X  TAPE  PLJRCHASE(3227) 
ORIGINAL  TAPFS(3222) 
X  FREQUFNCY(32?4) 
X  NO  OF  COPIES(3226) 
X  MAILI~JG ( 3225) 
RF.PRO  COST(3223) 
X  ORIGINAL  TAPES(322?) 
X  FRFQUE~JCY  ( 3224) 
X  NO  OF  COPIES(3226) 
COPY  M/R  S~F~\IICES  D/R(33Cl2) 
COPY  M/R(524Cl) 
S  ll ~1  STAFF ( 5 R  0 1 ) 
THRLJ  OVERHEAOS(5R07) 
======== 
+  RETRD  SE.l\RCH (5334) 
+ON  LINE  SEARCH(5414) 
+  SOI(55Cl4) 
+GROUP  SOI(5A04) 
+  A  L F R  T I 1\J G  J 0 U  R  ~J A  L ( 5 ti9!1 ) 
+  A  8 S  TRACTS  ~.l 0 U  R  1\! A  L ( 5 7 7 4 ) 
+  M/R  SERVICFS(5A09) 
+  P  R  0  ~.1  0  LJ T  P  LJ T  C  0 S  T  S (  t:; R  1 1 ) 
======== 
COPY  OIRECT  SALARIES(5000) 
COPY  SUPERVISORY  LAR(509Cl) 
+  ROYALTIES(5552) 
+  ROYALTIES(5642) 
+  ROYALTIES(5732) 
+  ROYALTTES(529?) 
+  ROYALTTES(5372) 
+  RDYALTIES(54€l?) 
+  ~1ATERIAI S (5470) 
+  MATFRIALS(5560) 
+  MATERIALS(5650) 
+  M.l\TERIALS (5740) 
+  ~~1 ATE R  I A  L  S  ( 5 R  0 3 ) 81 
LINE  ACTION 
----------------------- ~~--------------~--~--~----------------
5852  MAILING  +  MAILING(5302) 
+  ~1ATLINr,(53R2) 
+  MATLI~JG ( 5ll '7?) 
+  MAILI~JG (55el?) 
5 R  5 3  MAIL I N  G  +  M  A  J L  T  f\1 G ( 5 8 5? ) 
+  MAILING(5A52) 
+  ~~1 A  I LIN G  ( 57  4 2 ) 
+  MAILING(5R04) 
58  A 0  E  Q ll  I P ME NT  +  E  c:J ll  I P  ~1 E n  T ( 5 3 1 0 ) 
+  EQLIIPMENT(5390) 
+  EOLJIP~1Ef\IT (54RO) 
+  E  Q ll I P r  1  E  ~.! T ( 55 7 0 ) 
5 R  t> 1  E  Q  lJ I P  ~~ E  NT  +  E  R  ll I P M  F  r,J T ( 5 P A  0 ) 
+  E  C~ ll I P ME  ~.J T ( 5 A  A  0 ) 
+  F. 0 ll I P  ~ 1  E  1\1 T  ( 5 7 5 0 ) 
5R70  I 1\IP Ll T 
588()  OVERHFAOS 
5900  PRO'"J  OLJTPLJT 
elROD  DIRFr.T  STAFF 
AR70  GRAOF  C1 
6880  GRADE  C?. 
COSTS 
USE 
+  F. G)l I I P  ~1 E NT  ( 5 R 0 S ) 
r,opy  DATARASE  CnRTS(3230) 
COPY  OVERHEAOS(517n) 
======== 
SUM  STAFF(5830) 
THRLI  O\/ERHEADS(5RRO) 
COPY  GRADE  C1  EFFORT(~OSO) 
COPY  GRADE  C2  EFFORT(4090) 82 
APPENDIX  3 - INPUT  FORMS 
The  computer system automatically  generates  an input  form 
which  can be easily adapted  for  entering data  into the projection 
or history files. 
In  the  two  forms  reproduced on  the  following pages have been 
entered the  data  values  (and  appropriate  projection codes)  from 
which  were  generated the  summary  reports  shown  in Appendix 4. 
In  the  first system suggested,  the  data  base is created 
in-house and  the parameters  describing this are  taken  from  the 
input system proposed in the companion  report  (lines 1140,1200). 
The  output services offered are  : 
Sill  Fortnightly 
l 
Group  SDI  Fortnightly 
Alerting bulletin  Fortnightly 
In-house 
Abstracting journal  Monthly  ]  Magnetic  tapes  Monthly  Published 
The  second system proposed purchases its entire data  base in 
the  form of compatible magnetic tapes  and initially offers  two  output 
services 
On-line retrosearch  (on  entire data  base) 
SDI  (weekly) COLUMN  OIST. 
START  OATE 
REPORT  HEAO  1 
REPORT  HEAD  ?. 
CDLIJMN  TOTALS 
83 
PRO~JECTION  INPUT  nATA  FORM  (*OPTIONAL  ENTRIES) 
FROM  OEFINITinN  FILE  OEFOPAA 
0  PACl~JEr.T  I  .5*  (  F lAST. LAST  COLUMNS  )  ---
: *  1  3 
:..  ?  il~LZ'-
11  ASt-..lf1  ou~Pu-r  kor>~L->  SYr'f~ A 
-----~--------------.----------------~---
12  ~1\/E  YGAR.  PRD~EC"'T':t,oN 
----~-------------~-.----------~~---~----
:*  31  .5.  .s.  .5.  .5.  .5.  .5.0 
COLUMN  LABELS  1  : *  51  % 
------.------.------.------
: *  52 
------.------.------
C  0 L U  ~~ N  LA A  F. L H  ?.  : *  f> 1  % 
------.------.---~--.----~~ 
:*  A? 
---~--.------.------
MAN  YEAR  HOURS  104o  ~  /J(o  ---- -'------ ------ ------ ------ ---- '  .  '  .  . 
1 0  Ll  1 
-----..--.  , 
GRADE  A  1  oAn 1.  ~, 1 ,  ~ 6  ao>  ~.o 
---- -.~-----.------.------,------
10tl1 
---- -----~.-.---------------
GRADE  A  1 o  7 n 1·'1", I l  ~  li-00)  ('". o 
~--- -.------.----~-.------.------
1071 
'  '  GRADE  r.  1 0 A  0  I· f6)  I)  tf  J.dO)  f.  0 
-.------.----~-.------.-~----.----
1flA1 
•  • 
GAAOF.  0  10g 0  f.~, 11  f{"f6oo,<:o 
-.------.------.----~-.---~--
10g1 
'  '  GRADE  E  1 1 0 0  I·(, II  7 J.OO ) (: 0  ---- -.------.-~----.---~~-.---~--
11 n  1 
------,-.---------------
INPUT  PRFP  COST  11tl0  /\11f7ot( 1 4tfl't;21 (i6¥2] 62(o'l7 1WO?P4 
-,------.------.~--~~-.------.----
114 1 
~-----.-.--~------------
RF.COROS  INPUT  1?.00  ~. ~§~_  ~?~~)  3_~'!_)  l~.!~- ~-~  •  •  •  •  • 
1?.01 
------.-.----------~----
. 
•  I 
.  .  . 84 
OPEF1NL  PROFIL.ER  1750  3·1 > l{o)  3J.o 
-.-~----.--~---.~--~--.-----~.-~--
1751 
•  • 
PROFILES  AOnEn  17:;2  t,  0 1  {"o1 so, 110,1a 
-.~-----.------.------.------
1753 
•  • 
RUNS  PER  YEAR  17no 5';r1.6 
-,------.------.------.------
17n1 
•  • 
FORMUlATE  TM  1770  s-;  ()·~ 
-.------.------.-----~.----~-
1771 
•  • 
MAINTAIN  TM  1774  ~  ()·~  -!------.------.------.------. 
1775 
•  • 
COMPUTER 
17R 0  /·~-~-~-·f-_l.7_·_C?, ------. ------.  -. 
17H1 
•  • 
MAILING  17~0 S_  0 
---- -)------.------.------.------.----
17q1 
----~-.-.---------------
ITEMS  OUTPIIT  1A50  (  1.- ____  -?-~---.------.------.------
1R'11 
----~-,-.--------------~ 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
1R5?  ~j~--- ------ ------ ------ •  .  .  . 
1R53 
------.-.--~~-----------
PAGE  r.OST  1R54  {, 0 
-.------.------.------.--~---.----
1A55 
------.-.--~---------~~~ 
ROYALTY  PROFILE  1Rt10  ~0 
-.------.------.---~~-.------.----
1A61 
------.-.---------------
ROYALTY  ABSTRACT  1R7o (,o 
-.------.----~-.------.------.----
1871 
------.-.--~---~~------~ 
GROUP  PROFILES  ?. 010 1·1, /so  ~  ---- - ______ ) ______  ------ ------ ---- •  •  •  •  • 
?011 
---~--.-.--~-~---~------
NEW  PROFILES  2012 5; /0 
-.-----~.------.~-----.------.--~-
?013 
-~----.-.-----------~---
RUNS  PER  YEAR  20?0 r; 2.6 
-.------.------.------.------
?0?1 
------.-,---------------FORMULATE  TM 
r~~AINT  AIN  TM 
COMPUTER 
MAILING 
USERS 
ITEMS  OUTPUT 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
ROYAL.TY  PROFILE 
ROYALTY  ABSTRACT 
REPAD  COST 
EDIT  TM 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR 
ALERTS  PER  PAGf 
INDEX  PAGE  HATIO 
ITEMS  PER  YEAR 
EOITORIAL  PA(~fS 
85 
?.030  ~/-Q!~-.------.-------.------.---­
?031 
•  • 
2 o  3 2 5,..  0 . s"" 
---- -1------.------.------.------.----
2033 
•  • 
2o4o  /_:9'_,_~1.;_.o-l..Z._l2  _ _______________ _ 
•  •  •  •  • 
?.041 
•  • 
2050  {J 0 
-.----~-.-~--~-.------.----~-. 
?.051 
-~---- ~  -----~--~--~-~- •  •  ?Ot10  /  ll  ') )t~  -.------.------.------.------. 
?.Of->1 
-----~.~.-----~---------
2070  r  do 
J)  lJ  ~ 
-.------.----~-.------.------. 
?.071 
•  • 
?07?  /  f'?  'J  o<.. 
~.~-----.------.------.------. 
?073 
213[)  (: 0  .. 
_) ______  ------ ------ ------ •  •  •  • 
?131 
•  • 
?.140  c{  0 
-!------.------.------.------. 
2141 
•  • 
2 1 q o 1  ~  /J o .  02 , sr..o 
-.------.~----~.-~----.------. 
2191 
------.-.~----~-~---~~--
?41 o  /  I  o 
~) .  -.------ ------.------.----~-.----
24 11 
------ - -------~------- •  • 
?.4 30  <i 26 
-.~---~-.------.------.----~-.----
•  • 
~t1t10  /  .,  )  ) ~0 
-.------.-~----.----~-.------.-~--
•  • 
?.470  /  ()  ,  ., )  .  ~ 
-.-~----.------.------.---~~-.----
?4 71 
------.-.--------------~ 
?4~n  / 1Uooo)  2.7~db ,Zt:te21b 1!o5tta ,3~0~ 
-.------.------.-----~.~---~-.~---
------.-.---------------
?C:J(l?  s, l 
-.~-~~--.~-----.------.--~---.~---REPRODUCTION 
COPIES  PEA  ISSUE 
RINDING 
COMPUTER  COST 
MAILING. 
ROYALTIES 
EDIT  T~~ 
ISSUES  PER  YEAR 
ITEMS  PER  PAGE 
INDEX  PAGE  RATIO 
ITEMS  PEA  YF.Af-1 
EOITflRTAL  PAGES 
REPRODUCTION 
COPIES  PER  IfiSllE 
DINOTNG 
MAILING 
86 
?.530  l·fr,  I  O· OiJ~  tK.o  ---- - ~-~-- -----L  --~--- ------ ---- •  .  .  .  . 
?531 
•  • 
?.540 3-1,  }da) «ir"'~ 
---- -.------.------.---~--.------
?. 5  tl 1 
-~~- -~~--- - ------------~-- •  • 
256u  ;,~  1,  o.12  ~o 
---- - ------ _l____ ------ ------ ---- '  .  . 
?.5A1 
•  • 
?.5An  3·/  8'o > /Stf!) 
-.1-----,------,------,------,----
?581 
•  • 
2 6 0 0  I. ~  I > o . 1 ,,., 12., o 
-~-- -.-~----.-~---~.------.------
2nn1 
---~~~.-.---------------
?.n1P  (. 0  -'------ ------ ------ ------ ---- .  ,  ,  ' 
?.A19 
,  . 
301 n  c- '''  7J  t_rr 
-.------.----~-.------.------
3011 
------ - ---------~---~~  •  • 
1n3o  ~,I~ 
-.------.----~-.------.------
3031 
•  • 
306ll s, /() 
-~-- -.------.------,------.---~--
3UA1 
'  ' 
3070  (. 0-31  ---- _) ______  ------ ------ ------ ---- '  .  .  .  . 
3071 
3ogo  ~·I  >Jb(JOOJ 12ooo  -.------.------.------.------
3041 
------.-.---~~~------~--
3112 t;) 7 
---- -,------~------,------,------,----
3113 
--~- ------.-.----------~~---
~~~~ tt~{t~~-~~q  __  ------ ------ ---- .  .  .  '  . 
31 3 1 
----~-.-.-----------~---
3 14('  1·l,z("o  7'fo 
---- - -----L ------ ------ ------ ---- ,  .  .  .  . 
31Ll.1 
------.-.---------------
31 r)n  l•'f, I, O· 2{; 9,0  -.------.------.------.------.----
31f11 
------.-.---------------
3 1 A()  ,,~) I  I·Si:J  I t2. 0 
---- -.---1--.--~---.------.------.----COMPUTER 
ROY ALT IEfi 
ORIGTNAL  TAPFo 
REPRO  COST 
FREQUENCY 
NO  OF  COP IEf1 
T APF  PliRCHASF. 
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3200 s·t  .,,o  '~o  ---- -,J  ____ J,------,------,------.----
3?[J1 
'  , 
-.------.---~--.--~---.--~-~-
-----~ - ----~----~-----
3???  {, ~  •  '  _)______  ------ ------ ------ ---- '  ,  .  ,  , 
-~---- - --------------- '  , 
32 2 3  /.  tj')  I)  I.()) r. 0 
-.------.------.------.--~---.----
,  ' 
32?t!  r,  IJ..  -/------,------,------.------,----
------.~.~-----~-~------
3??  ~1  I 0' f  I  t:Y/  I :1  0  .,,  )  ·o~J  ~· 
-.------.------.----~-.-~--~-. 
----~- - --------------- '  , 
32 ?f~  l I  ~o  13o  -:2  ____ !,------,------,------. 
------ - --------------- •  • 
3??.7  ~  ~/_6  __  5_:  l!~_i·!> ------ ------ .  ,  ,  ,  . 
------ - --------------- ,  . 
SUPFRVISORS  GRAOEC  4110 
-;------.------.--~---.------. 
•  • 
suPERVISnRs  GRAnEo  4~~?11  ~  1 
-,L-----,------,------.------, 
4J?1 
------ - --------------- ,  , 
SUPERVISORS  GRAOFE  d330 
-;~-----.------.------.------.~---
CLFRKR  GRAOE  A  ------ - ------~----~-~-
4332  ~  3  , , 
- t_____  ------ ------ ------ ---- ,  ,  ,  .  . 
------ - --~---~--~----~  ,  . 
SPACE  PEA  PERSnN  tt 3 9 n !;  1 },.  0 
-.------,----~-.------.-----~ 
43~1  .  , 
HENTAL 
4 4 n  Cl  ~' ~!..!1.!~ ,_?:_ ::_ ------ ------ ,  .  .  ,  . 
4401 
,  . 
OVERHEAD  RATF.  45illl  s, ?5" 
~.------.----~-.---~--.------
4541 
------ - -----------~--- ,  It COLUMN  DIST. 
START  OATE 
REPORT  HEAD  1 
REPORT  HEAD  ?. 
COLlJ~N  TOTALS 
88 
P A  0 .. J  E C  T I 0 N  IN  P lJ T  0 AT A  F 0 A  M  ( *0  P T I 0 N  A  L  E  1\J TA IE  S ) 
FROM  OEFINITION  FILE  DEFOPAA 
0  ~~  ~  ~.1 E  r: T  _/_- 5:_- (  F  I AS T , LAST  C  0 L  U  M  N  R )  .  ' 
:* 
:* 
11  dJ~!E/_i>}Jf...~~-~f!.gi:J-_1  ~}"}!€~-~~--------- , : 
12  t:iv& y~  Mo~c--n oAf  -------------------- L-------------------
0  .  ' 
•  : *  31  .5.  .5,  .5,  .5.  .5.  .s.o 
COLUMN  LABELS  1  :*  51  % 
-----~.~-----.------.----~-.  ~ 
: *  52 
-~--~~.-----~.------. -
COLUMN  LABELS  ?.  :*  61  % 
~-----.-~~---.------.-~--~-. -
: *  n?. 
-~-~-- ~---~~  -~-~-- •  • 
MAN  YEAR  HOURS 
1040  ~_(j?j~~-.------ ------ ------.----
1041 
~--~~-.-,---~----~------
GRADE  A  1 o6o  l·t", I,  2  {,abl. (:  o 
-.--~---.~~  ---.---~--.--~---.----
1061 
------ - ~--~---~------- •  •  GRADE  8  1 07o  f.~,l  ?'f-oo' s': o 
- __  J___  ------ ------ ------ ---- •  •  •  •  • 
1071 
------.-.--~---~--------
GRADE  C  10AO  t.r, /1 tf2cJa, r. (!) 
-,----~-.------.------,-~----.----
10A1  .  .• 
GRADE  D  1090  l•rj 11 S'cr--(2, (: o 
-.--~--~.~---~-.-~----.------
1091 
------.-.--~---~-~------
GRADE  E  1100  f. rr~.--/1 7~&>  ~t:.  o 
-.------.---~--.------.--~---.---~ 
11 n 1 
nECOROS  PCHSO  1?10  I  .q--! \ J J6ooo ,1· o 
- ~- --~ ------ ------ -~---- ---- •  •  •  •  • 
1? 11 
------.-.---------------
RECORDS  STRPO  1??.o  ),o 
-.------.------.----~-.------.----
1?.?.1 
------.-.--------~--~---89 
PURCHASE  COST 
12AO  ~~j~~---~~~~~----,------.---- , 
1?ti1 
,  , 
STR IPP  Il\JC~  1300  (") 0 
-.-----~.------.----~-.~-----
~  :~ lJ 1 
------.-.--------------~ 
CONVERSION  1320  ~  0 
- ~----- ------ ------ ------ ---- ,  ,  .  .  , 
13?1 
------.-.----~----------
SEARCHES  1510 1·1  JtJO) ?oo  ---- -,J-----.------.------.------.----
15 11 
------.-.-------~~------
FORMULATIONS  1515  ~  0 
-.------.----~-.------.--~~--.~~--
151n 
~-----.-.--~~-------~---
FORtUit  ATE  TM  15?.0  s~ 0 
-.~-----.------.--~---.--~---. 
1521 
------.-.---------------
MAILING  15A o f.lf',l,· 0.  ?o  g--, o 
-.------.--2---.------.------.----
1561 
------.-.--------~------
OFF-LINE  PRINTS  1570 J./, 66, 23:? 
~--- -.~-----.-----~.-~-~--.~-----. 
1571 
---- ------.-.---~---~---~---
COMPUTER  COST  15 ~
0 /·fl",/  ~· o ) to. o 
---- - __  L___  ------ ------ ------ ---- •  ,  .  .  . 
1S91 
•  • 
ROYALTY  SEARCHES  1 n  1 o 3•/  I  o •  ~  o 
---- -:Jl_)  __ ,------.------,------.----
1611 
,  , 
ROYALTY  ABRTnACT  1 A?.O  /•'6, II o. Of"'¥  /0,0 
---- - ------ ___ t__ ------ ------ ---- .  .  .  .  , 
1n21 
------.-,---~-------~---
ITEMR  RETRIE\/EO  1630 
~-~-~- ------ ------ ------ ---- .  .  ,  . 
1631 
--~---.-.--~------------90 
TERMINALS  1f-~(J 
~  s  0 
- L----- ------ ------ ------ ---- ,  .  .  .  . 
1651 
•  • 
RENTAL  1660  f{",  0 
-.------.-----~.~~--~~.--~---
1tih1 
•  • 
LINE  RENTAL  1680  r~ o 
-.--~-~-.------,------.----~~ 
1 f.R 1 
------.-.----------~----
FILE  STORAGE  1600  l·ct'll,lls-,-/,.o 
-.-~----.----~-.---~--.---~~-
1691 
•  • 
STOAEO  0/A  SIZE  1700 3·J)q  12·S  -.---1--.------.------.------. 
1701 
•  • 
ACCESS  1710 }. 0•1? 
->----~- ------ ------ ------ ---- .  ,  .  .  . 
1711 
---~--.-.-~--------~----
OPEftNL  PROFILER  1750  :r. 1 ,  4:o,. ~s 
-,------.------.~-----.---~~-.----
1751 
PROFILES  AOnEn  17~?  --i-~-·q·q-~-~--------
- _).._.J __ ,  -~--.1.- ------ ------ ---- •  •  •  • 
1753 
•  • 
RUNS  PER  YEAR  1760 s.  5,...~ 
-'------ ------ ------ ------
•  •  •  t 
1761 
•  • 
FORMlll  ATE  TM  177o s';o-s" 
-.------.------.-----~.------
1771 
-----~.-.-~--~~--------~ 
M  A  I N  T  A  I N  T  ~~  1774  ~  0·~  _,  ______  ------ ------ ------ •  •  •  •  • 
1775 
•  • 
COMPUTER  17Ro  ,,fr r  2.()' y.o 
- ____  Lj ------ ------ ------ ,  .  .  . 
17A1 
~-----.-.---------~-~-~-
MAILING  1 7 9 o  1. ~  1  <' ·?t.'  go-: o 
-.----l-,--J---,------.------. 
17q1 
•  • 
ITEMS  OUTPIIT  1H50  t;,  ( O 
-.-~-~~-.------.---~--.~-----
1  f~!.) 1 
-~-~--.-.------~-------~ 
ITEMS  PEA  PAGE  1A5?.  ): (0 
- ~----- ------ ------ ------ •  •  •  • 
1R53 
------.-.------------~--PAGE  ~OST 
ROYALTY  PROFit  F 
ROYALTY  ABSTRACT 
91 
1R54  r, o 
-.------.------.------.------.--~-
1H55 
1R61 
------.-,---------~----- 1A7(l  /'..,...... 
)  )  '-""" 
~.------.------.--~---.------. 
1A71 
SUPFAVISORS  GRADEC  4310 
~.--~---.-----~.~-----.-~----.~-~-
4111 
-~----.-.---------~-----
SUPEAVISnRS  GRAOEO  43?.0 
-,------.~~----.~---~-.------
4321 
-~---- - -----------~~-- •  • 
SUPERVISORS  GRAOFE  4330  r'  I 
J) 
-.-----~.-~----,------.~~~-~-.~---
4331 
•  • 
CLFRKR  GAAOF.  A 
4332  ~)JL  ____  ------ ------ ------ ---- •  •  •  •  • 
4333 
SPACE  PER  PERSnN  t139(l  -----r.-.---------------
~  l~o 
-.----~-,~---~-.~-----.------
4391 
•  • 
RENTAL  4400  {'C(-"  {  /0  7rO 
_  __L_L_  ~---- ------ ------ ---- •  .  .  .  . 
4401 
----~- - ~~--------~---- •  • 
OVERHEAD  RATE  4540  r, 7 s,.-
-.L-----.------.------.------.----
4541 
-~---- - -----------~-~- •  • 92 
APPENDIX  4 - SUMMARY  REPORTS 
Available data in each of  the projection files is run in  turn against the 
model contained in the definition file and will yield summary reports of  all operational 
costs associated with output services.  Reports prepared from the data shown in 
Appendix 3 are reproduced on the following pages. 
The way in  which each line of  the reports has been calculated can be 
traced by reference to the ILLUSTRATE listing in Appendix 2.  For example, line 
3540, showing SDI costs, is seen to be the sum of  lines 1890 and 3270.  Line 1890 
(Direct costs) is the sum of  lines 1830, 1840, 1880 and 1800.  Line 1830 (Labour) 
calls for multiplication of  line 1810 (Profile effort) by line 1820 (Staff cost). 
Line 1820 is copied from line 1080, which calls for an input value for a Grade C 
staff  salary.  The value used for this parameter, in producing the report, is shown 
on the input form in Appendix 3.  The same process of  tracing back can be applied 
to any part of the reports which follow. 93 
ARLIB  OllPLIT  MODEL  SYSTEM  A 
FIVE  YEAR  PRO~IECTION 
FOR  THF  PERIOD  BEGINNING  JAN  1,  1976 
REPnRT  PR EPAR EO  '"IUL  27.  1976 
3320  OATABASE  COST 
3330  RECOROS  INPUT 
3350  RECOROS  IN  0/B 
3370  INPUT  PREP  COST 
3420  DATABASE  COSTS 
3460  OUTPUT  SERVICES 
3540  sni 
3550  PROFIL.FS 
3560  All NS /YEAR 
3580  GROUP  snr 
3590  GROUP  PROFILES 
3600  USERS/PROFILE 
3610  RLI NS /YEAR 
3630  ALERT  PLIRS 
3640  ITEMS /YEAR 
36SO  cnPTES /YEAR 
3670  ABSTRACT  PUR 
3680  ITEMS /YEAR 
3690  COPIES /YEAR 
3710  M  /RSERVICES 
3720  SUBS~RIRERS 
4000  STAFF  REQUIRED 
4080  GRAOE  C1  STAFF 
4120  GRADE  L.2  STAFF 
4300  DIRECT  STAFF 
1 
1976 
? 
1977 
3 
1978 
4 
1979 
5 
1980 
26000.0  27500.0  ?.9000.0  30500.0  32000.0 
?.AOOO.O  ?7500.0  29000.0.30500.0  32000.0 
*347015.0418423.051A923.0625097.0780304.0 
*347015.0418423.051A923.0A25097.07A030~.o 
?5315.4  29819.9  35594.3  41875.9  50009.0 
150.ll  192.5  235.0  ?.77.5  320.0 
26.0  26.0  26.0  ?6.0  26.0 
40112.4  39732.5  42047.1  45134.4  50109.9 
150.0  162.5  175.0  187.5  200.0 
9.0  q.o  9.0  9.0  9.0 
26.0  26.0  26.0  26.0  ?6.0 
*140565.9155633.9181600.5?12743.~255729.1 
26000.0  27500.0  29000.0  3  (J 5ll 0 • 0  32000.0 
13000.0  1fl950.0  16goo.o  18850.0  20800.0 
*269805.6400269.05~0321.3745077.59R4131.1 
2AOOO.O  275  (J 0 • 0  29000.0  30500.0  32000.0 
3000.0  4620.0  ()?.40.0  7860.0  94 8 0 • 0 
32521.3  41314.1  51837.5  63082.1  77173.6 
50.0  70.0  90.0  110.0  130.(1 
1 •  [I  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0 
1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0 
------- ------- ------- __ ...., _____  -------
?.  2  2  ?  ? 
4320  SUPERVISORS  GRAOEO  1  1  1  1  1 
4332  CLERKS  GRAOE  A  3  3  3  3  3 
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
4340  TOTAL  STAFF  A  6  A  6  6 
------- ------- ___  ..., ___ 
-------- -------
4370  OVERHEADS 
4380  TOTAL  STAFF  6  6  h  6  6 
4530  ALL  SALARIES  ?.2000  23100  24255  25468  267£'11 
4540  OVERHEAD  RATE  75  75  75  75  75 
4550  SALARY  OVERHEAD  16500  17325  181q1  19101  20056 
4560  ACCOMMODATION  gooo  9630  10304  110?5  11797  _  _.. _____  ______  ...,  -------- ------- ____  .._. __ 
4580  OVERHEADS  25500  2t1955  2R4q5  301?.(,  31R53 94 
PJ\GE  2 
1  ?.  3  tL  5 
1976  1977  1978  1979  198 0 
------- -------- ------- ------- -------
5250  PRD~.J  OUTPUT  r.osT 
5270  RETRO  SEARGH  __  ._. ____  --------- ------- -------- -------
5314  RETRO  SEARCH  0  0  n  0  0 
------- ----..---- ~-------- ___  .,.. ___  --------
5350  ONLINE  SEARGH 
--------- ------- ______ ....,_  ------- ---------
5414  ON  LINE  SEARCH  0  0  0  0  0 
------- -------- ------- ------- -------
5440  SOI 
5450  STAFF  2420.7  2943.2  3159.1  3338.7  3525.3 
5460  SUPERVISIOI\J  288.9  272.4  261 .2  253.8  24R.8 
5480  EOUTPMENT  7800.0  10710.7  13990.7  17677.3  21811.6 
5490  INPUT  17282.0  1R713.1  21114.9  23626.9  27535.6 
5500  OVERHEAOS  1269.9  1205.5  11 A4. 0  1138.7  1124.0 
------- __  ...,., ____  ------- -------- --------
5504  SOI  290l12  33P.tt5  396'?0  46015  54 2(1 5 
-------- ------- ------- ------....  -------
5530  GROUP  SOI 
5540  STAFF  2783.3  2321.1  2237.6  2232.4  2249.7 
5550  SUPERVISION  457.7  3A2.9  308.5  273.5  249.3 
5560  MATERIALS  4680.0  5475.f>  A36R.5  7369.3  R489.4 
5570  EC:lUIPMENT  7800.0  90Ll1.5  10418.A  11944.1  13632.2 
5580  INPUT  27383.5  24933.A  24942.R  25465.3  27591.? 
5590  OVERHFAOS  201?.2  1606.2  1375.0  1?27.3  11?6.3 
------- -------- -------- --------- __  ...., ___  .._ 
5604  GROUP  SOT  45117  43741  45651  t18S12  53338 
--.-.-~--
_..._. _____  ---------- -~----- ~------
5620  ALERTING  JOUR f.IAL 
5630  STAFF  2719.8  2502.7  2412.7  23R5.5  23?5.0 
5640  SUPERVISION  1603.9  142 1 • 5  1332.6  12R9.3  1272.2 
5650  MATERIALS  37895.0  49487 e(lr  63374.5  79903.6  99467.7 
5652  MAIL INC::  4550.0  5860.4  7419.R  9269.r,  11Ll55.2 
5660  EQUIPMENT  2080.0  2535.0  2990.0  3445.0  3900.0 
5670  INPUT  *  95960.1  97666.11077?7.1120032.2140807.9 
5680  DVERHEAOR  70S 1.  5  6291 • 7  593R.4  5784.9  57~  7.  9 
------.....  ____  ...., ___  ---------
_  ...... _____  ............ _____ 
5694  ALFRTING  lJOllR 1\IAL  151860  165765  191195  222109  265046 
------~-- ... ------ -.... -------- -------
,... ______ 
5710  ABSTRACTS  ~.JOURNAL 
5720  STAFF  7777.?  A7:i5 .5  9539.5  102B?.7  11004.9 
5730  SlJPFRVISinN  3078.5  3n55.9  4111.7  t1~15.3  I!R95.R 
5740  MATFRIAL.R  *  79274.913921~.R?1381~.1305t1R7.5~1l19~~.5 
5742  MAILING  4500.0  7761 .A  11741.?  165td 1,. 1  2?375.t! 
5750  E  Q  Ll I P  r.~ EN T  1320.0  1560.0  1fHlO.O  2040.0  2?El0.(J 
5760  INPUT  *1R4188 .125118l.933?3R7 .f:t1C103hl: .~'5t1.1H75 .9 
5770  OVERHFAOR  13534.8  16181.4  18322.8  20260.0  22120.0 
--------- -------- ------- ----...........  --------
5774  ABSTRACTS  "JOURNAL  293!173  428293  591719  779531  1021516 
---.... ---- -------
_..,.._._, ____ 
------~ ---------95 
P/\GE  3 
1  2  3  t1.  5 
197t1  1977  1972.  1979  1980 
5800  M/R  SERVICES 
5801  STAFF  d99.0  507.5  511.t1  514. 1  51A.3 
580;?  SUPERVISION  371. 1  377.3  380.4  382.3  383.9 
5803  MATERIALS  6900.0  1014:1.0  13€193.0  17572.7  21806.1 
5804  MAILING  2220.0  34R1.0  501?.6  6861.7  9082.3 
5R05  Er:JUIP~~ENT  1200.0  1764.0  2381.4  3056.1  3792.4 
5RD6  I 1\lPLlT  22201.3  2592t1.2  30750.5  35591 .6  42492.8 
5807  OVERHEADS  1t131 .4  1670.2  1t195.1  1715.3  1714 • 6 
------- ______ ..,.  ------- ------- --------
5809  ~~ /R  SERVICES  35023  43869  54425  65694  79808 
=======  =======  =======  =======  ==:;::==== 
5812  PRO,.J  OliTPLJT  COSTS  554735  715513  922679  1161880  14739S3 
=======  =======  =======  ------- =======  -------
5820  PAOLI  OUTPUT  COST 
5830  STAFF  16200  17010  178no  18753  19691 
5840  SUPERVISION  5800  e;oqo  6394  6714  7050 
5842  ROYAL TIER  0  0  0  n  0 
5H50  ~.1ATER IALS  128750  2043?1  2972~};?  410333  5tl672R 
5853  MAILING  11270  17103  24 17Ll  32695  42913 
5861  EQUIPMENT  20200  25611  31581  38163  45416 
5870  INPUT  347015  418423  5169?3  A250q7  7R0304 
5880  OVERHEADS  25500  26955  28495  30126  31RS3 
=======  =======  =======  =====~=  ======= 
5900  PRO.J  OUTPUT  r:osTs  554735  715513  922679  1161880  1473953 
6800  DIREC':T  STAFF  LIS F. 
6870  GRADE  C1  0 • 1  0.2  0.2  0.2  0.2 
6880  GRAOE  C2  0. 1  0 • 1  0 • 1  0. 1  0 • 1 96 
ASLIR  OUTPUT  MOOFLSYSTEM  B 
FIVE  YEAR  PRO,.JECTION 
FOR  THE  PFRIOn  AEGINNING  JAN  1 '  1976 
RFPORT  PRF.PAREO  .. JUL  27'  1976 
1  ?.  3  4  5 
1976  1977  197R  1979  1980 
3320  DATABASE  COST 
3340  RECOROS  liSEn  36000.0  37080.0  38192.4  39338.1  40518.? 
3350  RECOROS  IN  D/A  36000.0  37080.0  38192.4  39338.1  40518.2 
3360  PURCHASE  COST  2000.0  ?.200.0  24?.0.0  266?..0  2928.2 
-------- ---... --- -------- ___ ... _____  ---------
3420  DATABASE  COSTS  2000.0  2200.0  2420.(1  2662.0  2928.2 
............. -......  ------- -------- -------..  ---------
3460  OUTPUT  SERVIr.ES 
3510  ONLINE  RETRO  1446.9  1935.9  2453.0  3013.9  3h111.1 
3520  SEARCHER  200.0  325.0  450.0  575.0  700.0 
3540  SOI  6667.6  A746.5  11123.1  13A26.8  16892.3 
3550  PROFILES  40.0  51 • 3  62.5  73.8  A5.0 
3560  R  llNS /YFAR  52.0  5?.0  52.0  52.0  52.0 
4000  STAFF  REQUIRED 
40AO  GAAOE  (';1  STAFF  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0  1 • 0 
-------...  --~----- _____ ..,._ 
--~---- -------
4300  DIRECT  STAFF  1  1  1  1  1 
4330  SUPERVISORS  GRAOEE  1  1  1  1  1 
4332  CLFRKR  GRAOE  A  1  1  1  1  1 
~  .... ------ ------- ------- -----.-.--- -------
4340  TOTAL  STAFF  3  3  3  3  3 
--------- -------...  ------- -------
______ ..__  .... 
4370  OVERHEADS 
43RO  TOTAL  STAFF  3  3  3  3  3 
4530  ALL  SALARIES  14000  14700  15435  16207  17017 
4540  DVERHF.AO  RATE  75  75  75  75  75 
4550  SALARY  OVERHEAD  10500  11025  11576  12155  12763 
4560  ACCOMMOOATION  4500  4815  5152  5513  5899 
------- -------- ....... -... --- _____ ...,_  -------
4580  OVERHEADS  15000  15840  1672R  17668  1A661 
------- --------
_..., ___ ,...._  ------- --------
5250  PROJ  OUTPUT  r.osT 
5270  RETAD  SEARCH  --.-.--.. -
______ ... _ ------- ------- ----..---
5334  RET AD  SEARr.H  0  0  0  0  0  _____ .... ___ 
----~  .... -- ___  .... __ .._  ------- ----.-....... 
5350  ONLTNE  SF:ARCH 
5360  STAFF  463.6  494.7  517.9  53A.7  559.5 
5370  SUPERVISION  1283.8  1370.0  1434.3  1491 • 7  1549.4 97 
P 1\,SE  ? 
1  ?  ~ 
~- ·-
197A  '1'::77  1  c~:::  ·1C70  .•  ~i p  ~-
S37~  ROY AI  TIFS  AP6 .c  1136.R  1  h 1 5 • ti  ?13?. 0  ?70G.t'. 
538?  ~·1A IL I f\lG  33.0  5R.?  R7.2  120.5  158.5 
5390  E  r.l LJ I P  ~.1 EN T  1971.?  .3202.?  4A6R.'?  A406 .P.  P.J\55.6 
5400  INPUT  35f>.A  39R.7  437.3  476.4  51R.t! 
5410  0\IERHF.AOS  2674.6  2870.f,  3(122.5  31A2.0  3303.9 
------- ____ ..,_  ....  ------- ------- -------
5414  ON  LINE  SEARCH  746g  g531  117R4  14329  172£16 
------- ------- ------- -------
___ ....... ____ 
5440  SOI 
5450  STAFF  6336.4  AA45.3  6q7g.1  7333.2  7705.9 
5460  SLIPF.R\/ISION  5g16.2  n189.9  6503.7  nRtt3.?  7?(1?.? 
54n2  ROYALTIFS  ACl.ll  R3.0  109 • .3  139.4  173.1:) 
5472  Ml\I  LIN(~  72R.o  1007.t1  132n.R  1bqo.R  ?10.1.7 
5480  ElllJIP~1ENT  4160.0  575A.4  75R 1 .f.  9662.0  1?0?.A.7 
5C~90  I r~lPLIT  1  b4 3.  4  1801.3  1982.7  ?1R5.6  ?409.P. 
5500  0\IERHEAOS  12325.Ll  1?969.t1,  1.3705.7  1Ll505.7  153S7.S 
------- ------- ______  ...,..  ------- -------
5504  SOI  31169  .3445~~  3R1P9  42360  46?RO 
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
5530  GROUP  snr 
------- ------- ------- ------- -------
5604  GRClliP  SDI  0  0  [\  0  0 
------- -------
....,. ______  _.,.. _____  -------
5620  ALEnTING  ,J Clll R  1\J A  L 
------- -------- ------- -------- _____ .,.._ 
5h94  ALERT I ~·.J G  .. JOUR I\IAL  0  0  0  0  0  _____ .,.._  ------- ------- ------- -------
5710  ARSTRACTS  .JOURNAL  ___  .,.. ____  ------- ------- -------- -------
5774  ARSTRACTS  .JOURNAL  0  [)  0  0  0 
------- ------- ------- ____  ...., __  -------
5800  M/R  SERVICES 
------- ------- ------- _____ ...,_  -------
5809  H /R  SER\/ICER  ()  0  [)  0  0 
=======  =======  =======  =======  ======= 
5812  PRO .. J  DLJTPUT  L.OSTS  3RA3R  4 .19RLt  49973  5A6R9  A42?A 
=======  ===:;;:.===  =======  =======  ======.= 
5R20  PRO .. J  OUTPUT  r.nsr 
5830  STAFF  AROO  71.10  7497  787?.  P?6~ 
5840  SllPEFI\/ISinN  7200  75AO  7918  R335  P7~? 
5R42  ROYALTIES  7t16  12?0  1725  2272  ?R74 
5850  MATt-~RTAL.S  0  0  0  0  0 
5853  MAILING  761  1 0 A6  1414  1 A  11  ?2n3 
5R61  EQUIPMEI\IT  6131  Rq59  1?250  160b9  20LIR? 
5R70  INPLIT  2000  2200  2420  2b62  29/R 
5RRO  0\IERHEAOS  15000  15Rt\.O  1A7?F1  17t1AR  1R6A1 
=======  ===-=====  =======  =======  ======== 
5900  PRO.I  OIITPUT  L.OST~  1R63R  lllgRt1  1!997l  566R9  f11l ??A 98 
APPENDIX  5 - USE  OF  THE  WHAT-IF  FEATURE 
The  WHAT-IF  command  makes it possibls to exarndne  the effect 
of changes in input data  values, or in the overall cost structure. 
In  the examples which follow,  the sequence of prompts  from  the 
computer system and the replies given are reproduced.  The  user 
can  call  for a  complete revised summary  report, or a  print-out 
of specified lines  (  which is cheaper  ) ..  The  changes investigated 
relate to the  two  reports  shown  in Appendix 4. 
SYSTEM  A 
1.  WHAT-IF  the SDI  service  (lines 1750-1870) 
were abandoned.  Here  we  have requested to see 
the effect on  the summary of overall costs 
(lines  5820-5900). 
C  0 r  .H~.~ AN D ?  W  HAT -I  F 
WHAT -IF  DEFT  01 IT  I  0 ~J  F I  L F ?  A l  .. T /\ 
REPORT  INFJ.LE .,OUTFILF?  OLITPRI~JA  .\~IHOPI'. 
WHOP A  00Ef1  fJOT  EX Ib  T  RUT  IS  nOV'  f-l t  T  ~J G  CR FA TFO 
HEPORT  FTL[  WHOPA  GOMPLt-:TFn 
C  0 L ll  ~··H·l S ?  ALL 
TflTAL.  C":Ol.liM!'i-?  NO 
L T  1\1  C" b ?  R  .fl. N 
FIRST rLAST  LTI·JFS*?  5R~o.sgoo 
SET  PAPER.RF.TlJRN ••• 
AS L T R  G  lJ P tl T  1·.1 0 [) E L  5 Y S T E  ~ ~  !\ 
F I \1 F.  y F. A  R  p R  0 Ll FL. T I [1  ~·J 
F 0 R  T 11 F  P E  F; I 0 [)  0 F G  I N  ~-J I  ~  J G  J A  f\1  1 •  1  q 7 f: 
FiEPORT  PREP /\REO  JUL.  ?7.  1976 
5820  PRO~.I  OUTPUT  GOST 
5H30  STAFF  1o?OO  17010 
5840  SUPER  \1 IS  IO~.J  5ROO  6090 
5842  ROYALTIES  0  0 
5850  1v1AT ER IAI.S  12~75[)  ?.Ut~:-3?1 
5R51  r  .. 1AILJNG  11270  1-;1n3 
:,R61  E[JU IP  MENT  1  2  {~ (l ()  '1  tl  <_1  (l u 
5870  I  ~IP lJT  3(] ? 0 1  c:J  41HI1?3 
5fl80  DVERHFAOS  ;:?5500  ?Aq55 
J 
197H 
17RAr: 
A39t1 
rJ 
??7?:)? 
?ll1?fJ 
17~YfJ 
5169?3 
2t~4 q:i 
tl~ 
1979 
187~3 
A71Ll 
0 
(\10333 
3?.f1q5 
?U4P.~i 
h?~f.l<?7 
301?6 
19fHl 
19A 0 1 
7[)5fl 
0 
~IJ () 7? R 
!J?Q13 
2  ~if. r  :~ 
7FHJJ flt1 
~i 1  p, 53 
===-====  =======  =======  =======  ===-==== 
5900  p R  (l ,J  OUTPUT  COSTS  ~)4n9'3 5  7U4RO.?  9()P,(,F;9  11tlf.1203  1t!521(12 99 
2.  WHAT-IF  print-size were reduced in the alerting 
and abstracting journals  (lines  2460  and  3060) 
allowing more  items to be printed on  each page. 
Here  we  wish to know  the effect on overall 
projected costs  (line  5900). 
COMMAND?  WHAT-IF 
~HAT-TF OEFINITION  FILE?  (T) 
REP 0 R  T  I  ~-1 F I L F ., 0 L1 T F I L F.?  Clll T P R I  ~·I A  ., V' H  0 P R 
\'1 H  UP R  [) 0 E  S  f\1 0 T  F X I S T  FH I T  I S  ~.J 0 W  J E I  ~ J G  C  R  E AT E  [) 
LINE?  ?.tlnO 
TYPE .,FIRE1T •  LAST  r.OLLI~MJ?  REP ,1 .,5 
E NT E  R  D  AT A {  5  I T E  r.~ S ) 
?  %  ~2.4?,42,42,42 
LI~JE?  30n0 
TYPE , F I  FH1 T .,  LAST  C  0 L Ll  ~ H·l ?  r1 E P , 1 , 5 
ENTER  OATA(  5  ITEMS) 
?  %  13,11,13,13,13 
LINE?  0 
REPORT  FILE  IJ.II~OP~  C0~·1PLETEO 
C  0 L U  M  f\1 S ?  A  l.  L 
TOTAL  en LLJr.1NS?  N 0 
LINES?  SEL 
LINES:  AFTER  LAST  n* 
?  Cfo  5900,0 
SET  PAPER,RETLIRN ••• 
A  F1 L I  R  Cll l P  lJ T  t. ~ Cl Ll E L  S Y S T EM  A 
FIVE  YEAR  PRO .. IECTICHJ 
FOR  THE  PERIOO  BEGJ~.J~JI~lC  .. JAN  1.  1976 
Fl E  P 0 R  T  P R  [ P A  R  ED  .. J U  L  ?. 7 •  1  9 7 6 
5 9 0 0  P R  0  ~l  () ll T P ll T  C 0 ~1 T fi 
1 
197b 
? 
1977 
3 
1978 
4 
1979 100 
3.  WHAT-IF  the number of items appearing-in  the 
abstracts journal  were substantially decreased due 
to a  change in coverage  {line  3090).  Here  we  wish  to 
see the detailed effects on  costs  for  this service 
{lines  5710-5774)  as well  as on  overall costs. 
COM~1ANO?  WHAT-IF 
WHAT-IF  DEFINITION  FILE?  (T) 
R E  P 0 AT  I  1\J F I I  F.  • 0 II T FILE ?  0 U  T P R I  ~J A • W  H  0 P C 
VJHOPC  [)DES  i'JOT  EXIST  RUT  IS  NOW  REING  CREATE[) 
LINE?  30go 
TYPE.FIRST.  LAST  COLUM~!? 7.1.5 
PERCENT  AOOFO?  -17.0 
LINE?  0 
REPORT  FILE  WHOPC  COMPL~TF.D 
COLLJ:4NS?  ALL 
TOTAL  COLLI ~~~JS?  NO 
L I  N  E S ?  ~,~ R  AN 
FIRST~LAST LINES;  AFTER  LAST  0.0 
?  %  571D.577A.5900.67gn.n.o 
SET  PAPER.RETURN ••• 
1\SLIR  OUPLIT  r,10nF.L  EiYSTE~1  A 
F I  \1 F  Y FAR  P R  n .. J  E C  T I 0 ~.l 
F 0 R  T H  F  P F. n  I 0 [)  R  F. G  I  ~J N  I N  G  J A  ~  J  1 •  1  Sf 7 6 
5710 
R  E  P 0 R T  P R  E  P  1\ R  F  [)  .. J  lJ L  ?. 7 •  1  ~  7 6 
AEH1TRACTt1  .. JOURNAL 
1 
1'17A 
?. 
1977 
3 
197H 
(\ 
1979 
5 
1980 
5720 
5730 
5740 
5742 
5750 
5760 
STAFF 
SLIPFRVISION 
~~AT  ER II\  I  tl 
MAILING 
EClUIPMF.NT 
II\JPUT 
74S5.A  R402.7  9200.tl  9937~R  10653.? 
?.A39.d  3408.~  3R59.r,  4258.8  46,~.3 
*  66?46.91162g6.717RSA2.0255047.734R030.R 
4SOO.O  77~1.f,  117~1.2  1~564.1  2237S.4 
1320.0  1560 .n  1P,OU .0  2040.0  2280.0 
*16gR81.9?141R1.~31200R.3396~99.~512935.R 
5770  OVERHEADS  12~R3.6  150R~.1  17199.~  19109.0  2093R.F 
5774  ABSTRACTS  .. JOURNAL  ?6~727  3RA697  534371  703457  9?18~P 
5900  PRn  .. J  OUTPUT  COSTS 101 
SYSTEM  B 
1,  WHAT-IF  advanced  technology permitted a  substantial 
reduction in storage costs  to be made  (line 1690). 
Here  we  wish  to see the effects upon  the cost of the 
on-line retro search service and again  upon  overall 
costs. 
COMMANO?  WHAT-IF 
\'1 H  A  T -I  F  [) E F I N  I T T 0 ~I  F I L  F. ?  ( T ) 
R  F P n R  T  I  f\J F I  L. ;::-::  • Clll T F I  L. E ?  0 L1 T  P  R IN C • W  H  0 P 0 
VJHOP D  noES  ~JOT  EXIST  GUT  IS  NOW  n  EI  ~~JG  CFl F ,l\ TEO 
LINF?  1ngo 
TYPE .FIRST,  LAST  COLLIW\J?  7.1 .5 
PERCF.f\IT  ADDED?  -20 
LINF?  n 
REPORT  FILF  VJHnPn  r:nMPLF.TEO 
COLUf1~.J8?  ALL 
T 0 T A L  C: 0 L Ll  r. 11\1 S ?  f\J ll 
Lit\JES?  MRAN 
FIRST~  L.L\ST  LINES:  AFTER  LAST  0 • 0 
?  r.;o  5350.541A.5900.t-J7qo.o.o 
SET  PAPEH.RFTLIRN ••• 
ARI  IR  OUTPUT  ~.·10nELSYRTF~1  R 
F I \1 E  Y EAR  P R 0 .. 1  E C  T I 0 N 
F 0 R  T H  F  P E R  I 0 D  [l  F. G  IN  ~J I  ~I r,  .J A  ~.I  1 •  1 9 7 () 
5j50 
S360 
5370 
5372 
53R2 
5390 
5400 
5410 
5414 
5900 
FiFPORT  PREPI\RF.n  .JLIL  27.  1G7A 
ONLir~E SEARCH 
STAFF 
r; liP  [~P \!Jfl TUN 
ROYALTIFS 
MA J L.I~~lG 
EClLIIP~·1r-NT 
I 1\IP Ll T 
OVERHEADS 
or·!  LINE  SEARCH 
PRO.I  OUTPUT  COSTS 
1 
197f1 
tl17.3 
1?.11.1 
ARA.O 
33.(1 
1P.97.0 
33fi.4 
25?.3.1 
-------
712tl 
-------
3R5fll1 
2 
1977 
{lr 7  f1  •  {--, 
1  =~ 1  ':1  • 7 
113A.R 
58.? 
3133.7 
3RLl.O 
?7f1t;.1 
-------
9?74 
-------
Lr391tl 
3 
197R 
504.7 
1397.h 
1r,1s.r. 
R7.2 
4606.3 
426.1 
29l'5.? 
--------
11583 
-------
!1.9910 
'J ') r_.  ...., 
- '  r' •  I 
1l.1 ht1  • 1 
?132.9 
12(1.5 
A350.0 
467.A 
3103.(-; 
-------
1~1r,7 
-------
5fh3? 
5 
19RO 
551.9 
15?P..3 
?700.ll 
15R.5 
84Ull.3 
511.£1 
3258.9  __  .,.. _____ 
1711t! 
---------
Atl17CJ 102 
2.  WHAT-IF  the number of searches made  each  year 
were increased by  34  per cent  (line 1510).  In 
this case we  wish  to see the eLfect upon  staff 
requirement  (lines  4000  to 4120)  and overall 
costs  (line 5900). 
COMMAND?  WHAT-IF 
WHAT-IF  DEFINITION  FILE?  (T) 
REPORT  INFILE,OUTFTLF="?  OUTPRINC,WHOPE 
WHOPE  DOES  NOT  EXIST  flllT  IS  NOW  REING  CRF/\TEO 
LINE?  1510 
T  Y  P E • FIRST - LAST  G  0 L  II  r~~ 1\1 ?  7 , 1 , 5 
PERCENT  AOOEO?  34.0 
LINE?  0 
REPORT  FILE  WHOPE  COMPLETE[) 
COLlH~NS?  ALL 
TOTAL  COLUMNS?  NO 
LINES?  MRAN 
FIAST,I AST  LINES;  AFTER  LAST  0,0 
?  %  4000,4120,5900,67qo,o,o 
SET  PAPER.RETURN ••• 
AS LIB  OUTPUT  MOOELSYSTEM 
FIVE  YEAR  PRO~.IECT  ION 
FOR  THE  PER Inn  RFGif'..INING  ~.JAN 
REPORT  PREPAREO  ... J  lJ I  27 •  1976 
1  2 
1976  1977 
4000  STAFF  AEhllJIREO 
40AO  GRAOE  C1  STAFF  1.0  1 • 0 
5900  PRO~.I  OUTPUT  COSTS  39415  4 5 Jtl 3 
8 
1 •  1976 
3 
1978 
1 • 0 
520(13 
4 
1979 
1 • 0 
59tl96 
c;  -
1980 
1 • 0 
6793? 103 
APPENDIX  6 - SENSITIVITY  TESTS 
The  impact  upon  projected costs  of alterations to model 
parameters can be clearly show.n  by WHAT-IF  reports.  But where  the 
recalculated data lines are large in number or where  a  minimum  change 
must result before a  value is printed a  sensitivity analysis can be 
performed.  In  the examples  which  follow the results of the WHAT-IF 
changes in Appendix 5  have been compared with the originally projected 
figures  shown  in Appendix 4.  Differences are shown  here as perc.entages. 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  1  ON  SYSTEM  A 
COMMAf\ln?  SEI\JSIVITY 
CnMPARATIVE  REPORT  FILER(?.)?  OLITPRINA.WHOPA 
DIFFERENCF  OR  PER~ENTAGE? PERCENT 
M  I N  I M  Ll  r~~  P E  R  C  E  f\J T  P R I !\I T  LEV E  L ?  1 • 0 
COLlH~NS?  ALL 
TOTAL  COLIIMNS?  NO 
LINES?  RAN 
FIRST.LAST  LINER*?  5A?0.5900 
SET  PAPFR.RETLIRN ••• 
ASLIR  OUPUT  MOnEL  SYSTEM  A 
SENSITTVITY--PERCENTAGE 
FOR  THE  PERTOn  BEGINf\JING  ~.JAN  1. 1976 
REPORT  PREPAREO  ~JUL  ?7 t  1976 
1 • [l 
1976 
2.0 
1977 
3.0 
1978 
4.0 
1979 
5.0 
1980 
5A20  PROJ  OUTPUT  COST 
5A4?  ROYALTIES 
5861  EQUIPMENT 
590fl  PRll,l  OIITPUT  COSTS 
NOTE:  **  INDICATES 
** 
-38.61 
======= 
-1 • 4 1 
OIVISTON 
** 
-1!1 .R?. 
======= 
-1 .50 
t=lY  ZERO 
**"  **  ** 
-44.]0  -t16.  =~2  -t1 P.  n  3 
=======  =======  ===== == 
-1 .5?  -1 .s~  -1 • tl p 104 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  2  ON  SYSTEM  A 
COMMAND?  SENSITIVITY 
C  0 r,.1 P A  A  AT IV  E  A  EP OR T  FILER (  ?.  ) ?  0 ll T  P R  IN A  •  W  H  0 P  8 
DIFFFRFNCE  OR  PERCENTAGE?  PERCENT 
i~1I NI HU i·1  PFJ1CENT  PR I~JT  LEVEL?  4. 0 
COLU~1NS?  ALL 
TOTAL  COLlP·1i'JS?  NO 
LINER?  SEL 
LINES:  AFTER  LAST  0* 
?  %  5900,0 
SET  PAPER,nETLIRN ••• 
ASLIR  OLIPLJT  HOOEL  SYSTE~  .. 1  A 
S ENSJTIVITY --PER  C[~l  T  1\G E 
FoR  T  H  r  P E  n I on  fl r G  r N  ~  .. J r !\I G  LJ !\  ~  J  1 • 1  ? 7 6 
REPORT  PREPARED  ,JUL.  ?7, 1976 
5900  PROJ  OUTPUT  COSTS 
1 • r. 
197€1 
-4.93 
?.0 
1'?77 
-6.  1?. 
3.  [! 
1  ~7f~ 
4.0 
1979 
-7.67 
5.0 
19Pr. 
-P • 1  Cl 105 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  3  ON  SYSTEM  A. 
C  0  r.~ ~~~A N  D ?  S ENS IT  I  V I  T Y 
cnr~P  AR ATI\/E  REP onT  F IL.ES (?.)?  Oll TPR INA.  WHOPC 
DIFFERENCF  OR  PER~ENTAGF? PERCENT 
MINir··1Un·1  f-'F.riCl.NT  PPT~·'T  LJ:"\/1="1_?  7.5 
C  CJ L U r  .,  r~ S ?  A  L L 
TOTAL  CClLUMNS?  NO 
L I N  E S ?  ~~1 R A  1\J 
FTRST~LAST LINES:  AFTER  LAST  o.o 
?  %  571D.577A.5900.67qo.o.o 
SET  PAPFJl.RETURN ••• 
ASLIR  OLJPUT  MODEL  SYSTEH  !\ 
S EN f1 IT  I \1 IT  Y - -P  E  F1 C  F.  ~  J T A  G  E 
FOR  THF.  P  F.R I 0[)  ~[  GI  f,li\J I rJ G  '-J.t\~1  1 • 197h 
571(] 
5730 
573?. 
5740 
5760 
5770 
577t~ 
RF.PORT  PF~EP/\PED  LJLIL  ?.7 ,.1976 
AE1STRAL:TS  '"J 0 llR NAL. 
SLJPERVISTON 
ROYALTIES 
MATEF~IALS 
I  r~p liT 
OVERHEADS 
ABSTF1ACTS  '-J 0 ll  R  ~  .. !  A L 
r.JoT~:  **  Ir--JDICATES 
1 • (! 
197h 
-7.77 
** 
-16.43 
-7.77 
-7.77 
-9.86 
DIVIS  IO~J 
?.0 
1977 
** 
-16.tt6 
-CJ.71 
RY  ZFP.O 
J.n 
1978 
** 
-1t:l.t~? 
-9.69 
£1.'0 
1979 
** 
-1t1.51 
-9.76 
5.0 
19AO 
** 
-16.53 
-9.76 106 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  1  ON  SYSTEM  B 
C  0:  ·1  \~  f-~, N  [1 ?  E3 F  f.J SIT  I \1 IT  Y 
C  0 f·.·l PAR AT I \1 F.  R  E  P 0 R  T  F I L f-: S ( ? ) ?  CH J T P R I  ~  J r, , W  H  Cl P n 
0 I F F [ R  F. N  C  E  C  lFl  P E  f1 r; f. r.JT i\  ~  t=:  ?  n  IFF  E R F  ~  .. J r: E 
r,_ i I  ~·1 I  r1 U  :· 1  f  l I F F f R  [  ~  1  C E  f) R I  ~ J T  l E  \1 E L ?  1 CJCl 
COLLH~NS?  ALL 
TOT 1\L  i_-;(JL.lJ:.'i:\IS?  ~·-10 
L I l\J E  (1  ?  I. 1  R  A  n 
FIRST • l  AS T  L I  ~J E 8  ;  /\ F T  ~~  F~  L  1\ S T  n  •  [: 
?  c,.a  5 3 t, u • s  4 1 n •  5 q o  n •  6 7 o n • c •  c: 
SET  P  !"~ P t  F1  • fl F T ll  FPJ ••• 
ASI  T~=J  OUTPUT  rHlnELSY~~TF::l  l1 
S E  f·J  ~-)IT I \1 IT  Y --n  IFF  [ R  F:  ~! C  E 
rOFi  THF  P[hJ:rl[)  ~FC:;If.Jr·ii~Jr~  ~JA~J  1 ,197A 
r  ~ F P fl R  T  P f  H-Y An F [  1  ,_! t l L  ? 7 , 1  9 7 A 
5 3 5 0  Cl  ~ .Jl. I 1\ J E  E1  F. A  R  r; f : 
54 1 fl  Cl V E  Fn -IF AD~> 
541tl  tlfJ  LiilE  SE/\Rl:H 
1 • n 
1C}7A 
-151.5  -1(15.5 
-3t~d  -?  ~~7 
~.r 
1G7F\ 
-?fl1 
tl • 0 
1979 
-161 
5 .n 
1  q~  (J 107 
SENSITIVITY  REPORT  FOR  WHAT-IF  EXAMPLE  2  ON  SYSTEM  B 
C  Cl  1·.1 :·.,;A  ~.J J '"i  S F N  S IT I \1 I T  Y 
C  U  r-.1 PAR 1\ T I \1 [  rn: P 0 R  T  F I L  F.~) (? ) ?  0 tJ T P R  I~·! C , ~~, H  n  P F 
DI  F F E-J1 r.=:r.ICE  on  P F.R CF  ~·JT AC~E?  P[R  CF NT A G  F. 
:' .1I f\j I:  1  U  H  ? f: R  C~  E-~  ~.; T  P R I  1\1 T  L E  \i E  L ?  5 • 0 
CULU :'}I.JS?  '\LL 
LI~,JE~1?  HFiA~·J 
F I Fi S T ,. L  1\ ~iT  L I  ~J E S :  A  F T ~  R  L f\ S T  r,  • [1 
?  %  tltlrJo,rr1?0,~)900,n7gn.c.n 
SET  Pf\PFR ,nETLJRN ••• 
-
ASI  IH  OUTPUT  rHlOFI  SYSTE~.1  ~; 
S F~·lS IT IV ITY --P  EH CF ~!T !\SF 
FOR  THF.  PF-~F~Jnn  C1t.GI~!~~JI~lC  ~J/\~J  1.,1976 
f  ~ F P 0 H T  P  F-l  F-: fJ f!Ji En  ci L1 L  ? 7 • 1 o?  A 
40Dfl  STAFF  HEC-llJIRF.[l 
4~2(1  C~RAO[  C2  ST/\FF 
5 9 0 fl  p R  (1  LJ  CJLJ T  p ll T  c  0 s  T s 
1 • [) 
197A 
.?  • () 
1Cf77 
** 
~ J n  T  t~ :  .,~ *  I N  0 I r. f\ T  F~ 2:  D  I \1 T  R J 0  ~.)  8 Y  ?. F r. n 
3.  {;  4.n 
1 q  7~1 
** 
~). n 
1ShC 
5.?7 108 
APPENDIX 7  - SPECIFICATION  FOR  EXPERIMENT  TO  TEST  THE  OUTPUT 
MODEL DEVELOPED  IN  EFAG  PROJECT 3 
A.  Objectives 
To  evaluate the predictive cost model  for the output activities of 
mechanized information systems, as developed in  Project 3, Phase 1, 
Part 1 • 
B.  Source  materia I 
Final  Report on  Project 3, Phase I,Part 2:  Development and use of 
models for the prediction of costs for alternative information systems. 
As lib Consultancy Service, July 1976. 
C.  Detai Is of project 
The basic methodology of the test should be to predict the operating 
costs of a  number of existing systems, as from  some time in  the pa'it, 
and to check these predictions against op.~rating costs actually 
recorded.  The steps involved would be as follows  : 
(1)  Select a  minimum of three mechanized information system 
which provide one or a  range of output services, using a 
data base(s) created in-ho'JSe or purchased from an external 
source.  The systems chosen should if possible be represen-
tative of the most  common types of system,  in  terms of the 
mix of services provided. 109 
An essential criterion for selection of candidate systems is 
that they should .nave detailed records of their operational 
activities and costs for at leo>t  three years  p·:~st. 
(2)  Obtain data on the operating costs of each system for  the 
past three years, as show~ in  its annual acco•Jnts.  Data will 
also be required on the annua' volume of throughpu+ of each 
service, its op-erational characters, and a II  other porame1~ers 
that would normaUy be determined by the model  user. 
(3)  Run  the model  for each system to generate a  three-year cost 
prediction.  The  projections for data values such a>  salaries and 
equipment rentals costs should be based on known trends for 
the countries in  which the systems are based. 
(4)  Compare cost predictions for each service, with costs 
recorded for each system  in  its accounts.  The  percentage 
error for each figure should be recorded. 
(5)  Investigate causes of inaccuracy, modify input values, and 
re-run mode I as necessary. 
It  is  recommended that computer facilities be used for  running the 
model.  If the PROPHIT  II  facilities used for development of the 
model were employed, the necessary program (definition file) could 
be supplied by Aslib. SALES OFFICES
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